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Abstract

Robot motion planning in dynamic environments is critical for many robotic
applications, such as self-driving cars, UAVs and service robots operating in
changing environments. However, motion planning in dynamic environments is
very challenging as this problem has been shown to be NP-Hard and in PSPACE,
even in the simplest case. As a result, the lack of safe, efficient planning solutions for real-world robots is one of the biggest obstacles for ubiquitous adoption of robots in everyday life. Specifically, there are four main challenges facing
motion planning in dynamic environments: obstacle motion uncertainty, obstacle
interaction, complex robot dynamics and noise, and planner efficiency. To bring
robots out of controlled lab environments, this research addresses these challenges
by developing eight novel algorithms and a benchmark comparing state of the
art motion planners for dynamic environments. We demonstrate that these challenges can be overcome, or significantly alleviated, by techniques borrowed from
the field of artificial intelligence, robotics, computational geometry and machine
learning. Specifically, we improve navigation in the presence of obstacle motion
uncertainty through the use of Monte Carlo simulations and planners that take
risks in an adaptive fashion. We also develop planners for environments with
strong obstacle interactions by novel ways of simulating robot-obstacle interactions. Next, we employ and improve reinforcement learning methods to find mo-
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tion plans for robots with complex dynamics and noise. Lastly, we utilize deep
learning to improve planner efficiency and prescribe a fast motion planner for
robots with limited computation resources. Our extensive evaluation and benchmark problems found that methods developed in this work achieve higher or
the highest performance compared to existing methods. The development and
evaluation of these methods also established new facts that lead to the following
conclusions: 1) search-based motion planners must take risks in order to identify
paths in crowded stochastic dynamic environments. 2) Reinforcement learning
algorithms should not be limited to optimizing the cumulative reward, as reward
functions are merely proxies for agent performance. 3) Complex path integrals
can often be estimated accurately and rapidly by deep neural nets. 4) Integration
of local, reactive-based methods with global, search-based methods is a promising
direction for robot motion planning.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
To bring robots to the real-world, which is unstructured and constantly changing, one of the most critical components is robot motion planning in dynamic
environments. It is the process of identifying collision-free trajectories in a changing environment. This process is critical for many robotic applications such as
self-driving cars [159], UAVs [65], service robots [156], mobile manipulators [165]
and autonomous wheelchairs [158]. However, motion planning in dynamic environments is very challenging. This problem has been shown to be NP-Hard [23]
and in PSPACE [22] even in the simplest case (a 2D point robot that must avoid
collision with polygonal obstacles moving at constant velocities). Naturally, realworld scenarios are much more complex. There are four main challenges facing
motion planning in dynamic environments:

• Obstacle Motion Uncertainty: Real-world obstacles, such as pedestrians,
often move in an intrinsically stochastic manner, making precise predictions
of future positions infeasible. Being collision-free is critical for many applications due to exceedingly severe collision consequences (e.g., self-driving
cars collisions may result in fatalities [1]).
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• Obstacle Interaction: Real-world obstacles often interact with each other
and with the robot, creating a highly complex joint system.

• Complex Robot Dynamics and Noise: Real-world robots often have highly
complex dynamics (e.g. legged robots) and operate in noisy environments
where a motion plan often cannot be executed exactly (e.g., due to slippage).

• Planning Efficiency: Motion planners for dynamic environments must be
efficient since most robotic applications have a strict real-time computation
budget.
These four challenges are some of the primary reasons why most robots are
currently confined to controlled lab conditions instead of being ubiquitous in the
real-world. This research aims to address these challenges by developing novel algorithms
and a benchmark to compare motion planners for dynamic environments.
In this chapter, we first describe the four challenges in detail, including the limitations of state of the art methods. Next, we define the objective of this research
and describe how we address these challenges and overcome the issues of state of
the art methods. Finally, we wrap up the chapter by stating our contribution and
providing an outline/reader’s guide for the following chapters.

1.1
1.1.1

The Four Main Challenges
Obstacle Motion Uncertainty

By definition, planning in dynamic environments involves obstacle motion, yet, it
is the uncertainty in obstacle motion that makes planning challenging [34]. This is
because given the exactly positions of obstacles in the future, planning in dynamic
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environments can be reduced to planning in static environments [56]. This reduction is done by adding time as another dimension of the robot state. Given exact
predictions, obstacles (moving or not) can be captured by static swept volumes
in this state-time space and collision-free paths can be found by simply avoiding
these volumes. Unfortunately, this is often not practical for robots operating in
the real-world.
Real-world obstacles, such as pedestrians or cars, often move in a stochastic
manner. This poses a significant challenge for motion planners since the future
positions of obstacles cannot be predicted exactly. Enumerating all possible future obstacle positions and then finding a collision-free motion plan is clearly intractable. In fact, this problem had been shown to be in EXPTIME (solvable in
exponential time) [23]. One commonly used heuristic is to emulate the case where
obstacle motions can be precisely predicted. The emulation is done by bounding the stochastic obstacle motion by a large region that guarantees to contain the
obstacle over a time horizon (e.g., a disk in 2D or a sphere in 3D). Paths avoiding these regions are guaranteed to be collision-free [51]. However, bounding
stochastic obstacle motion can be overly conservative, as obstacles like pedestrians always have a very small but non-zero probability to suddenly turn or stop.
As a result, when the obstacle density increases, the robot may not be able to identify any path avoiding these overly conservative regions despite the existence of
a collision-free path. This is known as the freezing robot problem [155]. Overall, obstacle motion uncertainty remains an open, unsolved challenge for motion
planning in dynamic environments due to the lack of complete solutions and effective heuristics.
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1.1.2

Obstacle Interactions

Obstacles in the real-world often interact with each other. For example, pedestrians actively avoid colliding with each other. These obstacle-obstacle interactions
pose a significant challenge for motion planners. This is because state of the art
planners in dynamic environments use the knowledge of future obstacle positions
to compute motion plans [34]. To predict future obstacle motions in the presence
of obstacle-obstacle interaction, one must consider all obstacles in order to make
a joint prediction. This is computationally expensive. In addition, the obstacle interaction dynamics is often stochastic and difficult to model [142]. State of the art
methods often approximate obstacle-obstacle interaction by a set of closed-form
equations [52] (e.g., social force model [72]) or Gaussian process [155]. However, it
had been shown that interactions, such as ones between pedestrians, are far more
complex than the social force model or Gaussian processes [142].
In addition to obstacle-obstacle interaction, real-world obstacles also interact
with the robot [142]. For example, highway lane changing during traffic jams is often impossible without interaction between other cars and the robot (e.g., via turn
signals). This means that robot actions also affect obstacles’ future positions. As
a result, robot-obstacle interactions pose a significant challenge for state of the art
SBMPs. This is because SBMPs require future positions of obstacles to find a path,
yet, future obstacle positions can only be generated given a robot path (sequence
of robot actions). State of the art methods bypass this dilemma by approximating
obstacle motions as piece-wise constant velocity [81] motions. Unfortunately, realworld obstacle motions in the presence of interactions are often too complex to be
approximated by constant velocities [101]. Overall, due to the complexity and
uncertainty involved in interactions, motion planning in the presence of obstacle
interactions remains highly challenging.
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1.1.3

Complex Robot Dynamics and Noise

Real-world robots often have dynamics that are nonlinear or complex. For example, a car cannot move freely on a surface without changing orientation as its dynamics is nonlinear. This is why parallel parking is challenging [128]. In another
example, legged robot motions are often very complex [154]. Simulating these
motions typically requires a physics simulator since the robot dynamics cannot
be described by a compact set of equations [154]. Due to high accuracy and high
DOFs requirements of many robots with complex dynamics, motion planning of
these robots are typically done by SBMPs. Unfortunately, complex robot dynamics pose a significant challenge for SBMPs. As we will discuss in detail in Chapter
5, using SBMPs for robots with complex dynamics often requires extensive tuning and engineering for each dynamics model. Some state of the art SBMPs, such
as [109], do not require engineering for each robot dynamics model but are often
slow and produce jagged, sub-optimal paths [5].
Real-world robots also operate in the presence of noise of varying types and
amounts. For example, it is very difficult for self-driving cars to execute a path
with millimeter accuracy. This is due to the non-slip kinematic model, typically
used for planning, being only an approximation to the real physical process. For
example, the tires may slip and deform, causing the model to be inaccurate [128].
This is known as the robot process noise, where the actual system dynamics deviates from the modeled dynamics. In addition, the robot often has measurement noise, i.e., inaccurate state estimation, either in proprioceptive DOFs such as
wheel angles or DOFs relative to the world such as position and orientation. The
latter measurement noise is also known as localization noise, which is common for
indoor robots. To combat noise, most roboticists take a stacked approach, where
a sampling-based motion planner identifies a collision-free path without the presence of noise [128]. Next, a controller tracks the identified path under noise [128].
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This “stacked” approach is not ideal as the planner may choose a path without realizing that the associated collision risk maybe too high due to process and measurement noise. State of the art SBMPs attempt to address this problem by assuming that the process noise is small and a Linear Quadratic Gaussian controller
can keep the robot relatively close to each way-point along the path. Under these
assumptions, a path with a low collision probability can be identified [161, 133].
However, as discovered in [154], real-world process noise is often far too complicated to be described by small Gaussian distributions. Overall, noise and complex
robot dynamics are major challenges for robot motion planning [128].

1.1.4

Planning Efficiency

Most applications of motion planning in dynamic environments have a strict realtime computation budget, as the robot must compute and execute motion plans
to avoid collision with the constantly changing environment [34]. On the other
hand, planning in dynamic environments is NP-hard even in the simplest case
[23]. Therefore, typical motion planners in dynamic environments sacrifice completeness or optimality for practicality. For example, many Artificial Potential
Field (APF)-based methods are extremely fast and suitable for robots with low
computational resources. Unfortunately, since APF-based methods compute only
the next robot action and do so by simply following the gradient of the potential
field [91], the robot may not be able to avoid fast moving obstacles and often gets
trapped in local minima. On the other hand, SBMPs do not suffer from the local
minima problem but the random sampling nature deprives SBMPs from finding
complete and optimal solutions. This means that a path avoiding collision with
obstacles may exist but a SBMP may not be able to identify it under the computation budget. This issue is particularly significant for robots with high DOF (e.g.,
robot arms with many joints). This is due to the fact that finding an effective and
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computationally efficient distance measure (a core component of sampling-based
motion planning) is difficult for these robots. Previously proposed distance measures, such as weighted Euclidean distance, require extensive manual tuning [8].
Overall, improving the efficiency of motion planners is critical as more collisionfree paths can be identified within a limited computation budget.

1.2

Research Objective And Our Solutions

The objective of this research is to develop novel methods to address the four
main challenges facing motion planning in dynamic environments. We achieved
this objective by the exploration and discovery of new ways to combine global and
local planning. Motion planning techniques for dynamic environments fall under
two categories: search-based and reactive-based [34]. Search-based methods, such
as SBMPs or graph search techniques like A*, utilize global obstacle information to
identify a motion plan, i.e., a sequence of robot action. Reactive-based methods
on the other hand, compute a policy that maps local observations, such as nearby
obstacle locations, to a robot actions. The four challenges of motion planning in
dynamic environments significantly impact the effectiveness and applicability of
these two approaches. We discuss these impacts and how we address them by
finding new ways to combine global and local planning below.
For search-based methods, the efficiency of planning for high DOF robot manipulators remains a major challenge for safe object manipulation due to the lack
of good distance measures for SBMPs [38, 8]. We overcame this limitation by
developing a distance measure that quickly and accurately estimate the local CP
through fast deep swept volume estimators [33] (Chapter 6). Another major issue
of search-based methods is that precise future obstacle positions often cannot be
predicted due to obstacle motion uncertainty or obstacle interactions [142, 31]. In such
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scenarios, an identified collision-free motion plan from a start to a goal must avoid
all possible future obstacle positions [155]. Our empirical experiments in Chapter
7 show that the identification of such motion plans in environments crowded by
stochastically-moving obstacle is often infeasible, since the area of potential future
obstacle occupation may be very large. To address this issue, we adapt searchbased techniques such as SBMPs to utilize local information. First, we developed
Stochastic Ensemble Simulation (SES) planning [30] (Chapter 3). Instead of identifying a motion plan directly between start and goal, SES identifies local partial
paths that progress toward the goal and relies on intelligent replanning mechanisms to include new obstacle motion information. The incorporation of future
observations is expanded and formalized in Dynamic Risk Tolerance (DRT) [27]
(Chapter 3). DRT considers the fact that future replanning is possible and thus
accepts low risks in the near future and higher risks in the far future, where the
prediction quality is poor and replanning to avoid a predicted collision is likely
feasible. By incorporating local information in search-based methods, SES and
DRT greatly improve the collision-free navigation success rate in the presence of
obstacle motion uncertainty. On the other hand, to avoid collisions with interacting obstacles, we developed Runtime-SES [31] and COLREG-RRT [36] (Chapter
4). These methods incorporate local interactions between obstacles and between
the robot and obstacles in order to estimate the future positions of obstacles. Together with novel replanning mechanisms, these methods significantly improve
the navigation success rate in the presence of obstacle interactions.
Reactive-based methods, such as the popular Artificial Potential Field [91]based methods, compute an attractive (from the goal) and repulsive (around obstacles) potential fields locally to find an action at each time step (by following the
gradient of the combined potential). Reactive-based methods are often highly efficient as they do not find a sequence of robot actions (combinatorial in nature) like
search-based methods [153]. However, it is very difficult to construct effective po-
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tentials, since complex static environments may create local minima and avoiding
fast obstacles with motion uncertainty often requires a long-term plan with global
obstacle knowledge. To address these issues, we developed Path-Guided APFSR
(PG-APFSR) [29] (Chapter 6), an APF-based method that encodes global information in both attractive and repulsive potentials. First, we use SBMPs to identify a
collision-free global guidance path among static obstacles and modify the attractive potential to follow this path. This allows PG-APFSR to avoid local minima
caused by complex static obstacles. Next, we use a formal method, Stochastic
Reachability (SR) analysis [3], to compute an optimal long-term avoidance policy
for a single obstacle with motion uncertainty. By encoding the avoidance policy
in the repulsive potential, PG-APFSR maintains a high success rate even in the
presence of hundreds of stochastically-moving obstacles.
Another prominent branch of reactive-based methods is Reinforcement Learning (RL) [153]. RL aims to learn a policy that maps local observations to actions
that maximize long-term cumulative reward [153]. Since the learning is done in a
data-centric, trial and error manner, RL excels at handling complex robot dynamics
and noise [154]. Recently, the advent of deep RL has allowed high dimensional
local observations, such as image or lidar returns, to be used directly [123, 46].
Despite the tremendous potential, deep RL methods are highly sensitive to the
design of reward functions and the underlying neural network structure [10]. To
address this issue, we developed AutoRL [32] (Chapter 5). In addition to the typical local RL policy optimization using the temporal difference [153] or experience
replay buffers [123], AutoRL adds global, learning instance level performance information to policy optimization. AutoRL runs many deep RL training instances
in parallel and chooses reward functions and network structures that lead to high
policy performance using large-scale gradient-free optimization techniques such
as genetic algorithms [66] or CMA-ES [67]. The resulting policy greatly reduces
undesired behaviors and is capable of steering robots with complex dynamics in
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the presence of strong perception and action execution noise.
We also combine search and reactive-based approaches directly in RL-RRT [35]
(Chapter 5). RL-RRT utilizes the reactive AutoRL policies to avoid obstacles locally despite the presence of complex robot dynamics and noise. Next, we use a
search-based SBMP to guide AutoRL policies globally in order to rapidly explore
large environments. This combination of search and reactive-based techniques
eliminates the need for extensive tuning and engineering for every individual dynamics model. The combination also improves the quality and efficiency of motion planning for robots with complex dynamics and noise. We hope that RL-RRT
and other methods in this work serve as an example to inspire future methods
about how combining global and local planning can lead to robust and practical
motion planning solutions in dynamic environments.

1.3

Contributions

This research develops eight novel methods that overcame four main challenges
of motion planning in dynamic environments. We also compared our algorithms
with state of the art planners by benchmarking them in tunable, real-world traffic
inspired environments. By overcoming these four challenges, we believe this research brings robots much closer to being ubiquitous in every day life. The body
of this research is based on the following thirteen publications:

1. Hao-Tien (Lewis) Chiang, Nicholas Malone, Kendra Lesser, Meeko Oishi,
Lydia Tapia, “Aggressive Moving Obstacle Avoidance Using a Stochastic
Reachable Set Based Potential Field,” In International Workshop on Algorithmic Foundations of Robotics (WAFR), Istanbul, Turkey, Aug 2014. Published in H. Akin et al., editors, Algorithmic Foundations of Robotics XI, pp.
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7390, Zeist, Springer, 2015.
2. Hao-Tien (Lewis) Chiang, Nicholas Malone, Kendra Lesser, Meeko Oishi,
Lydia Tapia, “Path- Guided Artificial Potential Fields with Stochastic Reachable Sets for Motion Planning in Highly Dynamic Environments,” In Proceedings of IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation
(ICRA), pp.2347-2354, Seattle, Washington, May 2015.
3. Hao-Tien (Lewis) Chiang, Nathanael Rackley, Lydia Tapia, “Stochastic Ensemble Simulation Motion Planning in Stochastic Dynamic Environments,”
In Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Robots
and Systems (IROS), pp. 3836-3843, Hamburg, Germany, September 2015.
4. Hao-Tien (Lewis) Chiang, Nathanael Rackley, Lydia Tapia, “Runtime SES
Planning: Online Motion Planning in Environments with Stochastic Dynamics and Uncertainty,” In Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on
Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), pp. 4802-4809, Daejeon, South Korea,
October 2016.
5. Hao-Tien (Lewis) Chiang, Baisravan HomChaudhri, Abraham P. Vinod,
Meeko Oishi, Lydia Tapia, “Dynamic Risk Tolerance: Motion Planning by
Balancing Short-Term and Long-Term Stochastic Dynamic Predictions,” In
Proceedings of IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation
(ICRA), pp. 3762-3769, Singapore, May 2017.
6. Nicholas Malone, Hao-Tien (Lewis) Chiang, Kendra Lesser, Meeko Oishi,
and Lydia Tapia, “Hybrid Dynamic Moving Obstacle Avoidance Using
a Stochastic Reachable Set-Based Potential Field,” IEEE Transactions on
Robotics, 33(5), 1124-1138, 2017.
7. Hao-Tien (Lewis) Chiang, Baisravan HomChauhudri, Lee Smith and Lydia
Tapia. “Safety, Challenges, and Performance of Motion Planners in Dynamic
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Environments.” Proceedings of the International Symposium of Robotics
Research (ISRR), pp. 1-16, Puerto Varas, Chile, 2017.
8. Hao-Tien (Lewis) Chiang and Lydia Tapia, “COLREG-RRT: A RRT-based
COLREGS- Compliant Motion Planner for Surface Vehicle Navigation,”
IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters, 3(3), 2024-2031, 2018.
9. Hao-Tien (Lewis) Chiang, Aleksandra Faust, Satomi Sugaya and Lydia
Tapia, “Fast Swept Volume Estimation with Deep Learning.” In International Workshop on Algorithmic Founda- tions of Robotics (WAFR), Merida,
Mexico, 2018 Algorithmic Foundations of Robotics XIII, in press, Springer,
2018.
10. Hao-Tien (Lewis) Chiang, Aleksandra Faust, Marek Fiser and Anthony Francis, “Learning Navigation Behaviors End-to-End with AutoRL,”
Robotics and Automation Letters, 4(2), 2007-2014, 2019.
11. Anthony Francis, Aleksandra Faust, Hao-Tien (Lewis) Chiang, Jasmine
Hsu, J. Chase Kew, Marek Fiser and Tsang-Wei Edward Lee, “Long-Range
Indoor Navigation with PRM-RL” IEEE Transactions on Robotics, Conditionally Accepted, 2019.
12. Hao-Tien (Lewis) Chiang, Jasmine Hsu, Marek Fiser, Lydia Tapia and Aleksandra Faust, “RL-RRT: Kinodynamic Motion Planning via Learning Reachability Estimators from RL Policies,” Robotics and Automation Letters, In
Press, 2019.
13. Hao-Tien (Lewis) Chiang, John E. G. Baxter, Mohammad R. Yousefi, Satomi
Sugaya, Aleksandra Faust and Lydia Tapia, “Fast Deep Swept Volume Estimators,” In Submission, 2019.
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1.4

Outline

We start by discussing the background knowledge assumed in the main body of
this work (Section 2.1). Next, we describe the related work by introducing common methodologies for motion planning in dynamic environments (Section 2.2).
After equipping readers with a working understanding of the field, we present
our solutions to the four main challenges: obstacle motion uncertainty (Chapter
3), obstacle interactions (Chapter 4), complex robot dynamics and noise (Chapter 5) and planner efficiency (Chapter 6). These four chapters are designed to be
self-contained except for some cross-comparison in the results sections. Lastly, we
provide readers a wide, up-to-date understanding of planning in dynamic environments by presenting a survey that benchmarks thirteen state of the art planners
(Chapter 7) before concluding in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries And Related Work
This chapter intends to give readers a general understanding of motion planning
in dynamic environments before presenting our solutions to the four main challenges of motion planning in dynamic environments. We first prepare readers
with the background knowledge assumed in the main body of this work (Section 2.1). Next, we introduce common related approaches for motion planning in
dynamic environments (Section 2.2).

2.1

Preliminaries

We start by defining robot dynamics and spaces that can fully describe the motion of robots. Next, since many motion planners developed in this work are
Sampling-Based Motion Planners (SBMPs), we discuss how SBMPs work as well
as the benefits and drawbacks. Lastly, we discuss the idea of Markov decision
process and reinforcement learning.
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2.1.1

Robot Dynamics, Configuration and State Space

A robot is defined as a movable object which can be described by n parameters, i.e., Degrees Of Freedom (DOFs), each corresponding to an attribute of
the object (e.g., position, orientation) or object component (e.g.

joint angle,

link displacement, component orientation). The configuration of a robot c =

( x1 , x2 , ..., xi , ..., xn ) is a point in a n dimensional space, where xi is the ith DOF
of the robot. This space, called configuration space C , consists of all possible robot
configurations [113]. The collision-free configuration space (Cfree ) is the subset of

collision-free configurations in C , while its complement is Cobstacle . In this context,
the geometric motion planning problem is defined as finding a series of continuous changes to robot’s DOFs that move between initial and goal configurations
without ever entering Cobstacle (collision). Although computing explicit Cobstacle
boundaries is, in general, an intractable problem, it is often possible to efficiently
determine if a configuration is feasible or not by performing a Collision Detection
(CD) test in the robot’s environment.
A robot state x = { x1 , x2 , ..., xn , x˙1 , x˙2 , ..., x˙n }, which forms the state space X ,
is similar to a configuration, but it also includes the first order time derivative of
the configuration. The additional time derivatives are required to fully describe
a robot with inertia. For example, a car at the origin moving at 60 MPH is very
different from a stationary car at the origin, unless the car is able to change velocity
infinitely fast (no inertia).
The transition between states is determined by the robot dynamics. In this
work, we describe all robot dynamics as discrete-time dynamics:
x t +1 = x t + f ( x t , u t ),

(2.1)

where xt is the robot state at time step t, ut = {u1 , u2 , ..., um } ∈ U is the m dimensional control input (i.e. robot action) at time step t. f (xt , ut ) is referred to
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as the robot dynamics since it determines the evolution of robot state given the
current state and control input. Note that moving obstacles can be described by
same formalism and we avoid potential confusion by denoting the robot state as
xr and the obstacle state as xo when needed.
Next, we define some common terminologies regarding robot dynamics. We
define holonomic robot dynamics as systems that satisfy:
ut = [ x˙1 , x˙2 , ..., x˙n ]

(2.2)

m=n

(2.3)

f (xt , ut ) = ut ∆.

(2.4)

This means that the velocity of all DOFs are directly controllable and thus a configuration fully describes a robot state. Robots with nonholonomic dynamics do
not satisfy Eq. 2.2 nor Eq. 2.4 and m < n. When a robot is said to be kinodynamic,
it means that there exist at least one DOF, j, for which
ẋt+1,j = ẋt,j + ut,i ∆,

(2.5)

where i is a dimension in U that does not necessarily equal to j. This means that at
least one DOF is acceleration controlled and the robot has non-negligible inertia.
Note that f (xt , ut ) may be deterministic or stochastic. In the latter case, the robot
is said to have a stochastic dynamics or process noise.

2.1.2

Sampling-Based Motion Planners (SBMPs)

SBMPs sample robot state or configuration space to approximate the obstacle-free
regions. There are two main categories of SBMP, graph-based methods such as
Probabilistic Road Maps (PRMs) [90] and tree-based methods such as Rapidlyexploring Random Trees (RRTs) [105].
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PRM generally operates in the configuration space. It works by building a
graph in Cfree . Roadmap vertices are added during node generation, where C
is sampled and collision-free configurations are inserted into the roadmap as vertices. During node connection, the k nearest neighbors of a selected node are identified by a distance metric. A local planner then attempts to find a collision-free
path between the selected node and each neighboring nodes. If the local planner
is successful, an edge connecting the neighboring and selected node is added to
the roadmap. This process repeats until the start and goal nodes are connected or
after certain number of iterations.
RRT grows a tree in the state space. First, a root node that stores the the robot’s
start state xstart is added to the tree. Next, tree expansion repeats until a solution
is found. First, a state xrand is randomly sampled from the state space. If xrand is
not in collision with obstacles, the node (nselected ) in the tree with the state xselected
that is the closest to xrand is selected for extension according to some distance
metric. A control action u is then computed to steer the robot from xselected to xrand
using a local planner. This is typically achieved with control techniques such as
PID, bang-bang or optimal control-based methods such as [174]. Next, a forward
simulation of the robot dynamics that starts from xselected and executes u for ∆tree
seconds is conducted, i.e., numerical integration of Eq. 2.1. ∆tree is randomly
sampled between 0 and ∆max . If the resulting new state xnew is not in collision, a
new node is added to the tree. The new node stores xnew , the control input u, and
a pointer to the parent node nselected . This process repeats until any node reaches
the goal or after certain number of iterations. To speed up the tree expansion, goal
bias, i.e., choosing the goal state as xrand with probability PgoalBias is often used.
It has been shown that PRM and RRT variants described above as well as many
SBMPs are probabilistically-complete [104, 100]. This means that if a collision-free
path connecting the start and goal configurations exist, the probability of identi-
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fying a collision-free path approaches one as the planner utilizes more computation. On the other hand, probabilistically-complete also means that the planner
can never show that collision-free paths do not exist, as any finite amount of computation only provides a probability of finding a collision-free path that’s less than
one.

2.1.3

Reinforcement Learning and Markov Decision Process

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a machine learning paradigm that supervises the
learning purely by rewarding or penalizing the learning agent. RL typically formulates the problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), which is a 5-tuple

(X , U , Pu , R, γ). X is the robot state space, U is the robot action space, Pu (x, x0 )

is the state transition probability distribution from x to x0 given action u, R(x, u)
is the reward and γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor. The goal of the MDP is to find
an optimal policy that maps each state x to an action u, such that the expected
cumulative reward along trajectories starting at state x is maximized. RL algorithms provide solutions to the MDP via methods such as value iteration, policy
search and actor-critic [153]. RL does not assume knowledge of robot dynamics,
i.e., it does not need the equations of Pu (x, x0 ). It only requires sufficient number
of samples of Pu (x, x0 ), i.e., forward simulation of the robot dynamics (Eq. 2.1).
This allows the RL framework to be general and applicable to many problems
[153].

2.2

Related Work

This section introduces common approaches for motion planning in dynamic environments. It is intended to give readers a general understanding of the strength
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and weakness of approaches commonly used in dynamic environments. We start
with stochastic reachability analysis [3], a complete method that identifies optimal obstacle avoidance actions (Section 2.2.1). Unfortunately, this method suffers
from the curse of dimensionality and is thus incapable of providing solutions in
the presence of many obstacles [116]. To address this issue, two paradigms that
offer approximate solutions, artificial potential fields and SBMPs, are discussed
in Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. These paradigms face additional challenges when the
robot has large inertia or when obstacles interact with each other (Section 2.2.4).
Next, since planning in dynamic environments often have a real-time budget constraint, we discuss how a critical component of SBMP, distance measures, impacts
planning efficiency, particularly for high DOF and kinodynamic robots (Section
2.2.4.3). Finally, in Section 2.2.5, we discuss reinforcement learning, a machine
learning based approach, which can also be used for motion planning in dynamic
environments.

2.2.1

Stochastic Reachability Analysis

Stochastic Reachability (SR) analysis assesses whether the state of the system will,
with a certain likelihood, remain and/or reach within a desired subset of the state
space for some finite time, or avoid an undesired subset of the state space [3]. SR
can be formulated to avoid moving obstacles by setting the undesired set of states
as states with a non-zero collision probability. To compute this set, methods such
as [118] and [64] start with the set of states in collision and iterate backward in
time using the Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs (HJI) equation [121]. The complement of
this set of states assures collision avoidance. Dynamic programming can be used
to iterate the HJI equation and obtain the optimal obstacle avoidance action and
collision probability guarantees [116].
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Unfortunately, dynamic programming-based SR approaches suffer from the
curse of dimensionality, i.e., the cost of SR set computation increases exponentially with robot state space dimension [3]. This limits the application of SR in
motion planning to low dimensional systems. Recent grid-free approaches leverage tools, such as fourier transforms, to compute the SR sets [167] or to approximate regions reachable by obstacles with ellipsoids [168]. While these approaches
bypasses the curse of dimensionality, they are limited in applicable domains. The
former method can only handle obstacles with linear dynamics and specific types
of stochasticity such as Gaussian noise. The latter method does not consider obstacle interactions or robot process noise.

2.2.2

Artificial Potential Field (APF)

APF [91] is a simple, computationally inexpensive yet effective planning method.
It works by constructing an attractive potential from the goal and a repulsive potential from obstacles. The attractive potential is a quadratic function originated
from the goal. The repulsive potential is computed by a nonlinear function of the
clearance (closest distance) between the robot and obstacles. The robot action is
computed by projecting the gradient of the combined potential field to the action
space. APF is simple to construct, suitably fast for online planning and able to
handle nonholonomic constraints. Therefore, APF has been used for a wide variety of applications such as manipulators [91], UAVs [25, 93], robot soccer [175],
mobile robots [62, 40, 160, 149] and multi-agent collision avoidance [171].
The main drawback of APF methods is the possibility of the robot becoming
trapped in local minima. While several approaches have been proposed to mitigate this issue, it remains a difficult problem [12, 104]. One example is the Randomized Path Planner [12], it prescribes a random walk when at a local minimum.
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While this can be effective in some environments, it often requires a long time to
escape from large-scale local minima. Another method mitigating the issue is the
navigation function approach [141]. It bypasses the problem by computing a local minimum free potential field using harmonic functions [141]. However, it is
computationally expensive and nonholonomic robots may still be trapped in local
minima.

2.2.3

SBMPs for dynamic environments

To account for rapid obstacle motions, SBMPs were modified to plan in the statetime space instead of state space. State-time space was introduced in [56], which
augments the robot state space with the time dimension. Doing so enabled motion
planners to incorporate information about the future changes of the environment,
thus capable of identifying a collision-free path among moving obstacles. For example, an A* planner on a discretized state-time space was used to find a path
among moving obstacles in [76]. SBMPs can also be used to plan in state-time
space. Specifically, a RRT was used to navigate a robot around moving doors by
using the τ-safety criterion, a metric that ensures the path is collision-free for at
least τ seconds in the future [59]. This planner is drastically different from traditional SBMPs for dynamic environments, which plan in the state space and replan
when the identified path becomes invalid [48]. Planning in state-time space can
greatly improve navigation safety [34]. However, it also means that exact knowledge of obstacle motion is required in order to conduct the CD checks necessary
in SBMPs. This is difficult if the obstacle motion is stochastic [30] or interacting.
One way to predict stochastic obstacle motions is Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, a technique to simulate stochastic processes. It works by creating and tracking particles. Each particle samples the random variables of a stochastic process
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(e.g., speed of the obstacle) and simulates the process deterministically. The resulting ensemble of particles approximates the true stochastic process [127]. MC
simulation can be used to predict stochastic obstacle motion and thus be used for
for planning in state-time space. In [181], the stochastic pedestrian motion and
pedestrian position uncertainty were simulated using MC on a grid. The result of
the simulation is fed to an Anytime RRT [49] to generate a collision free path. In
contrast, [6] generates trajectories for both the robot and obstacle independently
with MC simulation. It then picks a path for the robot that minimizes a cost function combining the probability of collision and distance to goal. However, the MC
simulations employed by these methods are limited to obstacles with either noninteracting or weakly-interacting dynamics since the obstacle prediction is done
offline. These methods also do not have a mechanism to enforce interaction rules
such as traffic rules, which are critical for autonomous vehicles to operate among
human operators.
Another way to predict stochastic obstacle motion is Gaussian Process (GP)
[138]. This machine learning-based technique assumes obstacle positions are sampled from a high dimensional Gaussian function. By fitting the Gaussian to the obstacle’s previous positions, the parameters of the Gaussian can be determined. Using GP obstacle predictions, low CP paths can be identified using RRT [9]. However, It has been shown that GP is not expressive enough to capture the complex
motion of real-world obstacles, such as pedestrians [142].

2.2.4

Additional Challenges for Sampling-based Methods

2.2.4.1

Obstacle Interactions

Obstacles that interact with each other and the robot pose a significant challenge
for SBMPs. The reason lies in the dilemma that these SBMPs require future po-
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sitions of obstacles to find a path, yet future obstacle positions can only be generated given a robot path (sequence of robot actions). To address this dilemma,
several methods assume obstacles follow a specific reactive interaction model, i.e.,
obstacles do not predict the robot motion. In one example, obstacles follow the
reciprocal velocity obstacle model [148]. Under this assumption, the planner randomly samples collision-free robot actions and chooses the final action using a
human-inspired cost metric [96]. Another approach assumes obstacles follow the
extended social force model [51]. Based on this assumption, the method grows a
RRT-inspired tree that forward simulates the motion of both obstacles and robots
in order to identify trajectories that minimize the social work (integral of the social force). However, these method are tailored for navigation among pedestrians
due to the use of the extended social force model, making it unsuitable for general
motion planning in dynamic environments.

2.2.4.2

Local Planners for Complex Robot Dynamics

RRT was originally developed to navigate kinodynamic robots among obstacles
[105]. However, kinodynamic motion planning is still challenging as two factors are critical for RRTs to be “rapidly-exploring” [174, 130]. The first factor is
the availability of an optimal/near-optimal steering function that navigates the
robot between two points in the state space. This is challenging for kinodynamic
systems and is only partially addressed by an optimal steering function for kinodynamic robots with controllable linear dynamics [174]. The second factor is the
availability of a proper distance metric between two robot states. This is also partially addressed by numerically computing the reachability (which encodes the
time to reach distance metric) of the robot offline [132] or by approximating the
reachable states via visibility graphs [174]. As a result, state of the art SBMPs for
kinodynamic robots belong to two categories: steering function-based and steer-
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ing function free-based. When an optimal/near-optimal steering function exists
for a robot dynamics, steering function-based kinodynamic planners, such as kinodynamic RRT* [174] and D-FMT [143], utilize the steering function to “pull” the
tree outward to achieve rapid exploration [174, 130, 177]. On th other hand, steering function free-based approaches, such as EST [136] and SST [109], propagate
a random action from a selected node at each iteration, essentially “pushing” the
tree outward to achieve exploration. Since a steering function is not required,
these methods can be applied to a variety of robot dynamics, although they tend
to “wander” and can take a much longer time to identify a solution compared to
steering function-based methods [5].

2.2.4.3

Distance Measures

Distance measure is a function that maps two robot states or configurations to
a scalar value that measures the “proximity” between them. The exact definition of “proximity” can be problem dependent; however, it is typically defined to predict the amount of motion or time for the robot to move between
the states/configurations [42]. For example, the size of robot swept volume between configurations was identified as the ideal distance measure for high DOF
robots since it can reflect the collision probability between configurations [98].
However, swept volume is too computationally-expensive as a distance measure
for SBMP [41]. As a result, SBMPs often use the Euclidean or Weighted Euclidean distance measures, which only reflect collision probability well for low
DOF robots [33]. On the other hand, for robots with complex dynamics, the minimum Time To Reach (TTR) between robot states is a highly effective distance
measure as it captures reachability, i.e., whether a robot can move between two
states within a time horizon given the dynamics constraints [130, 177]. Since TTR
is also computationally-expensive, most SBMPs for complex dynamics use the Eu-
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clidean distance measure, which can be seen as a lower bound of TTR [130]. We
discuss the robot swept volume and TTR distance measures in more detail below.
Swept volume is the physical volume displaced by an object moving between two configurations. Modern approximate swept volume algorithms can
be roughly classified as occupation grid-based, convex polyhedra-based, and
boundary-based. Occupation grid-based approaches decompose the workspace,
e.g., into voxels, in order to track the robot’s occupation in the workspace as it executes a trajectory [73, 170]. The resulting approximation has a resolution-tunable
accuracy and is conservative, which can be critical for applications such as collision avoidance [134]. Convex polyhedra-based methods approximate robot bodies as the union of simple convex hulls using algorithms such as [117]. As the
robot moves between configurations, additional convex hulls are inserted at a
fixed angular interval, and the swept volume is the union of all convex hulls [61].
Boundary-based methods construct the swept volumes by extracting and approximating boundary surfaces with polygons during robot motions [21, 94, 4].
Unfortunately, despite more than four decades of study, using approximate
swept volume algorithms directly as a distance measure for SBMPs results in
planning efficiency that is orders of magnitude worse than weighted Euclidean
distance measure due to the exceedingly high computation cost [41]. This is expected as an effective distance measure must balance between accurately predicting the probability of a robot motion resulting in collisions and computation costs
as distance measure queries are one of the most numerous operations for SBMPs
[8]. One hallmark attempt in balancing speed and accuracy is proposed in [169],
where the swept volume is approximated by tuning a weighted Euclidean distance measure. However, weighted Euclidean distance measures may not be expressive enough as swept volumes are nonlinear, i.e., each joint DOF affects one
another in an articulated body.
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Designing an effective distance measure for sampling-based kinodynamnic
motion planner is challenging [130]. The commonly used Euclidean and weighted
Euclidean distance for configuration space planning is inefficient as kinodynamic
robot states have limited reachability [108]. The minimum TTR between states is
a highly effective distance measure [130, 177] but is often too computationallyexpensive [130]. To overcome this issue, machine learning techniques were used
to learn the TTR of a near-optimal differential drive steering function [130]. However, this approach still requires a carefully engineered near-optimal steering function for each robot dynamics. Indirect optimal control has also been used to learn
the minimum TTR and optimal control actions along trajectories [177]. However,
this approach currently only works for low dimensional systems, such as inverted
pendulums and does not handle limited action bounds [177].

2.2.5

Reinforcement Learning for Motion Planning

As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, RL is a general, data-driven, trial and error approach [153] to the MDP problem. The motion planning problem, i.e., finding
collision-free paths from start to goal, can also be formulated as an MDP problem.
For example, one can give the robot a positive reward when it reaches the goal
and a penalty if it collides with obstacles. However, unlike sampling-based motion planning, RL does not require explicit modeling of the robot dynamics. As a
result, RL has gained popularity in solving motion planning problems for robots
with complex or unknown dynamics [97] and among moving obstacles with unknown dynamics [45].
One approach to RL is function approximation, as the policy (solution to a
MDP problem) is a function of robot state. These methods traditionally assume
user-provided features [19]. They are typically very sensitive to feature selection
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[19], making feature selection very difficult. Classically, two feature types are used
in RL: discretization and basis functions [153]. Discretization partitions the domain, scaling exponentially with the space dimensionality. Basis functions, such
as kernels and radial basis functions, offer more learning flexibility. These functions, however, can require manual parameter tuning, and the feature number
increases with the state space dimensionality [28].
Recently, the new deep RL paradigm was pioneered by Deep Q-Network
(DQN) [123], where a deep neural net is used to approximate the value function. DQN achieved, sometimes even outperformed, human-level performance at
many Atari video games. Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) [110] and
Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) [69] are state of the art deep RL algorithm. These methods extend DQN to work with very high dimensional state and action spaces.
They can control robots using only unprocessed sensor observations such as images [107]. Deep RL has been used for robot motion planning. However, the reward signals are typically sparse for motion planning problems, as the robot only
gets rewarded when it reaches the goal. As a result, hierarchical RL approaches
are typically used for navigation, where the RL agent executes a path identified
by another planner, e.g., from a grid [44], PRMs [46, 58], or manually selected
waypoints [87]. However, none of these methods are designed for kinodynamic
robots, leading to failures at waypoints due to dynamic constraints [58].
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Planning in dynamic environments involves obstacle motion, yet it is the uncertainty in obstacle motion that makes planning an unsolved challenge [34]. This
is because given the exactly positions of obstacles in the future, planning in dynamic environments can be solved by adding time as another dimension of the
robot state space. Obstacle motions can then be captured by static swept volumes
in this state-time space and collision-free trajectories then can be identified by
avoiding obstacle swept volumes. Unfortunately, this problem has been shown to
be NP-Hard [23] and in PSPACE [22] even in the simplest case (a 2D point robot
that must avoid collision with polygonal obstacles moving at constant velocities).
Therefore, planning in dynamic environments in the real-world is practically intractable due to factors such as the robot having high DOFs or complex dynamics
constraints. As a result, modern practical planners often belong to the category of
SBMPs. SBMPs bypass the high DOF problem through efficient random sampling
[90, 99]. However, the sampling process also deprives SBMPs from identifying
complete solutions [90, 99]. As a result, it is very difficult to guarantee the identification of solutions within a finite, often real-time budget.
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In addition to the intractability of planning in dynamic environments, obstacle motion uncertainty presents an even more significant challenge. The presence
of obstacle motion uncertainty means that future positions of obstacles cannot be
predicted exactly. This poses a significant challenge for motion planners since
identifying complete solutions requires enumerating all possible future obstacle
positions and then finding a collision-free motion plan. The combinatorial nature
of future obstacle positions leads to an EXPTIME (solvable in exponential time)
complexity [23]. One intuitive and commonly used heuristic is to emulate the
case where obstacle motions can be precisely predicted. The emulation is done
by bounding the stochastic obstacle motion by a large region that guarantees to
contain the obstacle (e.g., a disk in 2D or a sphere in 3D). Paths avoiding these
regions are guaranteed to be collision-free [51]. However, bounding stochastic obstacle motions can be overly conservative, as obstacles such as pedestrians always
have a very small but non-zero probability to suddenly turn or stop (e.g., if they
see a lucky penny). As a result, when the obstacle density increases, the robot
may not be able to identify any path avoiding these overly conservative regions
despite the existence of a collision-free path. This is known as the freezing robot
problem [155]. Overall, obstacle motion uncertainty remains an open, unsolved
challenge. Since obstacle motion uncertainty is ubiquitous in the real-world (e.g.,
pedestrians or cars), it is a major challenge for bringing robots to everyday life
[142].
To address the paramount challenge of obstacle motion uncertainty, we develop two novel methods in this chapter. These planners are global search-based
SBMPs that utilize local information. We start by developing a planner that estimates the Collision Probability (CP) with Monte Carlo (MC) simulations in order
to identify paths with a low bounded CP (Section 3.1) [30]. Next, to address the
issue of poor long-term obstacle motion predictions hindering a planner’s ability
to identify motion plans, we introduce a planning framework that allows a plan-
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ner to take high risks for poor long-term predictions and take low risks for high
quality short-term predictions (Section 3.2) [27]. These planners significantly outperform the state of the art methods and advance the frontier of planning in the
presence of obstacle motion uncertainty.

3.1

Handling Motion Uncertainty with Collision
Probability Estimates: Stochastic Ensemble Simulation

The main issue of planning in the presence of stochastic obstacle motions is that
the future obstacle positions cannot be accurately predicted. Previously, there are
two approaches to this issue. First, methods proposed in [79, 124] utilize SBMPs
to identify and update motion plans dynamically to account for obstacle motions.
However, these updates only consider the current environment state and do not
predict obstacle positional changes. As a result, collisions often occur in highly
dynamic environments (high obstacle speeds) [34]. The second approach utilizes
an “obstacle bounding” heuristic that approximates the stochastic obstacle motion by a large region that guarantees to contain the obstacle. By avoiding these
regions, a planner can identify collision-free paths [51]. Unfortunately, this overconservative heuristic causes the freezing robot problem in highly crowded environments [155].
To address the issues facing previous approaches, we introduce Stochastic Ensemble Simulation (SES)-based planning in this section [30]. SES-based planning
approximates the motions of stochastically moving obstacles in the workspace using MC simulations and then combines these approximations with motion planning in the robot state/configuration space. This allows SBMPs to identify paths
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with a low bounded CP. Using MC to identify paths with a bounded CP is much
less conservative and more flexible than the obstacle bounding heuristic. In addition, instead of identifying a motion plan directly between start and goal, SESbased planning identifies local partial paths that progress toward the goal and
relies on intelligent replanning mechanisms to include new obstacle motion information as the robot executes the path. This allows SES-based planning to identify
more paths and alleviate the freezing robot problem.
Our method works by first predicting stochastic obstacle motions through offline MC simulations. The MC simulation of a single obstacle produces a set
of potential future positions. The predicted future obstacle positions are stored
as temporal snapshots taken during the MC simulation. By incorporating these
snapshots into SES-based planning, the CP with stochastically-moving obstacles
can be quickly estimated. The choice of planning method is general. However, in
order to fully utilize the predictions generated by SES, maximize trajectory safety
and minimize computation time, we designed and demonstrated SES with a special tree-based SBMP in the robot state/configuration space that is guided by a
pre-computed path free of collision with static obstacles.
Through efficient MC-based CP estimations and incorporating local information in global SBMPs, SES-based planning is real-time capable and achieves higher
success rates than comparison methods in all scenarios tested. These scenarios include 2D environments with up to 900 stochastically moving obstacles and a challenging 3D environments with a 7 DOF robot and 300 moving obstacles. We hope
that SES-based planning serves as an example for future planners that MC can be
used to quickly estimate the results of stochastic processes, such as the CP with a
stochastically-moving obstacle or the social-compliance of a robot trajectory.
We first explain how to estimate CP using MC simulations and identifying
paths with a bounded CP in Section 3.1.1. Next, we present the results in Sec-
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tion 3.1.2. Lastly, we discuss the parameter sensitivity and insights of SES-based
planning (Section 3.1.3) before concluding in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.1

Methods

SES-based planning has two components: the offline SES component and the online planning component. First, SES uses MC simulations to predict an ensemble of potential future configurations of a stochastically-moving obstacle. The
predicted ensemble is then used by the online planning component in order to
quickly find the collision probability between a robot configuration/state and obstacles at a given time in the future. Then, we show SES integrated with an online
planning method that plans in a limited region around the robot’s current position through the use of tree-based planning and a precomputed path for guidance
to the goal. By separating stochastic workspace changes from configuration/state
space motion planning, SES provides several benefits: 1) a wide range of complex,
stochastic planning environment changes such as stochastically moving obstacles
and sensor error can be approximately predicted with little cost, and 2) planning
is general and many efficient planning methods can be employed to use the SES
output for collision prediction.

3.1.1.1

Stochastic Ensemble Simulation (SES)

SES produces predictions of future positions of stochastically moving obstacles through a MC simulation shown in Algorithm 3.1. The MC simulation
starts with an ensemble of trials each beginning with a single obstacle placed
at the origin (line 2). As the simulation progress, the predicted obstacle position of each MC trial diverges according to the stochastic dynamics described by
updateObstacleDynamics (line 5-6). The simulation time step δ should be small
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Algorithm 3.1 SES
Input: Current obstacle configuration xo (0), Simulation time horizon T , Simulation time step δ, Number of MC trials N,
Planning time resolution ∆

Output: Future obstacle configuration snapshots: xoE ≡ {xoE (0), xoE (∆), xoE (2∆), ..., xoE (T ) }

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

for i = 0; i < N ; i++ do
x¯o = xo (0) = xio (0)
k=1
for t = 0; t <= T ; t = t + δ do

f i = updateObstacleDynamics(x¯o , t)

x¯o = x¯o + ∆ f i
if t = k∆ then
xio (k ) = x¯o
k++
end if
end for
end for
for m = 0; m <= T / ∆; m++ do

xoE (m∆) = processEnsemble(x1o (m), ...xoN (m))

end for

enough to capture the system dynamics. The predicted obstacle position of the ith
MC trial is stored as temporal snapshots every planning time step ∆ (line 7-10).
After all MC trials have finished evolving to the simulation time horizon T , the
temporal snapshots of all MC trials are processed.
One option for processing the ensemble of snapshots is to create temporal
snapshots of approximate obstacle occupation likelihoods. This can be done by
defining an indicator variable P for each temporal snapshot, grid point in the
workspace and each MC trial i:

P(k, x, y, i ) =




1





 0

If ( x, y) is occupied by obstacles
in the ith MC trial at time k∆.
Otherwise.

The approximate probability of obstacle occupation at time k∆ is therefore an av-
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erage over all MC trials:
Poccupation (k, x, y) =

1
N

N

∑ P(k, x, y, i)

(3.1)

i =1

A map of approximate probability of obstacle occupation at various time
computed by an ensemble of 500 MC trials is shown in Figure 3.1(a)-(c)
for moving obstacle in a linear trajectory with a stochastic speed.

A large

variety of stochastically-moving obstacles can be captured by SES through
updateObstacleDynamics (examples of stochastic obstacle dynamics were covered
in Section 2.1). One map of approximate probability of obstacle occupation is generated for each type of stochastic obstacle dynamics.
SES is much faster than the Stochastic Reachability (SR) analysis [3] since it
approximates the future position distribution of obstacles and does not iterate
through all possible robot actions. The map shown in figure 3.1(a)-3.1(c) takes
21 seconds to generate. A SR analysis (shown in figure 3.1(d)) of identical grid
resolution for a holonomic robot finishes in 3992 seconds.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.1: (a-c) Map of approximate probability of obstacle occupation at various
time produced by SES (red=high likelihood, blue=low/no likelihood) for a square
obstacle traveling upward with stochastic speeds (specified in Section 3.1.2). (a)
t = 0s, (b) t = 4s, (c) t = 8s. (d) An SR probability of collision considering the
holonomic robot dynamics with speed 0.36 m/s.

3.1.1.2

SES-based Planning
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Algorithm 3.2 SES-based planning
Input: Future obstacle configuration snapshots: xoE ≡ {xo (0), xo (∆), xo (2∆), ..., xo (T )}, Guidance Path PG , Robot Current
State xr , Planning Time step ∆

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

for t = 0; t < maxTime ; t = t + ∆exe do
if reGrowTree == true then
Tree : τ = null
tlastPlan = t
tempGoal = getPathGuidanceGoal ( xr , PG )

( growFullTree, τ ) = growGoalTree(xr , tempGoal, xoE )
if growFullTree == true then
τ = growFullTree(xr , tempGoal, τ, xoE )
end if

P = getPathFromTree(τ )
end if
xr = xr + ∆exe · getAction(P , t − tlastPlan )

if nodeReached == true then

reGrowTree = checkFutureNodes(P , xr , t, tempGoal )
end if
end for

In order to address these requirements, our SES-based planner utilizes a treebased planning method with planning time step ∆ in Algorithm 3.2. Each node
in the tree corresponds to a particular snapshot k∆, k ∈ N, and can therefore be
checked for potential collision. This allows SES-based motion planning to operate
in the configuration space while checking for collision of the robot and the obstacles in the workspace. Following [29], we use a precomputed global path from the
start to the goal that is free of collision with static obstacles in order to navigate in
among complex static obstacles. SES planning starts by querying the global path
to find a temporary goal (the next waypoint along the global path) based on the
current robot state (Algorithm 3.2 line 5).
SES-based planning then attempts to grow a tree directly toward the temporary
goal in growGoalTree (Algorithm 4.8 and shown in Figure 4.2(a)). This subroutine
finds the direct action toward the temporary goal (Algorithm 3 line 4) and evolves
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Figure 3.2: Tree building with SES predictions for a unicycle robot. Gray boxes
represent static obstacles. Square outlines represent stochastically-moving obstacles. The blue asterisk represents robot’s current position. The green curve is the
path selected from the tree. (a) A goal tree plans a path directly toward the goal
if SES predicts the path has no collision probability. Otherwise, (b) a full tree is
grown (cyan). Note that the RRT does not extend in front of the obstacle left of the
robot due to future predictions given by SES.

a tentative configuration con f toward it. Each new iteration of con f (line 4), with
its unique corresponding time k∆ in the future, is checked for potential collision
by getCollisionProb, which uses the temporal snapshots of the predicted obstacle occupation given by SES (line 5). We approximate the collision probability,
collProb, by the sum of Poccupation (from (3.1) in the obstacle’s relative coordinate)
considering obstacles within range dhorizon . If collProb is smaller than some threshold Paccept , con f is added to the tree and the process continues until the temporary
goal is reached. Otherwise, potential collisions are detected along the direct path
and the subroutine returns with a flag to grow a full tree.
In the case that a direct path leads to potential collisions, a tree-based planning algorithm such as RRT [103] or EST [77] can be used for growFullTree
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Algorithm 3.3 growGoalTree
Input: Future workspace snapshots: xoE , Robot Current State xr , Temporary Goal tempGoal, Planning Time Step ∆, Temporary Goal Reach Distance dGoalReached
Output: growFullTree, Tree: τ

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

con f = xr ; k = 1; τ = null;
growFullTree = f alse
while dist(con f , tempGoal ) > dGoalReached do
con f =
con f + ∆ · getActionToGoal (con f , tempGoal )

collProb = getCollisionProb(con f , xoE , k∆)
if collProb <= Paccept then
τ.addToTree(con f )
k++
else
growFullTree = true
return
end if
end while

(shown in figure 4.2(b)). The ordinary collision checking is replaced by the same
getCollisionProb function from line 5 of Algorithm 4.8 in order to utilize the predictions given by SES. If the collision probability is above Paccept , this tentative
node is discarded, otherwise, the node is added to the tree and the collision probability is stored.
To extract a safe path from the tree while progressing toward tempGoal, the
getPathFromTree subroutine computes a weight for each node i:
w(i ) = e · distanceToTempGoal (i ) +

collProb(i ) accu
,
N (i )traversed

(3.2)

where collProb(i ) accu is the accumulative collision probability from the root to
node i; N (i )traversed is the number of nodes away from the root and e is the greediness parameter. The subroutine picks the path with the lowest w and checks if

N (i )traversed >= Nsa f ety

(3.3)
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is satisfied in order to ensure the τ-safety [60] criterion, i.e., this path is safe for at
least Nsa f ety ∆ seconds in the future. This greatly reduces the probability of a chosen path leading to an inevitable collision state. A path is rejected if Eq. (4.5) is not
satisfied and the node with next lowest w is checked. If all nodes are eliminated,
the algorithm chooses the longest path in the tree with collProb(i ) accu = 0.
Finally, the robot executes the extracted path (line 15). Every time a node is
reached, checkFutureNodes does the same getCollisionProbability query for the
next Nsa f ety nodes in the path. If any node has a likelihood of collision larger than
Pr accept or the remaining path is shorter than Nsa f ety , it returns a flag reGrowTree =
true and a new tree will be grown to replace the current tree in the next time step.
This compensates for the approximate nature of SES by constantly incorporating
new information about the current workspace, and allows the collision probability
of a node to come from more than one snapshot as illustrated in Figure 3.3.

3.1.2

Results

To demonstrate the SES planning algorithm, we tested three different robots in
three different environments with stochastically-moving obstacles. To maintain a
constant density of moving obstacles, we restrict the simulation environment of
the robot and moving obstacles to a circular or a spherical radius 50. When an
obstacle reaches the boundary, it is transported to the antipodal position with velocity vector unchanged. All methods, other than ORCA, were implemented in
MATLAB. A C++ implementation of ORCA was downloaded and modified for a
single robot with multiple obstacles from [163]. We modified ORCA by disabling
the velocity obstacle calculation and reciprocal collision avoidance for agents acting as moving obstacles. All experiments were run on a single core of an AMD
FX-8320 at 3.5GHz with 16GB RAM. Experiments are repeated 100 times and the
uncertainty in success rate due to the limited number of experiments is captured
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No Collision Predicted

Figure 3.3: A robot progressing along a path (green) with a stochastically-moving
obstacle (orange) predicted to be collision-free (left). As the robot reaches the next
node on the path (right, ∆ seconds later), it updates the obstacle position and collision probability, therefore predicting a collision and indicating that replanning
is needed.

by the 99% confidence level derived from the central limit theorem.

3.1.2.1

2D Open Environment

This experiment is designed to compare SES planning with Path-Guided APF-SR
(PG-APF-SR) [29], Gaussian APF method [119] (abbreviated as Gaussian) with N

(0m, 0.15m) and ORCA [162]. The environment is 2D and has 300 to 900 stochas-

tically moving obstacles (no static obstacles).
obstacles: 300, 600 or 900 stochastically moving square obstacles with a 1 m
width. They move in a fixed direction but their speed is stochastically-sampled
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Figure 3.4: 2D open environment with 900 stochastically-moving obstacles (black
squares). The robot starts at S (start) and must traverse to G (goal). The blue line is
the trajectory of SES planning. Path-Guided APF-SR (red line) and Gaussian APF
(green line) failed to reach the goal due to collision. The black dashed curve is the
guidance path.

every Tsample = 1 s. The set of possible speeds is {0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7} m/s with prob-

ability {0.3, 0.2, 0.3, 0.2}. Robot: The robot is a holonomic point robot with a max-

imum speed of 0.36 m/s. It starts at (−25m, 0m) and the goal is at (25m, 0m).
PG-APF-SR and Gaussian have a goal bias of 0.01, and this environment (shown
in figure 3.4), is identical with [29]. Ten guidance paths are generated by ten PRM
roadmaps created offline with 1000 nodes and edges selected by connecting nodes
to their 10 nearest neighbors. SES parameters: The simulation time horizon T in
Algorithm 3.1 was set to 8 seconds, the simulation time step δ = 0.01s, and the en-
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semble size N = 500. The planning time step ∆ for SES planning was 0.2s. RRTs
with a goal bias 0.05 and 1500 maximum getCollisionProb queries per tree was
used in growFullTree. We set Nsa f ety = 10 to provide a 2 second τ-safety. The acceptance threshold Paccept was set to 1% and the greediness parameter e = 0.001.
The robot is only aware of obstacles within range dhorizon = 5.7m.
Figure 3.5a shows the success rate of SES planning exceeds comparison methods. The high success rate was maintained even in the 900 obstacle extremely
crowded environment (81%, which exceeds comparison methods by 32%). Gaussian and ORCA do not consider the stochastic changes of the environment and
thus result in a low success rate (0 and 20%). In addition, the path length (shown
in Figure 3.5b) of SES planning is consistently lower than Gaussian and PG-APFSR. This is because SES’s tree-based planner does not suffer from the local minima
problem, unlike the APF methods. Therefore, it was not stringently held to guidance path following [29].
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Figure 3.5: Performance comparison between SES planning, Path-Guided APFSR, Gaussian APF method, and ORCA. The success rate of Gaussian with 900
obstacles was lower than 1%, and therefore the path length was not calculated.

Table 3.1 shows the average computation time per planning step (on Matlab)
for all methods are in the same order of magnitude. Given the planning time step
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∆=0.2s for SES planning, our method is online-capable. SES planning achieved
this because it only grows a tree when a potential collision is detected or the robot
has traversed near the end of a tree. In addition, it attempts to grow a goal tree
directly toward the goal if possible, and only grow the expensive full RRT if necessary. Our experiment in the 900 obstacle environment utilized 244±205 tree
growth calls per trajectory and 27% of them are the inexpensive growGoalTree.
# of Obstacles
300
600
900

SES
6.0±26.4
15.8±44.9
44.6±77.7

PG-APF-SR
4.6±1.8
7.5±1.8
10.1±1.3

Gaussian
4.3±1.6
7.6±1.3
9.3±1.4

ORCA
5.1±0.1
11.0±0.4
16.0±1.1

Table 3.1: Average computation time per planning step in a 2D free environment
in milliseconds

Unicycle Robot in Environment with Static Obstacles
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Figure 3.6: Unicycle robot in environments with (a) bug trap and (b) narrow
corridor static obstacles. 300 stochastically moving obstacles are shown as black
squares with red outline. The black line (under) is the guidance path and the blue
line (over) is the actual path take by the robot with SES planning
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This experiment involves an unicycle robot in a 2D environment with either
bug trap or narrow corridor static obstacles in order to demonstrate the ability for
SES to handle nonholonomic robot dynamics.
Obstacles:

A bug trap environment (Figure 3.6a), with an escape opening 5

times the width of moving obstacles and a narrow corridor environment (Figure
3.6b) with openings of the same size were tested. 300 moving obstacles (described
in Experiment 1) are also present. Robot: The robot has unicycle dynamics with
a maximum turn rate of π/5 radians per second and the maximum speed is the
same as Experiment 1. SES parameters: The same as Experiment 1.
Environment
Narrow Corridor
Bug Trap

SES
89±8%
85±9%

PG-APF-SR
88±8%
79±11%

Table 3.2: Success rate comparison of unicycle robots in environments with static
obstacles.

Table 3.2 shows that the more restrictive nonholonomic robot dynamics and
complex static terrain do not impact the success rate severely for SES planning.
This is expected since tree-based methods were originally developed to tackle
nonholonomic and kinodynamic planning problems [103].

3.1.2.3

7 DOF Robot in a Crowded 3D Environment

This experiment demonstrates the algorithm’s ability to plan for high DOF robots
in the presence of stochastically moving obstacles and sensor uncertainty (which
is currently beyond the capability of SR or velocity obstacle based methods). A
7 DOF holonomic robot must navigate through a crowded 3D environment with
250 stochastically moving obstacles and 50 moving obstacles with position/speed
uncertainty.
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Figure 3.7: 7 DOF robot in a 3D environment with 300 stochastically-moving obstacles. The 200 red spheres are stochastically moving obstacles with linear trajectories. The cyan/yellow spheres (50 each) are random walk/noisy sensor obstacles. The blue robot must navigate from the right green sphere (S) to the left one
(G).

Obstacles: The radius 50 spherical environment contains 300 moving spherical
obstacles. 200 of these obstacles have a radius of 0.5 m and exhibit linear motion
with speed sampled every 1 second from the set {3.125, 12.5} with probability

{0.5, 0.5} (up to 4 times faster than the robot). 50 random walk obstacles of ra-

dius 3.5 m have a speed of 1 m/s but their direction is selected randomly every
Tsample =1 second. The last 50 obstacles have a radius of 3.5 m and move with a constant speed (1 m/s) and direction. To simulate sensor uncertainty, however, the
robot samples the position and speed of these obstacles by a Gaussian distribu-
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tion of 10% standard deviation around their true position and speed. Robot: The
robot consists of 2 side spheres of radius 0.4 m connected to a center sphere of radius 2.65 m. The length of connections are 3 times the radius of the center sphere.
The robot is holonomic with a maximum speed of 3.125 m/s and the linkages
can rotate freely in any direction. The robot therefore has 7 DOF in the configuration space (7 parameters for x,y,z coordinates for the center sphere, polar and
azimuthal angles of two side spheres). We compare SES with a naive APF method
[91] with a potential cutoff of 4 m. SES parameters: The same as Experiment 1,
except the robot is aware of obstacles within range dhorizon = 50 m.
As shown in table 3.3, SES planning is able to plan trajectories of higher success
rate (about 30% higher) than the comparison APF method, with less average running time per planning step. This indicates SES planning is able to generate safe
trajectories even for for a high DOF robot in a crowded dynamic environment,
with stochastically-moving obstacles (motions and postion/speeds).

Success Rate
Running Time

SES
80±10%
147 ±90 ms

Naive APF
53±13%
160 ±15 ms

Table 3.3: Performance comparison for a 7 DOF robot in an environment with 300
stochastically-moving obstacles.

3.1.3

Discussion

The 2D environments in Experiments 1 and 2 clearly show that SES planning has a
very high success rate and is capable of online planning despite the large number
of stochastically moving obstacles. In all cases, SES planning has a higher planning success rate, and the running time per planning step is in the same order of
magnitude of Path-Guided APF-SR, Gaussian APF and ORCA. The 3D environ-
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ment shows the method can successfully find trajectories for a high DOF robot in
the presence of stochastically moving obstacles and obstacles with uncertain position/speed, while having a runtime cost comparable to a low cost APF method.
Also, it was able to achieve a higher success rate on the high-dimensional problem, a problem Path-Guided APF-SR and ORCA could not address.
SES-based planning reduces the number of expensive growFullTree calls by
planning directly toward the goal (growGoalTree) when such a path is safe. Table
3.4 shows this happens 26% of the time, even in the crowded 900 obstacle environment. In the 900 obstacles environment, the robot traversed the path in 110±16.8
seconds while calling growFullTree 189±157 times. Therefore, each growFullTree

call has a real-time budget of 582 ms on average (110s/189 calls), an abundance
compared to the 44.6 ms average running time per planning step. In addition,
since SES-based planning does not restrict to a specific tree-based planner, techniques to speed-up tree-based methods for real-time purposes such as [13] and
[14] can be used in order to meet real-time constraints. We also tried using EST
[77] instead of RRT and the resulting success rate and path lengths were mostly
within one standard deviation as shown in Table 3.5.
# of Obstacles
300
600
900

growGoalTree Ratio
67.8±21.4%
46.0±24.8%
26.3±23.3%

Total grow tree calls
107±136
142±143
257±205

Table 3.4: The ratio of growGoalTree calls and total number of grow tree calls
(full+goal). The setup is SES in Experiment 1.

SES is an approximate method to predict stochastic environments. Empirical
analysis shows that the success rate is not highly sensitive to the size of the ensemble (which determines the quality of the approximation). Table 3.6 shows that
the success rates are within one standard deviation for a wide range of ensemble
sizes. This is likely because the checkFutureNode subroutine compensated for the
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# of obstacles
300
600
900

RRT
Success %
94±6%
87±9%
81±10%

RRT
PL
67±5
79±4
95±7

EST
Success %
94±6%
80±10%
81±10%

EST
PL
71±4
91±6
88±8

Table 3.5: Performance comparison between RRT and EST as the tree-based planner. (PL=Path Length)

poor approximation quality using methods described in section 3.1.1.
Size of Ensemble
100
500
1000

Success Rate
76 ± 11%
81 ± 10%
80 ± 10%

Table 3.6: Success rate for various SES ensemble sizes. The setup is Experiment 1
with 900 moving obstacles.

3.1.4

Conclusions

In this section, we addressed the challenge of safety with SES-based motion planning, a novel framework for motion planning in stochastic dynamic environments
via an ensemble of MC simulations in the workspace and motion planning in the
robot state/configuration space. Using MC to identify paths with a low bounded
CP is much less conservative and more flexible than the obstacle bounding heuristic used in previous approaches. This framework also has flexibility in the underlying planner and efficiently generates high success rate trajectories. A wide array
of environment uncertainties, such as stochastically moving obstacles and modeled sensor uncertainty, can be incorporated in the SES framework. Our results
showed that SES planning generates trajectories with higher success rate than
comparison methods in all cases studied, with a comparable online computation
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time.
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3.2

Improving Planning by Taking Risks: Dynamic
Risk Tolerance

(a) t=0 s

(b) t=2 s

(c) t=4 s

(d) t=6 s

Figure 3.8: (a) An environment with 30 stochastically moving obstacles. The robot
must navigate from start (S) to goal (G) without collision. (b, c, d) shows the
predicted obstacle occupation probability at various time in the future as well as
the Runtime-SES tree (red).

The main drawback of SES planning (Section 3.1) is that it often cannot identify
long-term collision-free paths since the possible areas that stochastically-moving
obstacles can occupy is often very large. To illustrate this, Figure 3.8 (a) shows
the start (S) and goal (G) of the robot in an environment with 30 diamond-shaped
stochastically-moving obstacles (dynamics described in Section 3.2.3.1). Figure 3.8
(b, c, d) show the obstacle occupation probability prediction and the corresponding SES tree-growth at 2, 4 and 6 seconds, respectively. Since we typically choose
a small bounded CP, i.e., the maximum CP of every vertex in the tree is smaller
than a constant Paccept , the red tree shown in Figure 3.8 (b, c, d) is very small
and cannot identify long-term plans since it is surrounded by potential obstacle
occupation in the future. As a result, despite having a long prediction horizon,
SES-based planning often only identifies short-term paths. Short-term paths are
often less effective than long-term paths in collision avoidance [135]. For example, long-term plans may guide the robot to a distant low obstacle density area for
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safety while short-term plans may not find this area. On the other hand, choosing a larger Paccept helps identifying long-term plans, but the identified path could
have a higher collision probability, thus jeopardizing robot safety.
To address this dilemma of choosing Paccept , i.e., risk tolerance, we present Dynamic Risk Tolerance (DRT) in this section [27]. DRT is a framework that dynamically evaluates risk tolerance, a function which is formulated as a time-varying
Paccept . DRT formalizes the incorporation of future local obstacle observations in
global sampling-based motion planning. It considers the fact that future replanning is possible and thus accepts low risks in the near future and higher risks
in the far future, where the prediction quality is poor and replanning to avoid a
predicted collision is likely feasible. DRT is implemented with forward stochastic
reachable sets to predict the exact distribution of obstacles in a scalable manner
over an arbitrarily long time window.
The consideration of future replanning capabilities allows DRT to achieve a
46% higher success rate than state of the art comparison methods in the most
crowded environment tested. We believe that DRT is a major step towards how
SBMPs should take risk and include future local obstacle observations when identifying paths in dynamic environments. The DRT formalism can also be extended
to consider risks other than CP, such as energy expenditure and collision consequences.
We first explain how to predict obstacle occupation exactly using forward
stochastic reachable sets in Section 3.2.1. Next we introduce the concept of DRT,
a family of heuristic DRT functions and a planning framework for motion planning with DRT (Section 3.2.2.2). We present the results in Section 3.2.3 and discuss
about parameter sensitivity in Section 3.2.4. Lastly, we conclude in Section 3.2.5.
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3.2.1

Preliminaries

We present a method for predicting the exact future distribution of the stochastically moving obstacles. While this can be done with several techniques, we
demonstrate a method for exactly predicting the future position distribution of
moving obstacles by using Forward Stochastic Reachable (FSR) sets.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between FSR obstacle prediction at various times in the
future (left column) and Monte Carlo predictions (right column) with 500 particles. Computing the FSR took 2.91s. Monte Carlo predictions took 0.30 s. A
diamond shaped obstacle (described in Section 3.2.3.1) is traveling to the right linearly with stochastic speed. As time progresses, the obstacle occupancy distribution (shown as a heat map) spreads for both the FSR and Monte Carlo predictions,
respectively.

We consider obstacles with stochastic dynamics that are time-invariant and
possibly nonlinear,
xot+1 = f o (xot , wto )

(3.4)

with state xot ∈ Rn , disturbance wto ∈ W , an i.i.d. discrete random variable with
a finite sample space W and probability mass function p(w), and initial state x0o ,
without loss of generality. We compute the Forward Stochastic Reach (FSR) set
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and the forward stochastic occupancy function for a specific obstacle and a known
time window T. The FSR set Reach(t, I) ⊆ Rn characterizes the states that the
obstacle could reach at time instant t with non-zero probability when x0o ∈ I , a
Borel set of Rn , such that I ∈ B(Rn ). For a given initial set I ∈ B(Rn ) and time
instants t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }, we define the forward stochastic distribution function,

F : {1, . . . , T } × B(Rn ) × Rn → [0, 1], recursively. With P xot = z xot−1 = y

as the probability that the obstacle is located at z at time t, conditioned on the
obstacle’s location at time instant t − 1, we have

F (t, I , z) = P {xot = z|x0o ∈ I}

=
P xot = z xot−1 = y F (t − 1, I , y)
∑

(3.5a)

y∈Reach(t−1,I)

=

∑

y∈Reach(t−1,I)

=

∑

P {w |z = f o (y, w)} F (t − 1, I , y)

∑

y∈Reach(t−1,I) v∈{w |z= f o (y,w)}

p(w)F (t − 1, I , y)

Reach(t, I) = {z ∈ Rn |F (t, I , z) > 0}

(3.5b)
(3.5c)

with F (0, I , z) = 1, z ∈ I , and Reach(0, I) = I .
To compute the FSR sets, because the distribution is a probability mass function, we use a brute-force approach and discretize the state space with 0.05 m
resolution and propagate the probability values of each point in the set forward
in time. More efficient computational methods can be exploited for certain classes
of dynamics and distributions. For rigid body obstacles, the state xot describes the
center of the obstacle and the distribution of the obstacle in workspace is computed by a convolution based methods [74]. For a 6 m wide diamond shaped
obstacle moving in a straight line with stochastic speeds, Figures 3.9(a), (b), and
(c) show the FSR set and corresponding probability distribution at times 0s, 10s,
and 20s, respectively. For comparison, Figures 3.9 (d), (e), and (f) show 500 particle predictions using Monte Carlo where the obstacle occupancy distribution
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is mapped onto a discretized workspace with the same resolution as FSR. Our
proposed method, DRT planning, is general and can also use these approximate
predictions.
To consider M moving obstacles, let Fi (t, xoi , ·) and Reachi (t, xoi ) denote the

probability distribution and the FSR set associated with the ith obstacle when start-

ing from xoi ∈ Rn at time t. Defining Ei = {z ∈ Reachi (t, xoi )} as the event of a
state z lying in the set Reachi (t, xoi ), the probability of collision, that is, the proba-

bility that any one of the M obstacles occupies location z at time t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T }
is

G(t, z) = P(∪iM=1 Ei ).

(3.6)

Since the obstacle’s dynamics are independent, exact computation of (3.6) is possible via the inclusion-exclusion principle. However to improve computational
time, we approximate (3.6) to second order.
M

G(t, z) ≈

3.2.2

∑ Fi (t, x

i =1

oi

M

, z) −

∑

i =1,i 6= j

Fi (t, xoi , z)F j (t, xoj , z)

(3.7)

Method

For a path defined as a sequence of robot states {x0 , x1 , . . . , x T } to avoid collision

with obstacles with a time-varying likelihood Paccept (t; τ ), we require 1) G(t, xtR ) ≤

Paccept (t; τ ), ∀t = {0, 1, . . . , T }, and 2) that the terminal state lies in the goal set,

x T ∈ Xgoal .

This problem can be mathematically formulated as
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Problem 1 (Dynamic risk tolerance problem).
min T



x TR ∈ Xgoal


subj. to
xt+1 = xt + f (xt , ut ), t ∈ {0, 1, · · · , T − 1}



 G(t, xt ) ≤ Paccept (t; τ ), t ∈ {0, 1, · · · , T − 1}
ū∈U T

where

Paccept (t; τ ) =



 Pconst

accept


α(t)

if t ≤ τ

.

(3.8)

(3.9)

if t > τ

The objective is to reach the goal Xgoal in minimum time T with control input

sequence ū = [u0 , u2 , ..u T −1 ], such that the probability of collision of each state xt

is always less than Paccept (t; τ ). Constraints arise due to robot dynamics and due
to tolerance Paccept (t; τ ) for risk. The optimal solution to Problem 1 is a path that
minimizes time to reach while satisfying the constraints.
const , ∀ t, Problem 1 reduces to a straightforward (static)
For Paccept (t; τ ) = Paccept

risk tolerance used in Runtime-SES, typically chosen a priori to balance conflictconst , but feasibility of paths in
ing needs: short-term path safety requires low Paccept
const , especially in the presence of a large number
the long-term requires high Paccept

of stochastically moving obstacles. In contrast, the DRT function Paccept (t; τ ) provides high likelihoods of collision avoidance in the short-term and the flexibility
needed to find a feasible path over a longer horizon. That is, using the DRT function as the path acceptance threshold: 1) enables the evaluation of longer paths, 2)
maintains safety of the path in the short-term, and 3) avoids overly conservative
solutions which limit path feasibility.
We propose several heuristic solutions including: the choice of Paccept (t; τ ) that
uses readily available domain knowledge and an efficient sampling-based partial
motion planning method that may not minimize time to reach.
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3.2.2.1

Dynamic Risk Tolerance Function
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Figure 3.10: (a) To heuristically determine a threshold at which no path will be feasible,
we consider the area of possible occupancy of the obstacles in the environment without
knowledge of their position. The upper limit on the normalized area occupied by 15
or 20 stochastically moving obstacles is shown, with a prediction of occupancy higher
const = 0.01. For any time t ≥ T , any path will eventually have a collision
than Paccept
full
with probability greater than this limit. (b) Possible dynamic α(t) functions: step (blue)
and exponential eσ(t−τ ) , σ ∈ {1e − 3, 1, 1e2}) (red, orange, and purple, respectively). Also
shown is a constant valued α(t) (green). Domain specific properties, such obstacle density
ρ and Tfull , characterize Paccept (t; τ ). For the environment shown in Figure 3.11, we select
const = 0.01, ρ = 0.17, and T
τ = 3s, Paccept
full = 8.8s in the above.

We consider two classes of functions α(t) to describe the dynamic risk tolerance function Paccept (t; τ ), as shown in Figure 3.10 (b). While many possibilities
exist, we suggest a heuristic option using easily obtainable domain knowledge.
To model the DRT function, we follow Eq. (3.9). First, we identify the shortterm safety period τ. Given the current obstacle locations and their pre-computed
FSR sets, τ of a path is the maximum time for which the collision probability at
const . Next, to model the function α ( t ) heuriseach node of the path is less than Paccept

tically, consider the following scenario. We define the area an obstacle occupies
const ∈ (0, 1] as A ( t; Pconst ). If there are
with probability greater than some value Paccept
accept

Nobs dynamic obstacles in the environment, the total area occupied by the obstaconst , is no greater than N A ( t; Pconst ). Our
cles, with probability greater than Paccept
obs
accept
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const ), norheuristic solution can be seen in Figure 3.10(a), which shows Nobs A(t; Paccept
const = 0.01. Since
malized by environment area, for various values of Nobs with Paccept
const ) is the non-zero area of obstacle prediction (i.e., Figure 3.9) multiNobs A(t; Paccept

plied by the number of obstacles, the normalized area can be over 1. In this plot,
const ) exceeds the environment area at 8.8 seconds with N
Nobs A(t; Paccept
obs = 15, and
const )
at 4.2 seconds with Nobs = 20. We define the time instant when Nobs A(t; Paccept

is equal to the area of the environment as Tfull . For t ≥ Tfull , every path will
const . Therefore, we use
eventually have a collision probability greater than Paccept

const (as shown in Figure 3.10(b)) for t ≥ T , where ρ is the ratio
α(t) = ρ + Paccept
full

const ) to the total environment area (a measure of obstacle density).
of Nobs A(0; Paccept

Note that our choice of ρ and Tfull can be computed from analysis of predictions,
i.e., FSR sets, offline.
The function α(t) for τ < t < Tfull can be any function that satisfies the boundconst , and α ( T
const
ary conditions: α(τ ) = Paccept
full ) = ρ + Paccept . The best choice for α ( t )

may depend on problem specific properties, such as obstacle uncertainty growth
rates (Figure 3.10(a)). For τ < t < Tfull , we consider two classes of dynamic risk
tolerance functions, shown in Figure 3.10(b): a step function 1(t − τ ) and an ex-

ponential function eσ(t−τ ) with σ = 0.001 (similar to a linear function), σ = 1, and
σ = 100. For comparison, a constant-valued function (Constant) is also shown in

the figure.

3.2.2.2

Multi-Stage Risk Tolerating Tree

Once the dynamic risk tolerance function is selected, a Multi-Stage Risk Tolerating tree is grown online (Algorithm 3.4) in three stages. The first two represent
Paccept (t ≤ τ; τ ) and Paccept (t > τ; τ ). The final stage, if a satisfiable path is not
found, adds an additional stage of tree growth where any probability of collision
is allowed.
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Algorithm 3.4 growMultiStageTreeAndGetPath
Input: Precomputed FSR, Robot current state x, time Tfull , current position of M obstacles xo = [x1o , ..., xoM ]
Output: [P , pathState]

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

/* τ-STAGE */

T = growInitialTree(x, FSR, maxIterTau, xo )

P = getInitialPath(T )

pathState = TAU ≡ 1

if P does not reach the goal then
/* DRT STAGE */

T = growRiskToleratingTree(x, T , FSR, Tfull , xo , maxIterRisk)
P = getRiskToleratingPath(T )

pathState = RISK TOLERATING ≡ 2
if P ==NULL then

/* EMERGENCY STAGE */

T = growEmergencyTree(x, T , FSR, xo , maxIterEmrg)

P = getEmergencyPath(T )

pathState = EMRG ≡ 3
end if
end if
return [P , pathState]

First, to find paths that ensure short-term path safety, the τ-stage, with
const , grows a tree with time step T
Paccept (t ≤ τ; τ ) = Paccept
step in which all nodes

in the tree have a low probability of collision (line 1, Algorithm 3.4). Since the
time associated with each node in the tree corresponds to a particular FSR set, the
probability of collision can be evaluated for each node by simply querying the
occupancy probability G(t, x ), as in (3.7). Any efficient tree-based planner can be
used to grow a tree from the robot’s current position, where standard collision
checking is replaced by querying the probability of collision from G(t, x ). (We
used RRT [105] in this work.) To ensure short-term path safety, the τ-stage tree
const . The tree
adds a tentative node if the probability of collision is less than Paccept

building terminates if a path that reaches the goal exists or when the number of
iterations reaches maxIterTau. Note that given a large maxIterTau, the tree grown
in the τ-stage explores all possible state-time regions connected to the root with
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const . Therefore, τ (the maximum time at which the
probability of collision ≤ Paccept

const for all nodes) can be defined for each leaf node
probability of collision is ≤ Paccept

of this tree. Algorithm 3.4 returns either the goal reaching path or continues to the
DRT stage (line 4).
The DRT stage, with Paccept (τ < t < Tfull ; τ ) or Paccept (t ≥ Tfull ; τ ), uses

the DRT function Paccept (t; τ ) (Figure 3.10 (b)) to find longer-term paths. In this
stage, a risk tolerating tree is grown from the leaves of the tree grown in the τ-stage
(GrowRiskToleratingTree, line 5). Note that contrary to RRT growth practice, the

DRT tree growth shown here is from the leaves of the τ-stage tree. This helps in
generating longer paths with low probability of collision (longer τ) and allows
increased exploration of state-time space. However, this design decision may impact the ability of the planner to return the minimum time to reach path. This
tree utilizes the DRT function as the risk constraint. It adds a tentative node if the
probability of collision is less than Paccept (t; τ ), allowing the tree to explore regions
with higher probability of collision. An example of this combined tree is shown in
Figure 3.11(b). As compared to the tree grown in the τ-stage (e.g., Figure 3.11(a)),
this tree explores a larger area thus enabling the extraction of long-term paths.
A path is extracted (line 6) in this combined tree, which is at least
minPathTime RT seconds away from the root. This ensures the path is a longterm path. The extracted path minimizes maxCollProb + e distToGoal, where
maxCollProb is the maximum probability of collision of all nodes along the path
and e is a small greediness parameter that biases the extracted path to have low
probability of collision and assures progression towards the goal. Evaluation of
the collision probability of a path can be computationally expensive [37]. Therefore, we approximate it by max instead of the cumulative probability of collision
[80] since max is independent to the path step size Tstep , i.e., it remains constant
instead of approaching infinity as Tstep → 0. If no path is found in the DRT stage,
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Figure 3.11: The robot (red asterisk) must navigate from S to G without colliding with 20
stochastically moving dynamic obstacles (yellow). (a) RRT (blue) employed by SES [30],
a method with no dynamic risk tolerance, with 100,000 iterations. The tree accepts a node
only if the probability of collision is less than 0.01. (b) Our method, DRT (blue), a MultiStage Risk Tolerating tree, with 25,000 total RRT iterations. The tree in (b) explores more
area and can therefore extract longer paths (green curve) by considering risk tolerance
that varies over the path.

the algorithm enters the emergency stage, in which an emergency tree is grown on
the previous tree (growEmergencyTree function, line 9). This tree adds tentative
nodes with any probability of collision. A path that is at least minPathTimeEMRG
seconds long and minimizes maxCollProb is extracted (getEmergencyPath, line
10).
The paths extracted from the Multi-Stage Risk Tolerating tree have the following properties: 1) Since the DRT stage is only triggered if a path cannot be identiconst , the resulting path avoids taking
fied with probability of collision less than Paccept

unnecessary risk and minimizes short-term collision probability; 2) The DRT function facilitates identification of a long-term path that balances progression toward
the goal and probability of collision, thus reducing the chance of guiding the robot
into an ICS.
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Algorithm 3.5 DRT planning
Input: Precomputed FSR, Robot current state x, Tfull , World simulation Time Step ∆sim , max world simulation time
maxTime

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

reGrowTree = true;
xo = observeObstacles()
for t = 0; t < maxTime; t = t + ∆sim do
if reGrowTree == true then
[Pcurrent , pathState] =

growMultiStageTreeAndGetPath(x, xo )
reGrowTree = false;
end if
x = x + ∆sim · getAction(Pcurrent )

[reGrowTree, xo ] =

observeObstaclesAndCheckPath(P , x, t)
if t - lastGrowTrial >= TrialTreePeriod
AND reGrowTree == false then

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

lastGrowTrial = t;
[Ptrial , pathStatetrial ] =

growMultiStageTreeAndGetPath(x, xo )
Pcurrent = chooseBetterPath(Pcurrent , Ptrial , pathState, pathStatetrial )
end if
end for

3.2.2.3

DRT Planning

DRT planning is shown in Algorithm 3.5. It integrates Algorithm 3.4 and a
set of replanning criteria, in order to construct and reassess paths given current
observations.
First, a Multi-Stage Risk Tolerating tree (Algorithm 3.4) is grown, and a path is
extracted (Algorithm 3.5, line 5) after observing the current position of all obstacles (line 2). The robot then executes the path Pcurrent (line 8). Every time the robot
reaches a node, the robot observes the obstacles and decides to find a new path
(line 9, reGrowTree is set to true if a new path is required) if: 1) the path (Pcurrent )
has been fully executed, or 2) any node along the path in the near future (within
checkPathLength seconds from the current instant) has a probability of collision
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const .
greater than Paccept

In order to incorporate new obstacle observations and predictions, every few
seconds (TrialTreePeriod), a trial path Ptrial is extracted by growing another MultiStage Risk Tolerating tree from the current robot position (line 12). The trial path
is constructed based on the new obstacle observations and is compared with the
current path Pcurrent (line 13). Let τtrial be the τ of the trial path, the trial path will
replace the current path if: (i) the trial path is returned from an earlier stage in
Algorithm 3.4 (pathState is smaller); (ii) both paths are returned in the DRT stage
and (τ − t) < τtrial ; (ii) both paths are returned in the emergency stage and its
maxCollProb is lower than the current path.

3.2.3

Results

3.2.3.1

Experiment Setup

We conducted experiments in a 40m by 40m environment (Figure 3.11) with 5
to 20 fast moving obstacles. The obstacles could have any convex geometry; we
arbitrarily chose a 6m wide diamond shape to demonstrate our method’s ability to handle obstacles with a convex, non-circular shape, which is known to be
difficult for velocity obstacle-based planners [164]. The obstacles are positioned
randomly in the environment at the start time. We presume that the obstacles folh
iT
o
low stochastic dynamics (3.4) with f (xk , wk ) = xk + wk cos(ψ) sin(ψ)
· ∆sim
(simulation time step ∆sim ), constant heading ψ and stochastic speed wk ∈ W =

{0.15, 0.90, 2.10, 3.00} m/s with probability p(w) = {0.4, 0.1, 0.1, 0.4}. Obstacles

can vary speed every 1s. We compute FSR sets offline for linear obstacle dynamics, therefore we don’t consider obstacle interaction. However, other prediction
methods can be used to predict nonlinear obstacle motion [74] and obstacle interactions at runtime using Runtime-SES. In addition, precomputation of FSR sets
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facilitate maintenance of a database which could be used to predict obstacle motion as was done with funnel libraries [114]. The bimodal distribution and large
speed differences of obstacle motion greatly increases the difficulty in planning,
since the future position of obstacles is highly unpredictable. To maintain constant obstacle density, if the obstacle’s center of mass hits a boundary, the obstacle
is transported to the antipodal boundary with unchanged velocity. The holonomic
point robot travels at a maximum speed of 1 m/s, 64% of the average speed of the
obstacles and three times slower than any obstacle’s maximum speed.
Our proposed method shares some parameters with other tree-based methods
such as Runtime-SES. We empirically determined these parameters for RuntimeSES and applied them to DRT planning: Tree and FSR time resolution (Tstep =
const
0.2s), greediness parameter (e = 0.01), planning time horizon (Thorizon =20s), Paccept

= 0.01 and checkPathHorizon = 2s. Parameters exclusive to our method are: Maximum RRT iterations (maxIterTau = 10000, maxIterRisk = 10000, maxIterEmrg =
5000), minimum risk tolerating path time (minPathTime RT = 8s) and minimum
emergency path time (minPathTimeEMRG = 5s). Lastly, the simulation time step
∆sim is set to 0.01s.
The FSR set offline computation was implemented in MATLAB and all planning methods were implemented in C++. All experiments were repeated 100
times and ran on a single core of an Intel i7-3720QM at 2.6GHz with 16GB of
RAM. Uncertainty in success rates due the limited number of experiments is captured using the 99% confidence level derived from the central limit theorem while
the variation in finish time is depicted by standard deviation.
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3.2.3.2

Comparison with Existing Methods

Our first experiment is designed to compare DRT planning with Gaussian Artificial Potential Field (Gaussian) [119], Artificial Potential Fields biased by Stochastic Reachable sets (APF-SR) [28], and Velocity Obstacles (VO) [164]. We also compared to Stochastic Ensemble Simulation (SES) [30], which is a version of RuntimeSES with traditional RRT and offline MC simulation since the obstacles are noninteracting.
# of
obstacles
5

DRT
3.7±1.3

SES
1.7±1.2

10

3.1±0.9

2.1±1.6

15

3.2±0.8

2.9±2.3

20

3.6±1.0

5.3±4.8

APF-SR
0.016±
.006
0.028±
.009
0.034±
.011
0.046±
.016

Gaussian
0.008±
.005
0.016±
.012
0.032±
.019
0.027±
.017

VO
0.006±
.004
0.022±
.015
0.017±
.010
0.027±
.017

Table 3.7: Average computation per online planning iteration (ms).

We empirically determined the parameters that yield the highest navigation
success rates for the comparison methods. SES uses the same parameters as the
proposed method except for maxCD = 25000 (maximum number of RRT iterations), which is set to the same value as the total RRT iterations used in our proposed method. The Gaussian method uses N (0,3) as the repulsive potential. APFSR has a goal bias (relative strength weight between the attractive potential and
repulsive potential) of 0.01. VO was adapted from the RVO2 C++ code base implementation of the Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance (ORCA) algorithm
[163] to allow single-agent collision avoidance by removing the reciprocal aspect
of ORCA while maintaining many of ORCA’s linear programming optimizations.
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Figure 3.12: Success rates and finish times in environments with 5–20 stochastically moving obstacles. The finish time of Gaussian APF method is omitted for 15 and 20 obstacles
since it failed to reach the goal. Averages are taken over collision-free (successful) runs.

Figure 3.12 shows that DRT planning has a 73% success rate while the best
performing comparison method only has a 27% success rates in the crowded 20
obstacles environment. All methods, except Gaussian, perform well in the low
obstacle density environments. SES performs well in medium obstacle density
environments (10 and 15) compared to VO, APF-SR, and Gaussian, since it predicts the future obstacle locations, with Monte Carlo simulations, more accurately
than constant velocity approximation employed by VO. However, in the most
crowded environment (20 obstacles), SES also performs poorly, primarily due to
the RRT online planner failing to find long-term paths and thus reaching ICS.
DRT planning has a computation time per planning step that is similar to
SES and much slower than reactive methods (APF-SR, Gaussian, VO) (Table 6.3).
However, DRT finds paths with higher success rates and remains real-time capable (3.6ms per planning step) in the most crowded environment.
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3.2.3.3

Impact of Prediction Quality

This experiment compares the obstacle prediction from FSR sets with those from
Monte Carlo (MC) within DRT planning. The MC prediction has the same time
resolution (Tstep ) as FSR and uses 500 and 10000 particles, respectively. The remaining parameters are those used previously.
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Figure 3.13: Success rates and finish times using FSR and MC prediction with 500 particles and 10000 particles to predict future obstacle occupancy within DRT planning.

Figure 3.13(a) shows that, as expected, FSR has success rates consistently
higher than MC predictions. In addition, MC simulations with low number of
particles (MC 500) perform worse than ones with higher number of particles (MC
10000). Similarly with finish time (Figure 3.13(b)); lower finish times are associated with more accurate predictions, since unexpected obstacle motions cause the
robot to replan.
This result demonstrates the impact of accurate predictions of an obstacle’s future position distribution on planning success. While FSR gives the exact position
distribution and therefore is a valuable tool for planning, approximate predictions, such as MC approaches, can be applied as well.
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3.2.3.4

Impact of Dynamic Risk Tolerance Heuristic

This experiment compares the performance of the various DRT functions proconst ). Note
posed in Section 3.2.2.1 with constant risk tolerance (Paccept (t, τ ) = Paccept

that the emergency tree (Algorithm 3.5, line 13) can still grow in all cases.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of planning success rates and average time for an iteration
of DRT planning using constant, step, and exponential functions (as defined in Section
3.2.2.1) with various values σ.

Comparing Figure 3.14(a)’s Paccept (0) and the runs from Figure 3.12(a), we see
that DRT planning outperforms the best performing comparison method (SES) in
the 20 obstacles environment even when using a constant risk tolerance. The differences in these two methods are primarily: the replanning criteria in Algorithm
3.5 and the emergency stage tree growth in Algorithm 3.4.
Figure 3.14(a) also shows all DRT functions (which implement dynamic risk
tolerance) have higher success rates than a constant risk tolerance in the crowded
environments when Tfull is less than Thorizon . In this case, we evaluated Thorizon =
20s with Tfull taking on values greater than 20, 20, 8.8, and 4.2s for environments
with 5, 10, 15, and 20 obstacles, respectively. The best performing linear DRT
function (σ = 0.001) has a success rate up to 30% higher than that with a constant
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risk tolerance in the 20 obstacle environment. This suggests DRT is important for
successful planning in crowded environments, since it uses long term predictions
to identify paths that avoid an ICS.
Amongst DRT functions, the exponential that is almost linear (with σ=0.001)
has the highest success rates, especially in crowded environments. This is likely
due to the fact that the position uncertainty of our obstacle dynamics also grows
roughly linearly with time (Figure 3.10(a)). Therefore, a linear-like function may
balance between short term path safety and risk tolerance in order to plan a long
term path.
Figure 3.14(b) indicates that a function that accepts risks early on (like the step
function) has the highest average time for an iteration of DRT planning, likely due
to an increase of replanning, since the path has a higher probability of collision
and replanning is often required due to a potential collision is detected in the
future (Algorithm 3.5, line 9).

3.2.4

Discussion

const , the maximum probability
We conducted parameter sensitivity analysis on Paccept

of collision for t = [0, τ ] for a node to be accepted in the tree, and for Tstep , the
time resolution in RRT. The environment has 15 dynamic obstacles.
const is often required to avoid short-term imminent collision,
A low value for Paccept

however, without DRT, this also hinders the planner’s ability to find a long-term
solution in order to avoid ICS. This tradeoff is reflected in Table 3.8: the success
const = 0.01. In contrast, the success rates of DRT
rates of SES are highest at Paccept
const decreases, with Pconst = 0 yielding the highest success
planning increase as Paccept
accept

rates. This suggests that the DRT bypasses the dilemma, resulting in much higher
const .
success rates (34% higher) and does not require the user to manually adjust Paccept
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const
Paccept
0
0.01
0.05

Success rates (DRT)
89±8%
83±10%
73±11%

Success rates (SES)
50% ± 13%
65% ± 12%
63% ± 12%

const . The environment has 15
Table 3.8: Performance comparison between various Paccept

stochastically moving obstacles.

Table 3.9 shows that success rate increases as Tstep decreases. This is consistent
with our observation that many collisions occur between nodes. Recall that DRT
planning only evaluates the probability of collision at nodes of the Multi-Stage
Risk Tolerating tree. A Multi-Stage Risk Tolerating tree with higher time resolution (lower Tstep ) reduces the probability of collisions occurring between nodes,
hence producing a higher success rate.
Tstep (s)
0.1
0.2
0.4

Success rates
90±8%
83±10%
77±11%

Finish Time (s)
79±40
65±30
64±25

Table 3.9: Comparison of success rate and finish time for values of Tstep . The
environment has 15 stochastically moving obstacles.

3.2.5

Conclusion

In this section, we further addressed the challenge of safety and issues of SESplanning with DRT, a framework for dynamic risk tolerance. This framework
provides a time-varying bound on the acceptable CP for a given path. As a result, DRT planning identifies actions that balance risks posed by both near and
far obstacles. We showed DRT planning with both exact predictions of obstacle
locations through FSR sets and approximate predictions. Our results demonstrate
a 46% higher success rate than the best performing comparison methods in the
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most crowded environment tested.
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Chapter 4
Obstacle Interactions
Obstacle interactions are ubiquitous in the real-world. For robot motion planning, we consider two types of interactions: obstacle-obstacle and robot-obstacles.
Obstacle-obstacle interactions describe how dynamic obstacles interact with each
other. These interactions are often complex and stochastic. For example, a study
showed that how pedestrians avoid colliding with each other depends on the perceived time to collision (urgency of avoidance) and has a high variance between
individuals [86]. As a result, obstacle-obstacle interactions pose a significant challenge for motion planners. This is because state of the art planners in dynamic
environments utilize the knowledge of future obstacle positions to compute motion plans [34]. To predict future positions of obstacles interacting with each other,
one must consider all obstacles in order to make a joint prediction. This is computationally expensive and is often very difficult due to the fact that robot sensors
typically have a limited range [34]. In addition, the obstacle interaction dynamics is often stochastic and difficult to model [142]. State of the art methods often
approximate obstacle-obstacle interactions by a set of close-form equations with
a limited range of influence [52] (e.g., social force model [72]) or Gaussian process [155]. However, it had been shown that obstacle-obstacle interactions, such
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as ones between pedestrians, are far more complex than the social force model or
Gaussian processes [142].
In addition to obstacle-obstacle interaction, real-world obstacles also interact
with the robot [142]. These robot-obstacle interactions are also complex and are
often critical for robot task completion. For example, highway lane changing during traffic jams is often impossible without interactions between other cars and the
robot (e.g., via turn signals). Robot-obstacle interactions mean that robot actions
also affect obstacles’ future positions. This poses a significant challenge for state
of the art SBMPs. The reason lies in the dilemma that these SBMPs require future positions of obstacles to find a path, yet, future obstacle positions can only be
generated given a robot path (sequence of robot actions). State of the art methods
bypass this dilemma by approximating obstacle motions as piece-wise constant
velocity [81] motions. Unfortunately, real-world obstacle motions in the presence
of interactions are often too complex to be approximated by constant velocities
[101]. Overall, due to the complexity and uncertainty involved in interactions,
motion planning in the presence of obstacle interactions remains highly challenging.
In this chapter, we developed two novel global SBMPs that utilize local information to address the challenge of obstacle interactions for planning in dynamic
environments. We start by addressing obstacle-obstacle interactions. We develop
a SBMP that conducts joint Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of local, nearby obstacles along with a custom RRT and replanning mechanism. These greatly reduce
the computation costs and increase navigation success rates (Section 4.1). Next,
we address robot-obstacle interactions and interaction rule compliance by integrating a black-box obstacle simulator and virtual obstacles with RRTs (Section
4.2). This allows us to bypasses the dilemma of SBMPs requiring obstacle motion
predictions that change with robot motion plans. These planners significantly out-
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perform comparison methods in all environments studied, especially in crowded
environments where interactions are frequent. Since real-world obstacles almost
always interact with each other or with the robot, our methods are crucial for
bringing robots to everyday life.

4.1

Planning Among Interacting Obstacles: RuntimeSES

Obstacle-obstacle interactions with stochastic dynamics is ubiquitous in the realworld and is critical for navigation safety [7, 142]. Previous motion planners consider stochastic obstacle dynamics and obstacle-obstacle interactions separately.
For example, in Chapter 3, we introduced two methods designed for planning
among obstacles with stochastic dynamics without interactions. On the other
hand, many planners for crowd simulations and multi-agent planning consider
obstacle-obstacle interactions but assume the obstacle dynamics is deterministic.
For example, the Social Force Model (SFM) models crowd behavior using artificial
forces [72] and was used to navigate a robot [50], [51]. However, these methods
do not have a robust way of handling sensor uncertainty and stochastic obstacle
interaction dynamics, resulting in low planning success rates for these types of
problems [142].
To handle stochastic obstacle dynamics and obstacle interactions together, we
present Runtime Stochastic Ensemble Simulation (Runtime-SES) planning [31],
which extends SES planning introduced in Section 3.1. Runtime-SES planning
is a general method that considers generic interacting stochastic obstacle dynamics, robot sensor uncertainty and robot dynamics constraints. Runtime-SES overcomes the computationally-expensive joint prediction of stochastically-moving by
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considering only local, nearby obstacles and limiting the number MC simulation
trials. To compensate for inaccurate predictions, we designed a custom RRT that
samples in the state-time space.
Our method works by alternating between obstacle motion predictions and
planning at runtime. The motion prediction of obstacles was done by flexible MC
simulations to capture sensor uncertainty as well as generic strongly-interacting
stochastically moving obstacles. Using the results of this prediction, the Collision Probability (CP) can be estimated for any State-Time (ST) coordinates around
the robot. The planning part of our method then utilizes these CP estimates to
grow a custom RRT which samples and locates nearest neighbors in ST space. To
increase safety, the robot executes the path extracted from the tree, and RuntimeSES planning checks the future path for CP through the incorporation of the new
prediction results.
By restricting the joint Monte Carlo simulations to local, nearby obstacles and
a growing a custom RRT, Runtime-SES achieves up to 20% higher success rate
than comparison methods in environments with obstacle position error and are
crowded by 50 strongly-interacting moving obstacles. We hope that Runtime-SES
serves as an example for future planners that local, low particle count, inaccurate
MC simulations are often good enough for motion planning in dynamic environments, even when obstacles have long-range, strongly-interacting dynamics.
We first explain the joint MC obstacle prediction and integrating the prediction
with a custom RRT designed for planning in the ST space in Section 4.1.1.2. Next,
we present the results in Section 4.1.2. We then discuss the parameter sensitivity
and insights of Runtime-SES in Section 4.1.3. Lastly, we conclude in Section 4.1.4
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4.1.1

Method

4.1.1.1

Monte Carlo Obstacle Prediction

Runtime-SES predicts the future positions of strongly-interacting stochastically
moving obstacles through a MC simulation as shown in Algorithm 4.6. It starts
by randomly sampling the position and velocity of nearby obstacles (within distance d from the robot) using a sensor error model for each MC trial (lines 4-5).
In getPosFromErrorModel and getVelFromErrorModel, the robot reads the position and velocity (XsensorReading ) of an obstacle i from a simulated sensor which
returns a position (Xsample ) that deviates from the truth using a generic sensor error model. In this work, we applied no noise, uniform noise (Eq. 11), constant
variance Gaussian (Eq. 12) noise and distance-dependent variance Gaussian (Eq.
13) noise position error models:

Xsample




X
+U(-e,e)

 sensorReading
=
N( XsensorReading , σ)



 N( X
, σ( ar2 ))
sensorReading

(11)
(12)
(13)

where a is a constant and r is the distance between the robot and the obstacle. The
distance-dependent variance Gaussian error model is similar to the depth error of
structured light depth sensors such as Microsoft Kinect [92].
After sampling the initial position and velocity, Runtime-SES conducts a MC
simulation consisting of M trials (lines 8-21). For each MC trial, the total force
exerted on obstacle i is computed (line 11). The computeForces and modi f yVel
methods have complete phase space and time information for all nearby obstacles
in the simulation and can therefore capture the stochastic dynamics of virtually
any moving obstacle, including inter-obstacle interactions and boundary conditions (which is typically not described by forces). We demonstrate two complex
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Algorithm 4.6 Runtime-SES
Input: Number of nearby obstacles N, Number of MC trials M, Simulation time horizon Th , Simulation time resolution δ,
Planning time resolution ∆
o (0), xo ( ∆ ), x (2∆ ), ..., xo ( T ) },
Output: Snapshots of future nearby obstacle i position for each MC trial j: xop = {xi,j
i,j
i,j
i,j h

j=1∼M

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

k=1
for each MC trial j = 1 ∼ M do

for each nearby obstacle i = 1 ∼ N do
x¯o = xo (0) = getPosFromErrorModel (i )
i,j

i

o (0) = getVelFromErrorModel (i )
v¯io = vi,j

end for
end for
for each MC trial j = 1 ∼ M do

for t = 0; t <= Th ; t = t + δ do
for each nearby obstacle i = 1 ∼ N do

f = computeForces(i, x¯o 1∼ N , v¯o 1∼ N , t)
v¯o = modi f yVel ( f , v¯o , x¯o 1∼ N , v¯o 1∼ N , t)
i

i

x¯io = x¯io + ∆ · v¯io

// Record snapshots
if t = k∆ then
o ( k∆ ) = x¯o
xi,j
i

k++
end if
end for
end for
end for

stochastic obstacle dynamics with strong inter-obstacle interactions in this work,
the details of which can be found in Section 4.1.2. The MC simulation integrates
the obstacle trajectory (line 13) with simulation time resolution δ and records the
position every ∆ seconds (lines 15-18).
The output of Runtime-SES consists of a series of snapshots (one series for
each MC trial) of future obstacle positions at various time intervals (∆ apart). This
approximates the future evolution of nearby stochastically moving obstacles to
time horizon Th . The simulation results of Runtime-SES and the actual evolution
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Figure 4.1: The Elastic Ricocheting environment with 50 moving obstacles with
stochastic dynamics and inter-obstacle interactions where obstacles ricochet off
each other elastically. The robot (red disk) starts at S and must navigate to G while
avoiding stochastically moving obstacles (yellow disks, arrows indicate obstacle
velocity). The green circle shows the robot obstacle detection radius and predicted
positions of obstacles are indicated by gray circles. Snapshots at world times t =
0s through t = 3s and the corresponding predictions made at t = 0s are shown in
(a-d) respectively.

of obstacles are shown in Figure 4.1 (predictions made at t = 0s and M=50).

4.1.1.2

Runtime-SES Motion Planning

Since Runtime-SES approximates the evolution of nearby obstacles (the snapshots
store various possibilities of obstacle positions at specific times), we can approximate the collision probability in state-time space coordinates near the robot in the
following way:

collProb(xr , t) =

1
M

M N

∑ ∑ CD(xr , xi,jo (t̄))

(4.1)

j =1 i =1

where t̄ = round(t/∆) ∗ ∆, xr is the robot state and the function CD returns 1 if xr

o ( t̄ ) are in collision and 0 otherwise. Runtime-SES planning utilizes a cusand xi,j

tom Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) [105] with time step ∆ in Algorithm
4.7. Each node in the tree corresponds to a particular snapshot k∆, k ∈ N and can
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therefore be checked for potential collision using the collProb function.
Algorithm 4.7 Runtime-SES Motion Planning
o (0), xo ( ∆ ), xo (2∆ ), ..., xo ( T ) }, j =
Input: Snapshots of future nearby obstacle i position for each MC trial j: xop = {xi,j
i,j
i,j
i,j h

1 ∼ M , Robot Current State xr , Planning Time step ∆, World simulation time step ∆world

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

for t = 0; t < maxTime ; t = t + ∆world do
if t − t p > TPredict then
tp = t

Runtime-SES() // Algorithm 4.6
end if
if reGrowTree == true then
Tree : T = pruneTree(currentNode)

tlastPlan = t

( growFull,T ) = growGoalTree(xr , xop , t, t p )

if growFull == true then

T = growFullTree(xr , t,T , xop , t p )
end if

P = getPathFromTree(T )
end if
xr = xr + ∆world · getAction(P , t − tlastPlan )

reGrowTree = checkFutureNodes(P , xr , t, t p )
end for

Runtime-SES planning predicts the trajectory of nearby obstacles every TPredict
seconds (Algorithm 2, lines 2-5) instead of offline. This allows the predictions to
include strongly-interacting stochastic obstacle dynamics.
The Runtime-SES (Algorithm 4.7) first attempts to grow a tree directly toward
the goal using the growGoalTree (line 9) subroutine. Algorithm 4.8 shows this
subroutine. This subroutine finds the direct action toward the goal xG (Algorithm
4.8 line 4) and evolves a tentative state x toward it. Each new iteration of x (line
4), with its unique corresponding time k∆ in the future, is checked for potential
collision by collProb(x, k∆) (Eq. 4.1). If collProb is smaller than some threshold
Paccept , x is added to the tree and the process continues until the xG is reached.
If this tree growth results in potential collisions (collProb ≥ Paccept for any node
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Figure 4.2: Tree building with MC predictions for a unicycle robot (gray
shaded=static obstacle, square outlines=stochastic moving obstacles in linear trajectory, green/blue=tree built from robot’s current position, an asterisk). (a) A
goal tree plans a path directly toward the goal if MC predicts the path has no collision probability, otherwise (b) a full tree is grown. Note that the RRT does not
extend in front of the obstacle left of the robot due to future predictions given by
MC.

in the goal tree), a custom RRT is grown from the robot’s current position via
growFullTree (Algorithm 4.7, line 11).
Our custom RRT modifies the random sampling and the nearest neighbor selection of standard RRT. Traditional RRT implementations randomly sample in
state space and connect to the nearest neighbor according to a distance metric that
is a function of state space. Our custom RRT randomly samples in state space as
well as time (state-time space):
xrand = xr + U (−Vmax Th , Vmax Th ),

(4.2)

trand = t + U (0, Th ),
where t is the current simulation time and Vmax is the maximum speed of the
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Algorithm 4.8 growGoalTree
Input: Future workspace snapshots: x E , Robot Current State xr , Temporary Goal tempGoal, Planning Time Step ∆, Temporary Goal Reach Distance dGoalReached
Output: growFullTree, Tree: τ

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

con f = xr ; k = 1; τ = null;
growFullTree = f alse
while dist(con f , tempGoal ) > dGoalReached do
con f =
con f + ∆ · getActionToGoal (con f , tempGoal )

collProb = getCollisionProb(con f , x E , k∆)
if collProb <= Pr accept then
τ.addToTree(con f )
k++
else
growFullTree = true
return
end if
end while

robot. In addition, the distance metric is defined as:

D(x, t0 ) = kx − xrand k + |(t0 − trand )|Vmax

(4.3)

for a node with state x and time t0 . It is important to note that although many
RRT variants plan in state-time space [157, 181, 60], to our best knowledge no RRT
variant samples and finds nearest neighbors in state-time space. This custom RRT
has the following benefits when combined with Runtime-SES planning: 1) The
randomly sampled point has a specific state-time coordinate and can therefore be
checked for potential collisions using the collProb function. In this case, sampled
points with high collision probability will be discarded and therefore the resulting
tree grows toward the obstacle free regions in state-time space. 2) We determined
experimentally that our custom RRT performs better in both success rates and
finish time than similar methods.
After the local tree is grown (the leaf node of the goal tree reaches Th or
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the growFullTree calls collProb for maxCD times), a path is extracted (line 13).
To extract a safe path from the tree while progressing toward the goal, the
getPathFromTree subroutine computes a weight for each node n:
w(n) = e · distanceToTempGoal (n) +

collProb(n)ccu
,
N (n)traversed

(4.4)

where collProb(n)ccu is the ccumulative collision probability from the root to node
n; N (n)traversed is the number of nodes away from the root and e is a small greediness parameter. The subroutine picks the node with the lowest w and checks if

N (n)traversed >= Nsa f ety

(4.5)

is satisfied in order to ensure the τ-safety [60] criterion, i.e., this path is safe for
at least Nsa f ety ∆ seconds in the future. This greatly reduces the probability of a
chosen path leading to an inevitable collision state. A node is rejected if (Eq. 4.5) is
not satisfied and the node with next lowest w is checked. If all nodes are rejected,
the algorithm chooses the node with the highest N (n)traversed with collProb(i )ccu =
0, i.e., longest collision-free path.
Following the local tree growth, the robot then executes the path (line 15) and
every time the robot reaches a node, it checks future nodes (within τ seconds of
current time) along the path for potential collision (line 16). This step is crucial
for Runtime-SES in order to avoid collision. As time progresses and the robot executes the path, new predictions of obstacle motion for a given time in the future
become increasingly accurate due to a shorter prediction horizon. To illustrate
this, Figure 4.3 shows two predictions for the same given world time t = 4s. Figure 4.3(a) shows the predicted environment starting at t = 1s and Figure 4.3(b) at
t = 3s. The latter has a shorter prediction horizon (prediction time is closer to the
given t = 4s) and a reduced spread in obstacle position (improved precision). Obstacles to the right of the robot that were not predicted in Figure 4.3(a) were pre-
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Figure 4.3: Runtime-SES prediction of future obstacle positions for world time
t = 4s, starting at (a) t = 1s and (b) t = 3s. The robot (red disk), obstacles (yellow
disks) and predicted obstacle positions (gray circles) are shown.

dicted in 4.3(b), demonstrating improved accuracy. The checkFutureNodes subroutine integrates information from these new predictions in order to increase
path safety.
If checkFutureNodes finds any node with collision probability higher than
Paccept or the robot traversed near the end of a path, the algorithm prunes nodes in
the tree that are not descendants of the current node (line 7) and grows from this
pruned tree (lines 8-13). We define traversing near the end of a path as satisfying
one of the two following conditions: 1) a path has less than τ seconds left to execute, or 2) the initial extracted path length is shorter than τ seconds and the robot
has executed more than half of the path.
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4.1.2

Results

4.1.2.1

Experiment Setup

To demonstrate Runtime-SES planning, we tested two different robots in two separate environments consisting of moving obstacles with strongly interacting dynamics. The world simulation time step ∆world = 0.01s. The obstacles and the
robot are confined within a circle of radius 50m. An obstacle ricochets off the
world boundary by instantaneously inverting the direction of the perpendicular
velocity component (velocity component that points toward the center of the circle). All methods were implemented in C++. The Velocity Obstacle (VO) algorithm was adapted from the RVO2 C++ code base [163] implementation of the
Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance (ORCA) algorithm. This algorithm [162]
was modified to allow for single-agent collision avoidance, removing the reciprocal aspect of ORCA while maintaining many of ORCA’s linear programming
optimizations. We also compared to APF-SR [28], a computationally light-weight
collision avoidance method we will describe in Chapter 6. It is implemented by
mapping the offline computed SR set to the instantaneous position and velocity of
obstacles and using the SR set to compute a repulsive potential. All experiments
were run on a single core of an Intel i7-3720QM at 2.6GHz with 16GB of RAM. All
experiments were repeated 100 times. Uncertainty in success rates due the limited
number of experiments is captured using the 99% confidence level derived from
the central limit theorem [127].

4.1.2.2

Elastic Ricocheting Environment

This experiment is designed to compare Runtime-SES planning with APF-SR [28],
Gaussian APF method [119] (abbreviated as Gaussian) with N (0m, 1m) and VO
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[162] in an environment with highly stochastic and complex obstacle dynamics.
We also compare to SES [30], which is a version of Runtime-SES where the obstacle
MC prediction is precomputed offline. The environment is 2D and has 20 to 50
interacting disk-shaped (radius 2.5m) moving obstacles. Robots were tested with
a no position noise and a constant variance Gaussian noise (σ = 0.25m) model.
The obstacle dynamics include intrinsic stochastic motion and deterministic
interaction dynamics. An obstacle stochastically samples speed (without changing its heading) every Tsample = 0.1s. The set of possible speeds is {1, 2, 5, 7}

m/s with probability {0.4, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3}, respectively. When two obstacles collide,
they bounce off each other elastically (changes occur to both heading and speed).
Simulating the system with elastic collisions is difficult because these systems are
known to be chaotic [39]. The Lyapunov exponent (which describes how the distance between two nearby trajectories changes with time) of such a system has
been shown to be positive [39], and therefore nearby trajectories diverge exponentially with time. Our obstacle dynamics are even more difficult as obstacles
stochastically sample speed (rather than drifting between collisions).
The robot is a holonomic disk robot with radius of 1 m and a maximum speed
of 3 m/s (slower than the average speed of obstacles at 3.7m/s). The robot starts
at (−25m, 0m) and its goal is located at (25m, 0m). The initial environment and

evolution with 50 obstacles is shown in Figure 4.1. The APF-SR and Gaussian algorithms have a goal bias of 0.01. Due to the stochasticity of obstacle motion, we
empirically determined that by padding the obstacle radii by 10%, this particular
perceived radius for VO yields the highest success rates. The parameters employed by Runtime-SES planning are: Th = 7s (time horizon), TPredict = 0.5s (prediction interval), maxCD = 5000 (maximum number of collProb calls), ∆ = 0.2s
(planning time resolution), M = 50 (number of MC trials), d = 24.5m (robot obstacle detection range) and PAccept = 0.05 (probability of acceptance).
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Figure 4.4: Success rates and finish time comparison between Runtime-SES planning (RSES), APF-SR, VO, SES and Gaussian AFP methods in the Elastic Ricocheting Environment. No position error (a-b) and Gaussian position error with
σ = 0.25m (c-d) are shown.

Figure 4.4a shows that the success rates of Runtime-SES planning exceed those
of comparison methods in both the no position noise and constant variance Gaussian model. In the 50 obstacle environment, chaotic obstacle interaction happens often (about 5.6±0.6 inter-obstacle collisions per second). As a result, methods that perform well for non-interacting stochastically moving obstacles such as
APF-SR and SES have success rates approaching that of VO instead of clearly outperforming VO as reported in [30]. The finish time of Runtime-SES is higher than
APF-SR and VO due to the algorithm being sampling-based. Comparing SES and
Runtime-SES, however, we find that Runtime-SES has a shorter finish time due
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to consideration of inter-obstacle interaction and the employment of our custom
RRT that samples in ST space.

#Obs.
20
30
40
50
20
30
40
50

No Error
RSES
SES
APF-SR
Gaussian
1.9±.1
.4±.3 .009±.003 .004±.003
4.5±5.5
.3±.2 .012±.005 .005±.002
6.7±3.3
.4±.4 .016±.006 .005±.002
13.3±9.1 .9±.85 .026±.018 .007±.002
Constant variance Gaussian Error
2.7±2.4
.4±.5 .009±.006 .008±.006
5.2±7.8
.6±.4 .012±.007 .005±.003
8.5±13.4
.7±.6 .017±.006 .004±.003
13.3±10.0 .9±.9 .029±.020 .008±.004

VO
.007±.003
.010±.010
.010±.005
.010±.004
.010±.004
.010±.010
.012±.006
.015±.006

Table 4.1: Average computation time per planning step in the Elastic Ricocheting
environment with no position error (top) and constant variance Gaussian error
(bottom). The units are in milliseconds. RSES stands for Runtime SES.

Table 4.1 shows that Runtime-SES is about 10 times slower than SES and much
slower than other methods. However, Runtime-SES finds a path with much
higher success rates and remains real-time capable even in the environment with
50 moving obstacles (13.3 ms per planning step). In addition, the presence of position noise does not significantly impact computation time per planning step for
all methods.

4.1.2.3

Electric Charge Environment

This environment is designed to demonstrate a strong long-range inter-obstacle
interaction that causes the obstacles to change speed and heading at all times.
In addition, we demonstrate the ability for Runtime-SES to handle nonholonomic
constraints with a unicycle robot and various types of obstacle position error models. The combination of position error and deterministic obstacle dynamics with
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uncertain parameters (electric charge in this case) mimics real-world scenarios as
described in [52] and [181].
For a given obstacle i, the acceleration is Coulomb-like:
N

ai =

∑

x j,i

i =1,i 6= j

Ci Cj
,
kx j,i k2

(4.6)

where Ci is the charge of obstacle i and x j,i is the vector from the center of obstacle
j to obstacle i. The charge of each obstacle is uniformly random sampled from 1.5
to 6 charge units. The environment and the random charge for each obstacle are
shown in Figure 4.5. Despite the fact that the dynamics of (4.6) are deterministic,
the robot can only observe the charge of a given obstacle with a very noisy error
model (a 50% uniform error model is used).
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Figure 4.5: Electric Charge environment and example paths (red curves) taken by
(a) the holonomic robot and (b) the unicycle robot. The robot is the red disk and
the color of the obstacle represents the amount of charge.

We tested both holonomic (with the same dynamics as in Elastic Ricocheting) and unicycle robots. The unicycle robot has a maximum turn rate of π/5
rad/s and the same 3 m/s maximum speed. In addition to charge uncertainty,
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we also tested three obstacle position error models: Uniform with range e = 0.5m
(20% of obstacle radius), constant variance Gaussian with σ = 0.5m and distancedependent variance Gaussian with σ = 0.005r2 . The parameters used in RuntimeSES are the same as in the Elastic Ricocheting environment except for TPredict =
2s. APF-SR and SES were not included in this experiment due to the obstacles
strongly-interact with each other, making offline predictions very difficult.
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Figure 4.6: Holonomic robot success rates and finish time comparison between
Gaussian APF (a-b), VO (c-d) and Runtime-SES planning (RSES)(e-f) methods in
the Electric Charge environment. Three error position models were tested and
compared to the no error (NE) model: Uniform (UNF), Constant Variance Gaussian (CVG) and Distance-dependent Variance Gaussian (DVG). The missing finish
time data for Gaussian is due to success rates being lower than 1%.
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Figure 4.6a shows that reactive methods such as Gaussian have low success
rates and high finish times due to high obstacle speed and density. VO computes
velocity obstacles based on the instantaneous velocity and inaccurate positions to
avoid collision. It does not take into account that obstacles accelerate as a result
of inter-obstacle interaction. This results in low success rates comparable to the
Elastic Ricocheting environment despite the system dynamics being deterministic
(shown in Figure 4.6c). In contrast, Figure 4.6e shows that Runtime-SES planning
is able to predict obstacle motion despite large uncertainties in both charge and
position, resulting in very high success rates in the holonomic case, even in the difficult 50 obstacles environment. In addition, Figure 4.6a, c and e show that various
position error models severely impact the success rates of Gaussian and VO while
the success rates of Runtime-SES remain similar. This indicates Runtime-SES is
more robust against obstacle position uncertainties. Figure 4.7 shows that the
more constrained unicycle robot dynamics yield lower success rates for RuntimeSES for both no error and uniform position error models. This is likely because
the Region of Inevitable Collision (RIC) [26] can be very large due to the unbound
obstacle speed and the unicycle robot is less agile in moving away from RIC. The
maximum speed of heavily charged obstacles can often reach 9-12m/s, 3 to 4 times
faster than the robot.

4.1.3

Discussion

The results in the Elastic Ricocheting environment clearly show that Runtime-SES
planning has very high success rates and is real-time capable even in the presence
of a large number of moving obstacles with chaotic motion, obstacle position error
and stochastic interaction dynamics. In all cases, Runtime-SES has higher success
rates than comparison methods. Despite the runtime obstacle predictions operating slower than comparison methods, these predictions offer significant gains
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Figure 4.7: Unicycle robot success rates and finish time comparisons between
Gaussian APF and Runtime-SES planning methods in the Electric Charge environment. The Uniform (UNF) error position models were tested and compared
to the no error (NE). The missing finish time data for Gaussian is due to success
rates being lower than 1%.

in success rates and shorter finish times while remaining real-time capable. The
results in the Electric Charge environment demonstrate that Runtime-SES can successfully plan for dynamically constrained robots in the presence of strong long
range inter-obstacle interactions with large obstacle position uncertainty. This is
a problem that recently published methods such as APF-SR and SES could not
address. The two environments have drastically different obstacle stochastic dynamics, position error models and robot dynamics, but Runtime-SES is planning
in both environments with only the modification of the TPredict parameter.
Figure 4.8a shows Runtime-SES with a typical example of our custom RRT that
samples in ST space while Figure 4.8b shows Runtime-SES with a traditional RRT.
Table 4.2 indicates our custom RRT produces, in general, straighter paths without
using expensive additional re-wiring and parent search procedures like RRT* [85].
This allows the algorithm to avoid obstacles more efficiently. As a result, it is more
likely to reach the goal successfully.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Custom RRT and (b) traditional RRT examples. The green curve is
the selected path and the red disk is the robot. In general, (a) generates a straighter
path compared to (b).
Tree Type
Custom RRT
Traditional RRT

Success Rates
84±9%
75±11%

Finish Time (s)
27.3±6.1
34.0±11.6

Comp. Time (ms)
9.1±6.4
10.0±8.8

Table 4.2: Performance comparison between custom RRT and traditional RRT as
used in Runtime-SES. The Elastic Ricocheting environment with 40 moving obstacles was used.

Runtime-SES predicts obstacle stochastic motion online every Tpredict seconds.
Empirical analysis (Table 4.3) shows that larger TPredict values are detrimental to
success rates but frequent predictions do not incur much computational time overhead. This is supported by the fact that Runtime-SES has a finite obstacle detection
radius d, and with a larger prediction interval of TPredict , there is a greater potential that unpredicted obstacles may enter this radius. Running the prediction over
shorter time intervals allows for the integration of new obstacle information and
more accurate obstacle position estimates.
Table 4.4 indicates that, unlike TPredict , the success rates are within one standard deviation for a wide range of MC trials despite the presence of constant variance Gaussian obstacle position noise with σ = 0.25m. This is likely because the
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TPredict (s)
0.1
0.5
1
2

Success Rates
90±8
84±9
74±11
62±12

Finish Time (s)
25.8±5.7
27.3±6.1
30.0±8.4
30.6±7.9

Comp. Time (ms)
11.4±3.8
9.1±6.4
8.9±11.7
14.1±29.8

Table 4.3: The impact of TPredict . The Elastic Ricocheting environment with 40
moving obstacles was used.

checkFutureNode subroutine compensated for the poor approximation quality.
# of MC Trials
25
50
100
200
400

Success Rates
70±12
76±11
82±10
74±11
78±11

Comp. Time (ms)
5.7±4.2
11.5±9.7
27.7±6.8
32.1±32.7
55.9±57.8

Table 4.4: The impact of the number of MC trials. The Elastic Ricocheting environment with 40 moving obstacles and the constant variance Gaussian position error
model was used.

4.1.4

Conclusions

In this section, we presented Runtime-SES planning, a novel motion planning
algorithm for environments with sensor uncertainty and moving obstacles with
strongly-interacting stochastic dynamics. We demonstrated that our algorithm is
highly successful in these types of environments by alternating between obstacle
prediction via MC simulations and planning with a RRT that treats robot state and
time in equal footings. Our experiments also showed that Runtime-SES planning
generates trajectories with higher success rates than comparison methods in all
cases studied while providing real-time capability.
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4.2

Planning Among Robot-Obstacle Interactions:
COLREG-RRT

The main drawback of Runtime-SES (Section 4.1) is that it cannot handle robotobstacles interactions. Real-world autonomous vehicles not only interact with
other vehicles (obstacles), they also interact with the robot, i.e., the robot’s action
also affects obstacles. Additionally, to safely operate among human operated vehicles, autonomous vehicles must obey existing rules designed to regulate vehicle
interactions, e.g. traffic rules for cars and COllision REGulationS at sea (COLREGS) [78] for surface ships set by the International Maritime Organization).
To find motion plans considering robot-obstacle interactions and enforces interaction rule compliance, we present COLREG-RRT in this section [36]. First, to
handle robot-obstacle interactions, typical approaches such as [24] plans in the
joint robot-obstacles state space Xjoint , which is the Cartesian product of the robot
state space and the state space of all obstacles. A joint robot-obstacle state at time
t xjoint,t ∈ Xjoint is defined as:
o
o
× x2,t
, ..., ×xoM,t ,
xjoint,t ≡ xt × x1,t

(4.7)

where xt is the robot state at time t and xoj,t is the state of the jth obstacle at time step
t. This system can be very high dimensional and is highly under-actuated since
the robot does not have direct controls over obstacles. In addition, the dynamics
of the joint system,
xjoint,t+1 = xjoint,t + f joint (xjoint,t , ut ),

(4.8)

can be highly complex and often has no close-form expressions since f joint encodes the interaction and interaction rules among obstacles, between the robot
and obstacles as well as the dynamics of the robot and obstacles. Therefore, identifying a solution for such system is often intractable for real-world scenarios. For
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example, self-driving car literatures often describe automobiles by a kinematic,
non-slipping car model with a 5-dimensional state space [128]. As a result, xjoint,t
is 50 dimensional if there are 10 other vehicles (obstacles).
To efficiently identify motion plans for robots that interact with obstacles, we
developed a RRT that plans in the robot state-time space, which has a dimensionality much lower than the joint state space. On the other hand, each node in the
RRT stores a joint robot-obstacle state xjoint,t . This allows forward simulations of
the joint robot-obstacle dynamics f joint (xjoint,t , ut ), which considers robot-obstacle
interaction. We assume the joint forward simulation (Eq. 4.8) can be conducted
using a black-box simulator. Such simulator is complex and often hard to build,
but they are common and necessary for autonomous systems such as self-driving
cars [173] and surface ships [180]. The joint forward simulation returns the new
joint robot-obstacle state xjoint,t+1 that encodes the robot and obstacle states and
can therefore be checked for collision between the robot and obstacles. As a result, our approach can efficiently explore the robot state-time space while avoiding obstacles that interact with the robot and with each other. We also address the
interaction rule enforcement by constructing virtual obstacles during tree growth.
We apply our algorithm, COLREG-RRT on Autonomous Surface Vehicle (ASV)
navigation. We chose this problem since maritime vehicles must interact with
each other strongly to avoid collision. They also must follow COLREGS rules of
interaction, which can be difficult to follow and easy to misinterpret in the presence of multiple ships [20]. Another reason we plan to evaluate our method on
ASVs is that it has the potential to greatly increase maritime safety. Since over 80%
of the maritime collision accidents are caused by human decision failure [180], developing algorithms for ASV navigation not only progresses the frontier of motion
planning in dynamics environments, it may also significantly reduce maritime
collision accidents.
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Through the use of virtual obstacles, joint forward simulations and the threestage tree-growth, COLREG-RRT achieves 35% higher success rate than comparison methods and has 35% less COLREGS violations in the most crowded 20 obstacle ships environment tested. We hope that COLREG-RRT serves as an example
for future planners that virtual obstacles can be an effective way to enforce traffic
rule compliance (e.g., traffic rules for air, sea, and ground vehicles) in samplingbased motion planning.
We first introduce surface ship dynamics in Section 4.2.1. Next, we describe
our method in Section 4.2.2. We present our results in Section 4.2.3.1, including experiment setup, interaction rule enforcement and ASV motion planning in highly
crowded multi-ship encounters. Lastly, we conclude in Section 4.2.4

4.2.1

Preliminaries
Y

Surge speed (u)

Sway speed
(v)
Course (ψ)
X

Figure 4.9: Definition of surge, sway, and course of the ASV.

We model the dynamics of all surface vessels by a standard 3 DOF ship model
as described in [54]. This model describes a vessel’s state as x = [η, v ] T , where
η = [ X, Y, ψ] T , and v = [u, v, r ] T . X, Y, ψ are the coordinates and course of the
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vessel and u, v, r correspond to surge, sway and course change rate, respectively.
Figure 4.9 shows the definition of surge, sway and course of a surface vessel. The
control input of the ship u is composed of the forward thrust, Fthrust , and lateral
force, Flateral . The forward thrust and lateral force can be computed by propeller
rpm and rudder angle, respectively [54]. The equations of motion are nonlinear,


cos ψ − sin ψ 0




η̇ =  sin ψ cos ψ 0 v
(4.9)


0
0
1


and







0 0 v
d u|u| + d1u u


 2u





M v̇ +  0 m −u v +  d2v v|v| + d1v v  = τ




−v u 0
d1r r








F
m 0 0
 thrust 






M =  0 m 0  , τ =  Flateral 




lr Flateral
0 0 IZ

(4.10)

(4.11)

where m, IZ , and lr are the mass, moment of inertia on the z-axis and the point
of attack of the rudder force of the vessel, respectively. The drag coefficients are
d2u , d1u , d2v , d1v , and d1r . This model is chosen since it is simple yet it describes
ship motion in calm water well [112]. It is therefore widely adopted by ASV navigation research [111, 180, 81].
Similar to [112], A low-level PD controller was employed to generate control
inputs to steer toward the desired course ψsp ,

Flateral =

Fthrust = Fmax

(4.12)

IZ
(K p (ψsp − ψ) − Kd r )
lr

(4.13)

where K p = 5 and Kd = 1 are tunable control gains.
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4.2.2

Method

One consequence of COLREGS is the motion of obstacle ships is affected by the
action of the ASV, yet COLREGS-compliant collision-free plans can only be generated given the future positions of obstacle ships. COLREG-RRT breaks this deadlock by storing the joint state of the ASV and the obstacle ships in each RRT node
in order to conduct joint forward simulations during tree growth. A joint forward
simulator models ASV and obstacle ship interaction. To comply with COLREGS,
virtual obstacles are created around obstacle ships. As the ASV executes the path,
the tree continues to expand and the path is checked for collision with suddenly
appearing obstacles such as submerged rocks.

4.2.2.1

Joint Forward Simulator

In this work, joint forward simulations are conducted by a ship motion simulator described in [180]. A brief description is given here. To avoid grounding, i.e.,
collision with known static obstacles such as shorelines, the simulator computes
the gradient of the sum of attractive and repulsive potentials for each obstacle
ship. The gradient is then used as the desired course for that ship. To avoid other
obstacle ships, the simulator first determines if a collision is predicted to occur if
all ships maintain their current velocity. If one is predicted, the encounter type
as defined by COLREGS is identified. If the encounter type demands evasive action, i.e., Head-on and Crossing Give-way types, the desired course of that ship
is changed to the course needed to avoid other obstacle ships. This avoidance
course is computed geometrically by assuming other ships travel in constant velocities. The simulator repeats these steps at each time step. It should be noted
that modern ocean-going ships are required to be equipped with an automatic
identification system which broadcasts the current course, speed and destination
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[20]. Therefore, we assume this information is available to the joint forward simulator. For numerical stability reasons, the simulator has a small simulation time
step ∆world = 0.1s. We chose this simulator since it has been demonstrated to produce COLREGS-compliant motion plans for up to 4 vessels. Other methods, such
as VO-based methods [101], can also be used as the simulator.

4.2.2.2

Virtual Obstacles for COLREGS-Compliance

Virtual Obstacle

Virtual
Obstacle

Obstacle Ship

ASV

Obstacle Ship

ASV

(a) Crossing Give-way

(b) Head-on

Figure 4.10: Virtual obstacles for COLREGS encounters.

COLREGS-compliance is critical for safe ASV navigation as more than 50% of
maritime collisions occurred due to mis-interpretation or ignorance of COLREGS
[43]. Traditional MPC-based approaches assign penalty costs to non-COLREGScompliant trajectories.

We choose a completely different approach designed

specifically to work with RRT. When an obstacle ship is within range dcolreg , of the
ASV, a virtual obstacle is created according to the encounter type dictated by COLREGS. Figure 4.10 shows these virtual obstacles in the Head-on and the Crossing
Give-way encounters. Similar to other ASV planners, COLREG-RRT only consid-
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ers the Head-on (Rule 14) and Crossing Give-way (Rule 15) rules, since only these
two encounters require the ASV to move in a restricted manner [101, 81].
Compared to the penalty cost approach [81], which gives non-COLREGScompliant trajectories higher costs, the virtual obstacle has two benefits. 1) Ideally, ASV should always choose COLREGS-compliant paths unless it leads to collisions. Therefore, RRT-based planners should focus on identifying COLREGScompliant paths first by avoiding the virtual obstacles. 2) The virtual obstacle
does not have a penalty cost parameter.

4.2.2.3

COLREG-RRT

Algorithm 4.9 COLREG-RRT
Input: ASV state xr , ASVgoal states X g , states of obstacle ships {x1 , x2 ...x N }
Output: Trajectory plan P

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

T .insertRootNode(xr , x1 , x2 , ..., x N )
/* Phase 1 Goal Tree-Growth */
[T , reachedGoal] = growTree(T , S , goalMode=true, ignoreColreg=false, maxIter)
if reachedGoal == false then
/* Phase 2 RRT Tree-Growth */
[T , reachedGoal] = growTree(T , S , goalMode=false, ignoreColreg=false, maxIter)
end if

P = getPath(T )

if P .length() < τ && reachedGoal == false then
/* Phase 3 COLREGS-Ignoring Tree-Growth */
[T , reachedGoal] = growTree(T , S , goalMode=false, ignoreColreg=true, maxIterNoColreg)

P = getPath(T )

end if

In order to modify the basic RRT method to consider both COLREGScompliance and dynamic obstacles, we have decomposed RRT construction into
three phases (shown in Alg. 4.9). The three phase tree-growth is inspired by [27].
In the first phase, a direct route to the goal is checked for the possibility that there
are no collision with obstacles. If this is not possible, the second phase grows a
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Algorithm 4.10 GrowTree
Input: Tree T , Simulator S , goalMode, ignoreColreg, iter
Output: T , reachGoal

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

nlast = T .rootNode

for i=0; i<iter; i++ do
if goalMode == true then
xrand = getGoal()
nselected = nlast
else
xrand = goalBiasedSampling(PchooseGoal )
nselected = getClosestNode(T , xrand )
end if
u = steer(nselected .ASVState, xrand )
xnew = S .evolve(∆tree , u, nselected .jointState)
colregFailed = !ignoreColreg && inCollisionWithVirtualObs(xnew )
if inCollision(xnew ) || colregFailed == true then
if goalMode == true then
Return [T , reachGoal=false]
else
Continue
end if
end if

T .insertNode(xnew , nselected )

nlast = T .getLastInsertedNode()
if reachedGoal(xnew ) == true then
Return [T , reachGoal=true]
end if
end for
Return [T , reachGoal=false]

tree while applying virtual obstacles to maintain COLREGS-compliance during
tree growth. If a collision-free path of a sufficient time horizon is not found, then
tree growth continues in the third phase without consideration of virtual obstacles for COLREGS-compliance. The three phases combine to provide COLREGScompliance when possible and continued navigation even when compliance is not
possible.
Important to all phases is the testing for collisions with obstacles. In the re-
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sults shown, this is done via joint forward simulations. Since obstacle ships and
the ASV interact, each node of the RRT stores the joint state of the ASV and the
obstacle ships. An action, u, to steer the ASV towards xrand from the ASV state
stored in the selected node (nselected .ASVState) is computed using a low-level controller such as the PD controller described by Eq. 4.13 (line 9 in Alg. 4.10). Using
u, the joint forward simulator returns a new joint state, xnew , by simulating the
motion of all ships for the duration of the tree time step ∆tree (line 10 in Alg. 4.10).
At each time step of the simulation (∆world  ∆tree ), the simulated ASV executes u
and the motion of obstacle ships is simulated as described in Section 4.2.2.1. The
new joint state, xnew , is checked if the simulated ASV is in collision with obstacles
(lines 11-12 in Alg. 4.10). In phase three of tree growth this includes static obstacles and obstacle ships. In phase one and two of tree growth this also includes
virtual obstacles.
In the first phase of tree growth, COLREG-RRT attempts to grow a tree directly towards the goal (line 3 in Alg. 4.9). This step is beneficial since maritime
navigation can often involve sparse obstacles in open waters. In this case, a tree
grown directly towards the goal returns trajectories with reduced control effort
and the time required to reach the goal. This tree can be constructed by calling
the GrowTree() function (Alg. 4.10) while setting the goalMode flag to true. This
forces the GrowTree() function to always select the last inserted node in each iteration for extension and use the goal state as xrand (lines 3 and 4 in Alg. 4.10).
The tree grows directly towards the goal until a collision with obstacles or virtual
obstacles is detected (line 12 in Alg. 4.10). If a collision is detected, the GrowTree()
function in the goal mode returns with the reachedGoal flag set to false (line 14 in
Alg. 4.10). This triggers the next phase of tree growth.
In the second phase of tree growth, the GrowTree() function grows a RRT and
terminates if any node reaches the goal (line 6 in Alg. 4.9) or when the max num-
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ber of iterations is reached. After the construction of the tree, a path is extracted
by selecting the node with the ASV state that is the closest to the goal (line 8 in
Alg. 4.9). If the extracted path does not reach the goal, it is a partial path, which
may lead the ASV to Inevitable Collision States (ICSs) [57]. One way to reduce
the chance of partial paths leading to an ICS is the τ-safety criterion [59]. A path
satisfies this criterion if it is at least τ seconds long. Therefore, if the extracted path
is shorter than τ seconds (P .length() < τ), the third phase of tree growth is used.
In the third phase, tree growth is extended without considering COLREGScompliance by ignoring the virtual obstacles, i.e., set the ignoreColreg flag to true
(line 11 in Alg. 4.9). After the tree is grown, a path is extracted from the tree
again (line 12 in Alg. 4.9). Note that COLREGS in multi-vessel encounters is
often ill-defined and not well-understood [151]. A recent study suggests that the
effectiveness of COLREGS for collision avoidance involving multiple ships is also
questionable [20]. Therefore, this third phase provides a trade-off between the
violation of COLREGS and path safety. We empirically found that COLREG-RRT
only ignores COLREGS-compliance when there are at least 2 obstacle ships and
shorelines within range dcolreg .
Once a path is returned by one of the three phases, it can be used as the nominal trajectory for a low-level controller to execute. The design of such low-level
controllers is non-trivial as ASVs are often strongly influenced by waves [20]. Similar to other ASV navigation research, we assume such a controller is given in this
work [20]. During path execution, we employ three additional mechanisms to
improve the finish time and safety for ASV navigation. In order to shorten the
time required to reach the goal, a tree, similar to the first phase, grows directly
towards the goal every TgrowGoal seconds. Also, full tree growth, potentially including all phases, is performed if the remaining partial path is shorter than τ
seconds. Lastly, low-observable obstacles, such as buoys, fishing nets and sub-
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merged rocks, are only detectable at close range [111]. To avoid these during path
execution, future nodes up to τ seconds away are rechecked for collisions using
the newly acquired information every time the ASV reaches a node. The tree is
regrown if collisions are identified.
The second and third phases of COLREG-RRT have complexities similar to traditional space-time RRTs, while the first phase has a minimal cost as it only constructs and evaluates a direct path to the goal. Since COLREG-RRT is flexible in
the choice of joint forward simulator, the time complexity of the joint forward simulation varies. The joint forward simulator applied in this work (Section 4.2.2.1)
has a time complexity of O(N 2 ) where N is the number of obstacle ships.

4.2.3

Results

4.2.3.1

Experiment Setup

COLREGS do not precisely define the difference between the Crossing and Headon encounters. Therefore, in this work we chose the same criteria as [180] (Table
4.5).
Encounter Types
Head-on
Crossing Give-way
Crossing Stay-on

Criteria
|ψ| ≤ 168.75◦
-168.75◦ < ψ <-11.25◦
11.25◦ < ψ < 168.75◦

Table 4.5: Criteria used to define encounter types dictated by COLREGS. ψ is the
course difference between the ASV and the obstacle ship, (ψ ≡ ψObstacle Ship −
ψASV )

The parameters used by all methods are: world simulation time step (∆world
= 0.1s), range which COLREGS are considered (dcolreg = 2000m). Parameters exclusive to COLREG-RRT are: tree time step (∆tree = 20s), number of RRT itera-
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tions (maxIter = 300), number of RRT iteration while ignoring COLREGS (maxIterNoColreg = 100), τ-safety criterion (τ = 120s), goal bias probability (PgoalBias
= 0.1), weighted Euclidean weights (wd = 10 and wa = 1000), grow goal period
(TgrowGoal = 100s). All parameters are chosen empirically to yield the best results
for the ASV with dynamics shown in Table 4.6. For the results shown, we empirically found that a weighted Euclidean distance metric developed for unicycle
robots [131] works well for our standard 3 DOF ship with kinodynamic dynamics.
The parameters of the ship simulator are given in [180].
Ship
Types
Small
Large/
ASV

Length

Width

m

IZ

d2v

d1v

Fthrust

Flateral

lr

100
200

30
30

3.3K
30M

1.3K
1.0M

330
330

10K
50K

700
60K

29
10

4
100

Table 4.6: Parameters of ships. All parameters have units measured by standard
mks units.

The motion of all obstacle ships are determined by an implementation of the
ship simulator described in [180]. All methods were implemented in C++ and
all experiments were run on a single core of an Intel i7-6820HQ at 2.7GHz with
16GB of RAM. All experiments were repeated 100 times. Uncertainty in success
rates due the limited number of experiments is captured using the 99% confidence
level derived from the central limit theorem.

4.2.3.2

Single Ship Encounter

To demonstrate COLREGS-compliance, we tested COLREG-RRT in the Head-on,
Crossing Give-way and Crossing Stay-on encounters with a single obstacle ship.
The left column of Figure 4.11 demonstrates that the use of virtual obstacles to
prevent non-COLREGS-compliant trajectories in the tree from being chosen, i.e.,
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Figure 4.11: The single ship Head-on (a,b), Crossing Give-way (c,d) and Crossing
Stay-on (e,f) encounters. The left column (a,c,e) shows the ASV (green rectangle,
starts at (-1000m, 0m)), the obstacle ship (black rectangle), the virtual obstacles
(red boxes), and the tree (magenta curves) generated by COLREG-RRT. The right
column (b,d,f) shows the trajectories of the ASV (green curves) and the obstacle
ship (gray curves)

passing from starboard in a Head-on encounter (Figure 4.11a) or turn to port in a
Crossing Give-way encounter (Figure 4.11c). As shown in Figure 4.11, the virtual
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obstacles inhibit the tree-growth, thus preventing the non-COLREGS-compliant
trajectories from being generated. The resulting trajectories taken by COLREGRRT are shown in Figure 4.11 b,d as green curves. In addition, Figures 4.11 e,f
show that in a Crossing Stay-on encounter, COLREG-RRT correctly anticipates
that the obstacle ship will move in a COLREGS-compliant manner. Therefore, a
stay-on course is generated. Crossing Give-way encounters with 45 and 135 degree course difference and a Head-on encounter with 10 degree course difference
were also tested and complied with COLREGS (results not shown).

4.2.3.3

Multi-Ship Encounters

3000

2000

Y (m)

1000

0

S

G

-1000

-2000

-3000

-3000

-2000

-1000

0

1000

2000

3000

X (m)

Figure 4.12: Example of COLREG-RRT navigating the ASV (green rectangle) from
start (S) to the goal region (blue box G). The RRT (magenta) and the selected trajectory (yellow) are also shown. The ASV must avoid collision with static obstacles,
islands (sand colored polygons) and low-observable obstacles (gray rectangles),
and dynamic obstacles, other ships (black rectangles). Both the ASV and the other
ships must select actions that are COLREGS-compliant.
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To compare COLREG-RRT with other state of the art methods for ASV navigation, we tested in the environment shown in Figure 4.12. This environment
has four islands and two low-observable obstacles (gray rectangles) whose existence and location are observable within 1000m. The ASV starts at (-3000m, 0m)
and a successful navigation run is defined as reaching the goal region without
collision within Tmax = 3000s. There are also up to 20 obstacle ships composed
of both small and large ships. The parameters used for all ships are described
in Table 4.6. The starting locations of obstacle ships are chosen randomly from a
5000m wide square centered around the origin. These locations are restricted to
be at least 500m away from any obstacle. The initial courses of obstacle ships are
randomly chosen, and the goal of each obstacle ship is 10000m ahead. The comparison methods include a state of the art MPC-based method (MPC) [81] and an
APF-based algorithm (APF) [180]. The parameters used for the MPC-based comparison method are: time horizon (T = 200s), temporal resolution (∆ MPC = 10s),
collision cost penalty (K coll = 1000), COLREGS violation penalty (κ = 10000), target
course deviation cost (∆χ = 1).
Figure 4.13a indicates that the success rate of COLREG-RRT is much higher
than other methods, e.g., 35% higher in the most difficult 20 obstacle ships environment. In addition, unlike MPC and APF, the success rate of COLREG-RRT is
not heavily impacted by the increasing number of obstacle ships. This is expected
as the COLREGS-compliant joint forward simulator is more accurate in anticipating the motion of obstacle ships compared to the linear extrapolation used by
MPC.
We also explore the cause of collision for each method by observing the failure
cases in the most crowded environment with 20 obstacle ships. We found that all
5 collision events of COLREG-RRT occurred between two nodes that were not in
collision with any obstacle. Table 4.7 shows that decreasing ∆tree , thus reducing
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Figure 4.13: Success rate (a) and finish time of successful runs (b).

the distance between nodes, increases success rate. This confirms the fact that
collision occurring between nodes is the main cause of failure for COLREG-RRT.
Table 4.7 also revealed the finish time is impacted by ∆tree . This is expected since
large ∆tree increases the distance between nodes. This hinders the planner’s ability
to identify trajectories through narrow corridors, resulting in longer finish times.
Among the 37 collision events of MPC, 8 of them also occurred between two nodes
that were not in collision with any obstacle. The remaining 29 events were due to
the inaccurate linear extrapolation prediction of obstacle ships, as all these events
involved at least one ship that changed course within 30s of the collision event.
Lastly for APF, 5 out of 84 collision events were due to the ASV being stuck in
a potential field local minimum, and the remaining 79 were due to the ASV’s
inability to follow the desired avoidance course in time.
∆tree
Success rate
Finish time (s)

5s
0.99±0.01
1202±149

10s
0.97±0.03
1196±137

20s
0.95±0.04
1178±118

40s
0.94±0.05
1327±184

Table 4.7: Success rate and finish time of COLREG-RRT with various tree time
steps (∆tree ).
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# of
obstacle ships
1 Small + 4
Large
3 Small + 7
Large
5 Small + 10
Large
7 Small + 13
Large

COLREG-RRT
1.69±/0.65 max:
3,407.36
3.67±2.57 max:
11,230.82
6.19±4.51 max:
15,310.11
7.99±4.67 max:
18,940.89

MPC
0.45±0.07
max: 739.84
0.66±0.11
max: 856.68
0.86±0.13
max: 651.39
0.90±0.21
max: 945.52

APF
0.02±0.004
max: 15.33
0.02± 0.004
max: 21.54
0.02± 0.004
max: 24.32
0.02±0.004
max: 27.97

Table 4.8: Computation time per planning step in ms. Max indicates the maximum
planning time per planning step among all planning steps in all 100 runs.

Figure 4.13b shows the finish time of various methods. The finish time is defined as the amount of time for the ASV to reach the goal region. Figure 4.13b
indicates that the finish time of COLREG-RRT and MPC are comparable and are
both much lower than that of the APF. The APF method suffers from local minima formed by obstacles and therefore has much higher finish times. The fact
that COLREG-RRT achieves a similar finish time to MPC is interesting since our
RRT is sub-optimal. MPC identifies the trajectory that minimizes the cost function every time step therefore should achieve better finish times. Two factors may
explain this result. 1) The cost function used by MPC is determined heuristically
by considering collision, COLREGS-compliance, as well as finish time. As a result, trajectories identified may not be optimal in finish time alone. On the other
hand, COLREG-RRT uses virtual obstacles to enforce COLREGS-compliance unless such the identified path likely leads to collisions. This allows COLREG-RRT
to separate COLREGS-compliance and identifying low finish time trajectories. 2)
COLREG-RRT attempts to expand the tree in a straight-line toward the goal every
time the ASV reaches a node. This greatly reduces the finish time when there is
no risk of collision or COLREGS violation.
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Table 6.3 shows the average, standard deviation and the max of computation
time per planning step of the various methods. It indicates that the computation
time per planning step of COLREG-RRT is much larger than MPC or APF. This is
due to the joint forward simulations conducted during tree growth which can be
time-consuming. However, since COLREG-RRT plans an action every ∆tree =20s,
it is still real-time capable even in the most crowded environment tested with 20
obstacle ships.
Since COLREGS-compliance is paramount in surface vessel collision avoidance, we further investigate the COLREGS-compliance of COLREG-RRT and
comparison methods in the multi-ship environment with 20 obstacle ships. Since
multi-ship COLREGS-compliance is difficult to define and often subjective [151],
we quantify the COLREGS-compliance of a trajectory by an indicator function
proposed in [81]. This indicator function determines the ASV violates COLREGS
if an obstacle ship within range dcolreg and satisfies any of the following conditions:
1) the obstacle ship is on the starboard side of the ASV in a Head-on encounter. 2)
The obstacle ship is on the starboard side of the ASV and is not being overtaken by
the ASV in a Crossing Give-way encounter. After the each run, we compute this
indicator function along the trajectory of the ASV in 0.1s intervals. We found that
COLREG-RRT violates COLREGS 4.47% of the time while APF violates 7.26% of
the time. Most interestingly, MPC violates 7.78% of the time despite the fact that
it uses this indicator function to penalize non-COLREGS-compliant trajectories.
This indicates that virtual obstacles are an effective way of enforcing COLREGScompliance.

4.2.3.4

Impact of Joint Forward Simulation

Since joint forward simulations are computationally expensive, real-time ASV
planners should minimize the amount of simulations used. Table 4.9 shows the
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trajectory temporal length and the number of joint forward simulation calls. The
trajectory temporal length is defined as the amount of time of the returned plan.
For COLREG-RRT it is the number of nodes in the path times the tree time step
(∆tree ). The values shown are measured at the beginning of each run since the
length of the path returned varies based on the distance to the goal. Since the
number of iterations per stage of COLREG-RRT is limited, and tree growth terminates upon reaching the goal, the number of joint forward simulation calls is lower
than maxIter + maxIterNoColreg (Alg. 4.9), which results in an upper limit of 400
simulation calls. The trajectory temporal length of MPC is the time horizon. MPC
has 52 discrete thrust and course deviation combinations and a 20 step horizon,
and therefore uses 1040 simulation calls. Table 4.9 indicates that COLREG-RRT
utilizes forward simulation calls approximately 6 times more efficiently, i.e., is
capable of identifying longer trajectories using the same amount of forward simulation calls. This high efficiency is inherit to sampling-based methods, such as
RRT, compared to methods that uniformly discretize actions, such as MPC-based
methods.
Method

Avg. trajectory
temporal length

COLREG-RRT

457±231s min:
140s
max: 1140s
200±0s

MPC

# of forward
simulation
calls
<400

Efficiency

1040

0.19

>1.14

Table 4.9: Temporal length of identified trajectories and the number of forward
simulation calls. The efficiency is defined as the average trajectory temporal
length divided by the number of forward simulation calls.

In order to evaluate the impact of joint forward simulations used by COLREGRRT in comparison to linear extrapolations used by MPC, we also tested a version of COLREG-RRT with linear extrapolation used for obstacle ship motion.
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Table 4.10 lists the success rate and finish time. Using linear extrapolation results in more collisions than joint forward simulations, as seen in the lower success rate. However, the success rate of COLREG-RRT with linear extrapolation is
higher than that of MPC. This is likely due to the fact that COLREG-RRT identifies collision-free paths while MPC optimizes a heuristic cost function that linearly combines risk of collision, time to collision, finish time, and COLREGScompliance. As a result, paths that are in collision may be chosen. The finish
time of both COLREG-RRTs are comparable since both methods use the same
mechanisms to reduce finish time. The use of linear extrapolation increased the
COLREGS-violation rate to 7.06% of the time in the most crowded problem tested,
roughly the same MPC. This indicates that accurate simulation is important for
COLREGS-compliance in multi-ship encounters.
# of
Obstacles
Success rate
Finish time (s)

1 Small
+ 4 Large
0.97±0.03
1146±113

3 Small
+ 7 Large
0.93±0.07
1170±122

5 Small
+ 10 Large
0.88±0.08
1185±132

7 Small
+ 13 Large
0.89±0.08
1178±118

Table 4.10: Success rate and finish time of a version of COLREG-RRT with linear
extrapolation used for obstacle ship motion.

4.2.4

Conclusions

In this section, we presented COLREG-RRT, a RRT-based motion planner for environments crowded with obstacles that interact with the robot. We demonstrated
that our algorithm has a higher collision-free navigation success rate while providing COLREGS-compliance compared to state of the art MPC-based and APFbased methods. Our method is also more efficient in identifying long-term trajectories given a limited amount of computationally-expensive forward simulation
calls, a property critical for real-time navigation of surface vessel with large iner-
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tia.
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Chapter 5
Complex Robot Dynamics and Noise
Real-world robots, such as quadrotor and surface ships, have highly complex dynamics. Complex robot dynamics hinders deployment of real robots since kinodynamic motion planning remains challenging [109]. For example, it is highly nontrivial to adapt RRT-based methods to new complex dynamics. This is because
the performance of RRT, or any tree-based sampling planner depends, greatly on
the underlying local planner. The local planner is a subroutine of RRT that finds
a dynamically-feasible, collision-free path between two states, which is typically
very difficult to design for robots with complex dynamics [109]. In fact, even
without considering obstacles, finding a dynamically-feasible path between two
robot states is called a two-point boundary value problem, which is known to be
NP-Hard in the general case [177]. Typical approaches of the two-point boundary
value problem include model-free approximate controllers such as bang-bang and
PID controllers [105], optimal control-based [129, 174, 133] and machine learningbased [177]. However, none of these approaches can be applied off-the-shelf to
arbitrary robot dynamics and yield satisfactory results [130]. For example, in
COLREG-RRT (Section 4.2), the local planner is a PD controller that requires manual parameter tuning. In addition, even after extensive tuning, the controller still
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exhibits undesirable oscillatory behaviors clearly visible in Figure 4.12.
In addition to the hurdles caused by complex dynamics, real-world robots often operate in the presence of noise with varying types and amounts. For example, it is very difficult for self-driving cars to execute a path with millimeter
accuracy. This is due to the non-slip kinematic models typically used for planning
being only an approximation to the real physical process. For example, the tires
may slip and deform, causing the model to be inaccurate. This is known as robot
process noise, where the actual system dynamics deviates from the modeled dynamics. In addition, the robot often has measurement noise, i.e., inaccurate state
estimation, either in proprioceptive degrees of freedom, such as wheel angle, or
degrees of freedom relative to the world, such as position and orientation. The
measurement noise in position is also known as localization noise.
In this chapter, we develop two novel methods that combines local and global
information to address the challenge of planning for robots with complex dynamics and noise. These methods use deep RL, which demonstrated amazing capabilities in controlling robots with complex dynamics [182, 47] and was found to be
very robust to process and measurement noise [154, 83]. However, the success of
deep RL methods is highly sensitive to hyper-parameters and reward functions
[10]. To address this issue, we developed AutoRL (Section 5.1), an evolutionary layer around deep RL that searches for a reward, neural network architecture
and hyper-parameters automatically with large-scale hyper-parameter optimization [32]. AutoRL improves upon traditional RL techniques by utilizing training
instance wide global knowledge to find reward functions that lead to high agent
performance. This allows deep RL methods to navigate robots with complex dynamics in noisy environments. Unfortunately, RL often cannot efficiently identify
collision-free paths in large spaces as it attempts to find an optimal action for all
robot states [46]. We overcame this issue by combining AutoRL with RRT. The re-
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sulting method, RL-RRT (Section 5.2), utilizes RL to handle the complex robot dynamics and local obstacle avoidance while globally explores large environments
rapidly with RRT [35]. Overall, AutoRL and RL-RRT provide motion planning
solutions for robots with complex dynamics and noise. Since real-world robots
often have complex dynamics and almost always operate in the presence of noise,
our methods are crucial for bringing robots to the everyday life.

5.1

Handling Noise with Deep RL: AutoRL

Deep RL methods demonstrated amazing robustness towards noise for difficult
tasks such as legged robot locomotion [154], point to point navigation [125] and
grasping [83]. However, training deep RL policies is difficult and requires careful
consideration when selecting the reward function and choosing the neural network architecture. Specifically, training even simple tasks can fail if rewards are
sparse - that is, if the success conditions of the true objective are hard to discover
[15]; this is true for motion planning in large spaces. Reward shaping [82, 139] addresses this problem by introducing a proxy reward function that is less sparse
than the true objective. However, poorly chosen shaped rewards can lead to
pathologies where agents learn to exploit the reward function or to terminate the
episode early [126]. Designing good reward functions is well understood for some
areas (e.g. video games [123]), but for most tasks, including motion planning, it
remains a black art. Similarly, selection of neural network architecture often consists of trial and error and remains another source of training difficulties.
To simplify deep RL training, we present AutoRL, which automates the search
for both the reward function and the neural network architecture [32]. AutoRL
combines deep RL with gradient-free hyper-parameter optimizations. It takes a
parameterized reward function along with the true objective (e.g., reaching the
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(a) Narrow corridor

(b) Unstructured dynamic

Figure 5.1: Navigation behaviors on a Fetch: (a) path following in a narrow corridor (b)
point to point in a dynamic environment.

goal), and then uses large-scale hyper-parameter optimization to shape the reward. With this reward fixed, it then optimizes network layer sizes to identify the
most successful policies for the given task. AutoRL improves upon traditional RL
techniques by utilizing training instance wide global knowledge to find reward
functions, network architectures and hyper-parameters that lead to high agent
performance. Applied to point-to-point navigation and path-following tasks, AutoRL learns robust policies that cope with both static and dynamic obstacles, even
though the tasks are trained in simulation in small environments with only static
obstacles.
By utilizing training instance wide global knowledge, AutoRL strongly reduces undesirable agent behaviors and catastrophic forgetfulness that plagues
many deep RL methods [10]. AutoRL is also robust to lidar, localization and process noise as the agent is trained in the presence of these noise. We hope AutoRL
serves as an example that RL algorithms should not be limited to optimizing the
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cumulative reward, as reward functions are merely proxies for agent performance.
AutoRL can also be used to balance intrinsic curiosity and extrinsic rewards in order to achieve the balance between exploration and exploitation.
We first explain how AutoRL works in Section 5.1.1. Next, we present the
results in Section 5.1.2. Lastly, we discuss the insights, benefits and drawbacks of
AutoRL in Section 5.1.3 before concluding in Section 5.1.4.

5.1.1

Method

(a) Training, 23 by 18m

(b) Building 1, 183 by 66m

(c) Building 2, 60 by 47m

(d) Building 3, 134 by 93m

Figure 5.2: (a) Training and (b, c, d) evaluation environments with 40 moving obstacles
(white circles). The evaluation environments are 6.8 to 30.1 times bigger than the training,
generated from real office building plans.

To learn point-to-point and path-following navigation behaviors, we model
the RL policy as a solution for a continuous state, continuous action, partially ob-
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servable Markov decision process (POMDP) given as a tuple (Ω, S, A, D, R, γ, O)
of observations, state, actions, dynamics, reward, scalar discount, γ ∈ (0, 1), and
observation probability. Point to point and path following share observations,
actions, and dynamics, but have different objectives, that are modeled through rewards in POMDP. Next, we describe the true task objectives, specific rewards, and
additional observations specific to each behavior. Finally, we describe the hyperparameters of a reinforcement learning algorithm before presenting the AutoRL
algorithm that learns both the hyper-parameters and the policy.

5.1.1.1

POMDP Setup

The observations, o = (ol , og )θn ∈ O, are θn pairs of 1-D lidar vectors, ol , and
goal set, og , observed over the last θn steps. The agent is a unicycle robot and
is controlled by a 2-dimensional continuous action vector, a = (v, φ) ∈ A, that
encodes the robot’s linear and angular velocity. The dynamics, D, is encoded in
the simulator or implicit in the real world. The remaining factors encode the task:
γ ∈ (0, 1) is a scalar discount factor, whereas the structure of the reward R is more
complicated and we discuss it next.
The agent’s goal is to complete a true navigation objective. For point-to-point
navigation this is arriving at a goal location, while for path following this is
traversing the entire path by reaching all its waypoints. We can formalize this
problem as learning a policy that maximizes the probability of reaching the true
objective, G,
π̃ = arg max P( G (s)|π ),

(5.1)

π

where P( G (s)|π ) means that true objective G is reachable from the state s under
control of policy π. At the same time, RL learns a policy that maximizes the cumulative reward. We could use the true objective as a reward, but it is sparse,
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and there are other requirements, such as dynamical feasibility, smooth trajectories, avoiding obstacles, and sensory/motor limitations. We can formulate these
requirements as parameterized atomic rewards which provide more timely feedback to aid learning. To that end we represent rewards with
nr

Rθr (s, a) =

∑ ri (s, a, θri ),

(5.2)

i =1

where ri (s, a, θri ) is a parameterized atomic reward, and θr = [θr1 · · · θrnr ] becomes a hyper-parameter to be tuned.

5.1.1.2

Point-to-Point (P2P) Task

The goal of the P2P behavior is to navigate a robot to a goal position without
collision. We assume the robot is well-localized using traditional methods. The
P2P behavior can be used as a local planner for sampling-based planners [46] in
order to navigate large environments. We require the agent to navigate to goals
that are not within clear line of sight, but not far enough to require higher-level
knowledge of the environment. For example, we expect it to navigate around a
corner, but not to a room in a maze of hallways.
The true objective of P2P is to maximize the probability of reaching the goal
during an episode,
GP2P (s) = I(ks − s g k < dP2P ),

(5.3)

where I is an indicator function, s g is the goal pose, and dP2P the goal size. The
goal observation og is the relative goal position in polar coordinates, which is
readily available from localization. The reward for P2P is:
RθrP2P = θrTP2P [rstep rgoalDist rcollision rturning rclearance rgoal ],

(5.4)

where rstep is a constant penalty step with value 1, rgoalDist is the negative Euclidean distance to the goal, rcollision is 1 when the agent collides with obstacles
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and 0 otherwise, rturning is the negative angular speed, rclearance is the distance to
the closest obstacle, and rgoal is 1 when the agent reaches the goal and 0 otherwise.

5.1.1.3

Path-Following (PF) Task

The goal of the PF behavior is to follow a guidance path represented by a sequence
of waypoints in the workspace. The collision-free guidance path does not need to
be dynamically feasible, and can be generated by off-the-shelf path planners like
PRMs or A*, or even manually. In navigation stack terms, PF is trajectory tracking.
Guidance paths for real-world navigation are often long (100+ m) and have
many waypoints with varied separation.

The varied input size and non-

uniformity pose a challenge for RL methods using neural networks. To address
this problem, we augment the original guidance path Po with intermediate waypoints that are linearly interpolated with a constant separation dws between consecutive waypoints. The result is a new guidance path P consisting of both original and new waypoints. The separation, dws , between waypoints is a hyperparameter that AutoRL searches for. The waypoint wi is considered reached iff 1)
the previous waypoint wi−1 is already reached and 2) the robot is within dwr of
wi .
The true objective of PF is to reach as many waypoints per episode as possible:

GPF (s) =

∑w ∈P I(ks − w k < dwr )
.
kP k

(5.5)

where I is an indicator function that returns 1 if waypoint w is reached and 0
otherwise. The goal observation of PF, og , is a partial path consisting of the Npartial
un-reached waypoints. The reward for PF is:
RθrPF = θrTPF [rstep rdist rcollision rclearance ].
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where rstep is a penalty step with value 1. rdist is the Euclidean distance to the first
un-reached waypoint. rcollision is 1 when the agent collide with obstacles and 0
otherwise. rclearance is a penalty with value 1 when the the agent is within dclearace
m away from obstacles and 0 otherwise.

5.1.1.4

Reinforcement Learning Parametrization

With observations, action space, true objectives, and parameterized rewards defined, training deep RL requires selecting neural network architecture. Network
architecture affects the quality of the trained agent: the capacity of the network
determines what the agent can learn. In this work, we use feed-forward fullyconnected networks and fix network depth, leaving the size of each layer as our
tunable hyper-parameter. However, the hyper-parameter tuning technique can be
applied to any network architecture.
Let FF (θ ), for θ ∈ Rn be a feed-forward fully-connected neural network with

RELU units and n layers, where the ith layer contains θi neurons. Let us denote
the learnable weights of the feed-forward network FF (θ ) with Wθ . Let

RL( Actor (θπ ), Critic(θQ ), R(θr ))

be a parameterized actor-critic reinforcement learning algorithm that learns policy π (s|Wπ ) = FF (θπ ) and critic Q(s, a|WQ ) = FF (θQ ). Actor and critics
network architectures are parameterized with θπ , θQ , and reward function, R
given in Eq. (5.2), parameterized with vector θr . Let Obj(θπ , θQ , θr | G ) ∈ R

be the true objective the trained actor π (s|Wπ ) achieved for the corresponding
RL( Actor (θπ ), Critic(θQ ), R(θr )).
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5.1.1.5

AutoRL

We automate RL hyper-parameter selection with the AutoRL evolutionary search
procedure, described in Algorithms 5.11 and 5.12. We split shaping in two phases,
reward shaping (Line 1, Alg. 1) and network shaping (Line 2), because the search
space grows exponentially in the number of tuning parameters. First, we find the
best reward function w.r.t. task’s true objective for a fixed actor and critic. Then,
we find the best actor and critic w.r.t. to the previously selected reward (Algorithm
5.11).
For reward shaping, actor and critic network shapes are fixed sizes θπ , θQ ∈

I (nmin , nmax ) where I (a, b) is a closed interval in n-dimensional space bounded
by points a, b ∈ Rn . We run n g trials, at most nmc in parallel (Line 3, Alg. 5.12).

At each trial i, we initialize the reward function θr (i ) from I (0, 1)n , based on all

completed trials according to a black-box gradient-free optimization algorithm
[71] (Line 5). The first nmc trials select reward weights randomly. Next, we train
asynchronous instances RL( Actor (θπ ), Critic(θQ ), R(θri )) (Line 13). After each
agent is trained, its policy is evaluated accoring to the true task objective Eq. (5.1)
(Line 14). For P2P that is Eq. (5.3) and for PF it is Eq. (5.5). Upon completion of
all n g trials, the best reward (Line 17)
θ̃r = arg max Obj(θπ , θQ , θri )| G )

(5.7)

i

corresponds to the trial with the highest true objective.
Next, we repeat a similar process to find the best actor and critic architecture
w.r.t. to θ̃r (Line 2, Alg. 5.11). In this case, the optimization objective is to maximize the cumulative reward (Line 11, Alg. 5.12). This time, at each trial we train
j

j
asynchronously RL( Actor (θπ ), Critic(θQ
), R(θ̃r )) and evaluate the objective w.r.t.

Eq. (5.2). For P2P that is Eq. (B.2), and for PF it is Eq. (5.6). Lastly the best actor
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and critic architecture corresponds to the trial with the best return,
j

j

θ̃π , θ̃Q = arg max Obj(θπ , θQ , θ̃r ),
j

(5.8)

(Line 17). The final policy trained by AutoRL is
π̃ (s|Wθ̃π ) = RL( Actor (θ̃π ), Critic(θ̃Q ), R(θ̃r ))

(5.9)

Algorithm 5.11 AutoRL
Output: π (s|Wθπ ): Trained policy.

1:
2:

3:

/* Select best reward.*/
_, θ̃r , _, _← HPSelector(θr = None)
/* Select best NN architecture. */
∗ , θ ∗ ← HPSelector(θ̃ )
π̃,_, θπ
r
Q

return π̃

Algorithm 5.12 scales linearly with the number of trials. It is important to
note that the number of concurrent trials, nmc , needs to be much smaller than the
total number of trials, n g , in order for the algorithm to have enough completed
experience when selecting the next set of parameters in Lines 5 and 10. If there are
no completed trials, the parameters are randomly selected. Overall, the Algorithm
requires nmc processors, and runs

5.1.2

Results

5.1.2.1

Setup

ng
nmc

times longer than vanilla RL.

The training environment, generated from a real building floor plan, is 23m by
18m and contains no moving obstacles (Fig. 5.2a). The simulated differential drive
robot a point mass, with a 64-beam 1D lidar with 220 degrees field of view with
Gaussian distributed noise N (0, σLidar ). The robot’s action space is the linear and

angular velocities with bounds of [−0.2, 1.0] m/s and [−1.0, 1.0] radian/s, respectively. The details of our noise model are contained in Appendix A.
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Algorithm 5.12 HPSelector: Hyper-parameter selector
Property: n g : Num. of generations (trials).
Property: nmc : Num. of parallel trials.
Property: nmin , nmax : Min. and max. of neurons per layer.
Input: θr : Reward hyper-parameters.
Output: π̃ : Policy trained with the selected hyper-parameters.
Output: θ̃r : Selected reward hyper-parameters.
Output: θ̃π , θ̃Q : Selected NN architecture hyper-parameters.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

T ← ∅ /* Initialize the experience. */

Initialize NN architecture: nmin ≤ θπ , θQ ≤ nmax
for i = 1, · · · n g running nmc trials in parallel. do
if θr is None /* Tune rewards */ then
θri ← Select(min = 0, max = 1, T ) with [71]

i , θ i ← θ , θ /* NN hyper-parameters are fixed.*/
θπ
π
Q
Q

obj f n ← true objective (Eq. (5.3) or Eq. (5.5))

else
θri ← θr /* Reward hyper-parameters are fixed. */
i , θ i ← Select (n
θπ
min , nmax , T ) with [71]
Q

obj f n ← cumulative reward.

end if
/∗ Train the agent with the selected hyper-parameters. ∗/

i ), Critic (θ i ), r ( s, θ i ))
π i = RL( Actor (θπ
r
Q

14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

ei ← Evaluate π i w.r.t. obj f n objective function.

i , θ i ) /* Save the trial. */
T ← T ∪ (ei , π i , θri , θπ
Q

end for
/* Select best hyper-parameters according to Eq. (5.7) or (5.8). */
π̃, θ̃r , θ̃π , θ̃Q ← arg maxe∈T T
return π̃, θ̃r , θ̃π , θ̃Q /* Eq. (5.9) */

Actor and critic are three-layers deep for both tasks. We choose wide and
shallow feed-forward fully-connected networks, because their fast inference time
makes them feasible for on-board high frequency robot control. The critic consists
of a two-layer observation embedding joined with the action network by two fully
connected layers. We select DDPG for the learning algorithm, and Vizier [67] with
CMA-ES [71] for hyper-parameter tuning.
We compare P2P agent with vanilla hand-tuned DDPG [110], artificial potential fields (APF) [91], Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) [55], and behavior
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cloning (BC) [137]. Behavior cloning uses the same neural network architecture as
learned with AutoRL, but relies on a supervised loss instead of a reward. The PF
agent is compared with guidance paths generated with PRMs [90] with straight
line local planner, and combined vanilla DDPG, APF, and DWA, to guide the
robot, resulting in methods PRM-RL [46], PRM-APF [29], and PRM-guided DWA,
denoted as PRM-DWA [14*] to differentiate from DWA without a guidance path.
We test the PF and P2P policies in three previously unseen large environments
(Figs. 5.2b, 5.2c, 5.2d). For the P2P policy, the start and goal are randomly selected
to be between 5 and 10 meters apart. For the PF, the starts and goals are randomly
chosen, requiring at least 35 meters Euclidean distance between start and goal.

5.1.2.2

Training

We train the P2P and PF agents for 1000 trials, running 100 agents in parallel, each
for 5 million training steps. Each agent takes about 12 hours to train, with the
complete AutoRL run completing in several days. For reproducibility, Appendix
A contain the parameters found by AutoRL.
Fig. 5.3 shows the impact of the AutoRL on the PF task. Across both reward
and network shaping there are certain parameter values where the agent does not
perform well (Figs. 5.3a and 5.3c), although during the network shaping there are
fewer bad trials. The learning curve of the non-shaped objective resembles the one
depicted in Fig. 5.3b. The best agent after reward shaping (Fig. 5.3b) shows signs
on catastrophic forgetting that plagues DDPG training. Notice, that the best agent
after both shaping phases (Fig. 5.3d) does not exhibit such forgetfulness, and the
training could have been terminated sooner. The PF AutoRL policy achieves a
true objective of 0.56, while the non-shaped policy reaches an objective of 0.26.
The P2P agent trained with AutoRL has training objective of 0.90, while the handtuned one is 0.54. This is a promising result for the utility of AutoRL.
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(a) Reward shaping generations.

(b) Reward shaping learn. curve.

(c) Network shaping generations.

(d) Network shaping learn. curve.

Figure 5.3: Results of AutoRL for the path following policy. Trail numbers over objective
values (a) and (c). Training steps over objective (b) and (d).

5.1.2.3
5.1.2.3.1

Generalization to New Environments
PF AutoRL has near perfect success rate, 98.7% on average, across all

three environments (Fig. 5.4a), and is the only method that can transfer to unseen,
large, real building sized environments. PF with AutoRL is 11% more successful
than hand tuned policy that has average success rate of 88.3%; and 23% more successful than best non-learned baseline (PRM-DWA with 80% success rate). PRMAPF is consistently under performing. The primary failure causes for both PRMAPF and PRM-DWA are wall collisions and getting stuck in a local minimum,
especially when the guidance path generated by PRM is close to obstacles, which
creates a local minimum [29]. PRM-RL performs worse than PRM-DWA and AutoRL, since it does not use hyper-parameter tuning.
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(a)

PF with AutoRL (Ours), RL [110], PRM-APF [29], PRM-DWA [55]*,
PRM-RL [46]

(b) P2P with AutoRL (Ours), RL [110], APF [91], DWA [55], BC [137]

Figure 5.4: Success rates for PF and P2P tasks in three environments.

Curiously, the hand-tuned policy creates longer trajectories than the AutoRL
one. Inspecting the trajectories (Fig. 5.5), it is clear that DDPG learns completely
different behaviors under the two parameterizations. The AutoRL policy exhibits
smooth, forward-moving behavior while the hand-tuned policy alternates between forward and reverse motion, resulting in a twirling behavior with longer
paths. Since the 220 degree field of view lidar cannot detect obstacles in the back,
the twirling behavior has a lower success rate.

5.1.2.3.2

P2P Fig. 5.4b shows that P2P’s generalization results are consistent

with path following’s. The AutoRL policy’s success rate of 89% is highest (on
average 71%, 26%, and 27% higher than APF, DWA, and BC respectively) across
all environments. AutoRL exhibits smooth forward motion, while the failure cases
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(a) AutoRL

(b) Handed tuned DDPG

Figure 5.5: PF policy sample trajectories (red) and guidance paths (black) found by (a)
AutoRL and (b) hand-tuned RL.

are mostly due to complex static obstacles. Once again, despite promising success
rate of 86.5%, the hand-tuned policy exhibits twirling, leading to high path lengths
and subpar performance in noisy conditions.

5.1.2.4

Moving Obstacle Avoidance

We evaluate the shaped PF and P2P policies in a large environment (Fig. 5.2c)
among up to 40 moving obstacles. The moving obstacles motion follows the social
force model (SFM) [72] to mimic pedestrian motion.

5.1.2.4.1

PF AutoRL policy outperforms hand-tuned DPPG and both PRM-

APF and PRM-DWA in all numbers of obstacles (Fig. 5.6a). Note that although
SFM avoids collision with the robot, simply executing the path using PRM-APF
without reacting to obstacles (no repulsive potential) results in no success. This
implies the robot must also partake in collision avoidance with moving obstacles.
PRM-DWA can avoid moving obstacles and its performance is steady as the number of obstacles increases.
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(a) Path following

(b) 0 moving obstacles

(c) 20 moving obstacles

Figure 5.6: PF success rate over (a) number of moving obstacles, (b) guidance path length
with no obstacles, and (c) guidance path length with 20 moving obstacles for AutoRL
(Ours), hand tuned RL [110], PRM-APF [29], and PRM-DWA [55]*.

AutoRL PF performs uniformly across path guidance lengths up to 80 meters,
and decreases slightly in the presence of moving obstacles, while PRM-APF degrades rapidly with guidance path length (Figs. 5.6b and 5.6c). PRM-DWA’s success is also uniform across the guidance path lengths, but is lower than AutoRL’s.

(a) P2P, 0 moving obstacles

(b) P2P, 20 moving obstacles

Figure 5.7: P2P policy: AutoRL (Ours), hand tuned RL [110], APF [91], and DWA [55]
success rates (a) without and (b) with 20 moving obstacles over goal distance.

5.1.2.4.2

P2P P2P policy’s success degrades with the goal distance increase

(Fig. 5.7) and its success rate is not affected with the number of obstacles (Fig.
5.7b). Hand tuned RL, APF’s and DWA’s performance degrade rapidly with goal
distance as well, which indicates that the main P2P failure cause, regardless of its
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implementation, is the inability to navigate among complex static obstacles rather
than collision with moving obstacles. This is not surprising, since local planners
are not designed to avoid complex static obstacles.

5.1.2.5

Robustness to Noise

Fig. 5.8 isolates one noise source at a time in order to investigate the impact on
performance in an environment with 20 moving obstacles. Results show that PF
and P2P policies are resilient to noise, even when the lidar noise is more than three
times the radius of the robot (σlidar = 1 m). On the other hand, lidar noise heavily
influences the success of APF and DWA (for both PRM and local planner variants).
This is expected since obstacle clearance is used to compute the repulsive potential
for APF and compute the objective function of DWA. In addition, the action of
APF is computed by taking the gradient of the potential; such a greedy approach
often guides the robot to collision or local minima.

5.1.2.6

Physical Robot Experiments

First, we investigate the difference between simulation and reality when PF and
P2P policies were deployed on the Fetch robot [176]. For the PF task (Fig. 5.9a),
we manually specify a sequence of waypoints (black dots) as the guidance path
(80.6 m in length). For the P2P task (Fig. 5.9a) the start and goal are about 13.4
m apart. The robot reaches the goal without collision in all three runs, navigating
roughly 240 m without collision. Figs. 5.9a and 5.9b (magenta) show one of robot
trajectories. These trajectories are very close to the simulated ones (green for PF
and red for P2P) but exhibit more turning than simulation, likely caused by the
delay between sensing and action execution.
Next, we test the policy’s performance in a very narrow corridor (only 0.3 m
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(a) PF lidar noise

(b) P2P lidar noise

(c) PF localization noise

(d) P2P localization noise

(e) PF process noise

(f) P2P process noise

Figure 5.8: Success rate over (top) lidar, (middle) localization noise, and (bottom) process
noise with 20 moving obstacles. (left) Path Following compared to the hand tuned RL,
PRM-APF [29] and PRM-DWA [55]*. (right) P2P compared to hand tuned RL [110], APF
[91] and DWA [55] navigating from random starts to goals, 5-10 m apart.

wider than the robot, which is 0.3 m in diameter), and with moving obstacles
(Fig. 5.1a), qualitatively over four trials. The enclosed video demonstrates the
Fetch robot executing these policies. The robot reliably navigates in the corridor
all four times. We also execute the P2P policy in a highly unstructured dynamic
environment with a person playing with a dog (Fig. 5.1b). The robot stops and
avoids obstacles reliably. Notice in the attached video how the agent adapts when
blocked, moves away from the goal, and around obstacles. The only failure case
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we observed was caused by the obstacles undetectable by the 1D lidar such as
human feet, which are below lisar’s field of view.

(a) Path following

(b) P2P

Figure 5.9: (a) Path Following and (b) P2P on a real robot in an office building. The actual
robot trajectories (magenta), the guidance path (black) and the trajectory in simulation
(green for Path Following and red for P2P) overlaid over the 2D lidar map.

5.1.3

Discussion

AutoRL is not sample efficient: it took 12 days to train 1000 agents. However, AutoRL learns high-quality navigation behaviors that transfer well across environments and are easy to deploy on-robot. For navigation agents, the extra training
cost is justified by better quality policies.
End-to-end learning with AutoRL effectively creates tightly-coupled perception, planning and controls. The end-to-end POMDP setup enables robustness to
noise. The comparison with the agents on the opposite side of the spectrum, traditional and learned, highlights the benefits of end-to-end learning. The hand-tuned
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DDPG agent, although it produces suboptimal trajectories, is still robust to noise
(5.8). The traditional APF and DWA, not designed for tight integration between
the controls and sensor, are brittle in the presence of noise.
Robustness to noise has an additional perk of overcoming guidance path imperfections. We have observed during hand-tuned training that path following is
very sensitive to appropriate waypoint spacing and waypoint radius. It is only
after including these parameters in reward tuning that the path-following agents
learn high-quality behaviors. This is likely because the tuning finds the optimal
distance from a waypoint w.r.t. to robot’s noise and abilities, essentially deciding
to give a credit to reaching a waypoint for what is feasible on that particular robot.
The P2P policy found by AutoRL is more robust to local minima than APF
and DWA, likely because the agent learned that following a wall usually leads
to completing the goal. As demonstrated in the enclosed video, the agent is also
willing to move away from the goal to avoid local minima. The failure point of
P2P policy remains its inability to avoid large-scale local minima, such as moving
from one room to another, which it was not designed to do.

5.1.4

Conclusions

In this section, we presented AutoRL, a drop-in adaptation of deep RL that
automates reward and network architecture selection with large-scale hyperparameter optimizations. AutoRL is used to learn two robot navigation building
blocks, P2P and PF behaviors, in an end-to-end fashion. The resulting policies, although computationally expensive to train, exhibit more desirable behaviors compared to RL with hand-crafted hyper-parameters and non-learned baselines. They
also generalize to new environments with moving obstacles, are robust to noise
and are deployed to a physical robot without tuning.
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5.2

Planning for Robots with Complex Dynamics:
RL-RRT

One drawback of using AutoRL (Section 5.1) directly for motion planning in large
spaces is that the robot often gets trapped in complex static obstacles. This is expected as RL policies attempt to find optimal actions using only local observations
[46]. Therefore, when the policy is transferred to navigate in large unseen environments, it often fails to reach the goal. On the other hand, SBMPs such as RRTs, can
rapidly explore large robot state spaces and are capable of identifying collisionfree global paths. Unfortunately, real-world robots often have complex dynamics,
such as kinodynamic constraints (described in Section 2.1.1), which presents a significant challenge for SBMPs for the following reasons.
First, state of the art kinodynamic motion planners search the robot’s feasible
state space by building a tree data structure of possible robot motions rooted at
the robot’s current state. These methods iteratively use a local planner to attempt
to grow the tree until the goal is reached. Local planners are used to guide the tree
growth in order to achieve rapid exploration of state the space [174, 130]. This
requires the local planner to be a steering function, a control policy that guides a
robot to a specific goal in the obstacle-free state space while satisfying robot dynamics constraints [174]. For example, consider a car-like robot needing to translate a small distance to the left, a motion resembling parallel parking. This motion
plan is difficult, even in the absence of obstacles, and requires a steering function
to steer the car to the goal. Computing the steering function requires solving an
optimal control problem, which is generally NP-Hard [177]. To date, only very
limited robot dynamics, such as linear [174] and differential drive [130] systems,
have optimal steering functions.
Besides the existence of steering functions, there are two additional difficul-
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ties. First, tree-based methods require the identification of a state in the tree from
which to grow. This requires a distance measure that compare the distance between states and return those that are expected to be easily solved by the steering
function. An effective distance measure for kinodynamic planning is the Time
To Reach (TTR) between states using an optimal steering function [130]. TTR,
however, is often expensive to compute, as it involves numerically integrating the
steering function [130]. Second, neither the steering functions nor the related TTR
are informed by sensors, and, as a result, do not account for potential obstacles.
For example, if a goal is occluded by a wall, the steering function is not able to see
the wall due to the lack of sensory input, and TTR would return a value as if an
agent could go through the wall.
To address the challenges presented by complex robot dynamics, we present
RL-RRT, which combines the reactive-base AutoRL and the search-based RRT [35].
RL-RRT essentially uses the RRT to explore large state spaces rapidly while tasking the complex robot dynamics to RL. It works in three steps. First, we learn an
obstacle-avoiding point-to-point (P2P) policy with AutoRL. Second, we train a supervised obstacle-aware reachability estimator that predicts the time it takes the
P2P policy to guide the robot from a start to goal state in the presence of obstacles,
using local observations such as lidar. Lastly, when presented with a motion planning problem in a new environment, we use the RL policy as a local planner and
the reachability estimator as the distance measure. The combination of these two
learning solutions offers two primary advantages. First, by using RL policies as
an obstacle avoiding local planner, RL-RRT can be applied to a variety of complex
robot dynamics systems without optimal steering functions. Second, by using the
obstacle-aware reachability estimator, RL-RRT can prune out randomly sampled
states that are un-reachable from the tree, e.g., the policy is expected to be unsuccessful, and identify nodes with small TTR to the sampled state. In the example
of a car in front of a wall, the RL policy will go around the wall, and the estimator
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will predict that the time to reach will be longer because of the wall.
By utilizing RL to handle the complex robot dynamics and local obstacle avoidance while globally exploring large environments rapidly with RRT, RL-RRT is up
to 2.3 times more likely to identify a path within a fixed time budget than comparison methods for robots with highly complex dynamics. We hope that RL-RRT
serves as an example of how the integration between reactive-based RL approach
and search-based SBMPs can achieve significantly better results than either approach alone. In addition, we found that the performance of complex RL policies
can be quickly and accurately estimated by neural networks. This can be useful
when policy roll-outs are prohibitively expensive.
We first explain the three main steps of RL-RRT in Section 5.2.1. Next, we
present the results in Section 5.2.2. We then discuss the insights and limitations of
RL-RRT in Section 5.2.3 before concluding in Section 5.2.4.

5.2.1

Method

RL-RRT is a complex robot motion planner that learns local planner and distance
measure w.r.t the individual robot dynamics. It has three main steps. First, we
learn an obstacle-avoiding point to point policy with AutoRL [32]. Next, since
the RL policy avoids obstacles, we can use the policy to generate obstacle-aware
reachability training samples by repeatedly rolling out the learned policy. An
obstacle-aware reachability estimator is trained to predict the time to reach between two robot states in the presence of obstacles. Policy and estimator training
is done once per robot in training environments. Third, during planning, RL-RRT
creates dynamically-feasible motion plans using the RL policy as the local planner
and the reachablity estimator as the distance measure. Note, that the training and
planning simulators require simulated depth measurements (e.g. lidar) around
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the robot, which can be thought of as analogous to motion planning with information about clearance.

5.2.1.1

AutoRL Local Planner

We train a RL agent to perform a P2P task that avoids obstacles. The output of the
training is a policy that is used as a local planner, an execution policy, and a data
generation source for the obstacle-aware reachability estimator. Using one RL
policy for both local planning and path execution is inspired by [58]. This allows
the planner to account for potential noise during path execution. To train a policy
robust against noise, we model the RL policy is a solution for a continuous state,
continuous action, partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) given
as a tuple (Ω, S, A, D, R, γ, O) of observations, state, actions, dynamics, reward,
scalar discount, γ ∈ (0, 1), and observation probability. The observations are the
last three measurements of the noisy robot lidar and potentially noisy relative
goal position and robot velocity. We define states as the true robot configuration
and its derivative. A black-box robot dynamics simulator, which maps statesaction pairs to states, is an input to the RL training environment. Another blackbox simulator maps the robot state to noisy lidar observations w.r.t. obstacles.
The goal is to train the agent to reach a goal state, G, within radius, dG . Note
that AutoRL identifies a policy that maps noisy sensor and state observations to
action. We explore simulated lidar measurement noise in this work and left state
estimation and process noise to future work. AutoRL training is required only
once for a given robot.
AutoRL [32] over DDPG [110], used for learning the RL agent policy, takes as
input: observations, actions, dynamics, goal definition, ( G, r ), and a parametrized
reward, R : O × θr → R,. The agent is trained to maximize the probability of
reaching the goal without collision. This is achieved by using evolutionary algo-
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rithms over populations of agents to find a dense reward that maximizes successful goal reaching. Each generation of agents is trained with a new reward, selected
based on the previous experience. At the end, the fittest agent that performs P2P
tasks best, is selected as the P2P policy. In this work, all three agents use the same
observations, goal definitions, and neural network architectures, but differ in the
robot dynamics and reward features used.
As an example, we explain the training of the Asteroid robot here (details of
the robot are in Appendix A). Details for the Differential Drive and Car robot can
be found in [32] and [58]. The observation is a vector of 3Nbeams noisy lidar returns concatenated with the relative planar position of the goal, the robot velocity
and orientation (3Nbeams + 5 dimensional vector). The state is the planar position,
velocity and orientation of the robot. The action is the amount of forward thrust
and turn rate. The parameterized reward includes
RθrDD = θ T [rgoal rgoalDist rcollision rclearance rspeed rstep rdisp ],
where rgoal is 1 when the agent reaches the goal and 0 otherwise, rgoalDist is the
negative Euclidean distance to the goal, rcollision is -1 when the agent collides with
obstacles and 0 otherwise, rclearance is the distance to the closest obstacle, rspeed is
the agent speed when the clearane is below 0.25 m, rstep is a constant penalty step
with value 1, and rdisp is sum of displacement between the current and positions
3, 6 and 9 steps before. θ is the weight vector tuned by AutoRL.

5.2.1.2

Obstacle-Aware Reachability Estimator

We further improve upon work in [130] by learning the TTR of an obstacleavoiding P2P RL policy learned in Section 5.2.1.1. Our obstacle-aware reachability
estimator provides the following benefits: 1) It does not need an engineered nearoptimal steering function for each robot dynamics. This allows TTR learning for
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robot systems without near-optimal steering functions. 2) Due to the presence of
obstacles, the minimum TTR between states is a function of both robot dynamics
and obstacles. Since RL policies can also learn to avoid obstacles, the obstacleaware reachability estimator can provide additional benefit over TTR estimators
that consider only obstacle dynamics such as [130].

Algorithm 5.13 Training data collection
Input: π (o): Obstacle avoiding P2P RL policy, Nepisode : Number of episodes, ∆t: Time step size, Thorizon : Reachability
horizon
Output: trainingData = (o1 , y1 ), (o2 , y2 ), · · · , (o N , y N ).

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

for i = 1, · · · Nepisode do

s, g = sampleStartAndGoal()
elapsedTime = 0
while isDone is False do
elapsedTime += ∆t
o = makeObservation()
executePolicy(π (o), ∆t)
obsHistory.append(o)
c, isDone = getTTRCost(elapsedTime, Thorizon )
costHistory.append(c)
end while
cfc = computeCumulativeFutureCost(costHistory)
for j=0, len(obsHistory) do
trainingData.append((o = obsHistory[j], y = cfc[j]))
end for
obsHistory.clear(); costHistory.clear()
end for
return trainingData

5.2.1.2.1

Training data collection Algorithm 5.13 summarizes the training data

collection. First, for each episode, we initialize the robot with randomly chosen
start and goal states (Alg. 5.13 line 2). Next, we execute the policy until the
episode terminates (lines 4-11) due to reaching the goal, collision, or reaching a
time horizon Thorizon . During execution, we record the robot observation at each
time step (line 8) and compute and record the TTR cost (lines 9-10). The TTR cost
is set to ∆t at every time step. To classify whether the robot can reach the goal, we
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use a simple heuristic that penalizes trajectories that do not reach the goal. If the
robot is in collision or the time horizon is reached (elapsedTime equals to Thorizon ),
the TTR cost of that time step is set to ∆t + Thorizon , and the episode is terminated
immediately by setting isDone to true.
After an episode terminates, we compute the cumulative future TTR cost for
all states along the trajectory, i.e., remaining cost-to-go to the end of the trajectory
(line 12). The observation and cumulative future cost of each time step form a
training sample and is recorded (line 14). The process repeats for Nepisode = 1000
episodes. We designed the TTR cost heuristic such that if the robot reaches the
goal, the cumulative future cost of each state along the trajectory is the TTR between that state and the goal. Conversely, if the robot failed to reached the goal
due to collision or the episode reaches time horizon, all cumulative future cost
along the trajectory will be larger than Thorizon . By employing a common machine
learning technique that uses a regressor and a threshold value as a classifier [68],
we can quickly classify whether a goal state can be reached during planning.

5.2.1.2.2

Reachability Estimator Network

We train the obstacle-aware reach-

ability estimator network with the training data collected above. The network
input is the robot observation o and the output is the estimated TTR. We use a
simple three-layer fully-connected network with [500, 200, 100] hidden neurons
with each a dropout probability of 0.5. We use the L2 loss between estimated TTR
and the V-value label from the training data.

5.2.1.3

RL-RRT

Alg. 5.14 describes RL-RRT. While the standard RRT algorithm was utilized, modifications were made to efficiently utilize the obstacle-aware reachability estimator
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and the obstacle-avoiding RL local planner.
Algorithm 5.14 RL-RRT
Input: π (o): Obstacle avoiding P2P RL policy, ∆ttree : Tree extension time step size, ∆t: policy time step size, Thorizon :
Reachability horizon, PgoalBias : Goal bias, xroot : Current robot state, k c : Number of candidate nodes
Output: P : Motion plan.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

iteration = 0

T .add(makeNode(xroot , None))
while termination condition not met do
iteration += 1
goodXrndFound = False
while not goodXrndFound do
xrnd = sampleCollisionFreeStateSpace(PgoalBias )
candidateNodes = findNearestNodesEu(T , xrnd , k c )
nnearest = findNearestNode(candidateNodes, xrnd )

TTR = getAvgTTR(nnearest , xrnd )
if TTR < TTRthreshold or rnd > Pprune then
goodXrndFound = True
end if
end while
xnew = nnearest .state; textend = 0
while not (textend > tmaxExtend or reach(xnew , xrnd ) or xnew is in collision) do
textend += ∆t
o = makeObservation(xnew , xrnd )
xnew = propagateDynamics(π (o), xnew )
if xnew is not in collision and textend % ∆ttree = 0 then

T .add(makeNode(xnew , xrnd ))
end if
end while
end while
return P = extractMotionPlan(T )

Within RL-RRT, the obstacle-aware reachability estimator can provide insight
into the best samples to enhance tree growth. However, as we began to use the
estimator, it became clear that the obstacle-aware reachability estimator can take
longer than the standard Euclidean distance metric to compute (about 0.5 ms vs.
7 µs for Euclidean). Therefore, to enhance computation time in large trees, the
estimator was integrated into a hierarchical nearest neighbor selector. Similar to
[33], the method first identifies k c candidate nodes closest to xrnd using Euclidean
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distance (Alg. 5.14, line 8), and subsequently these choices are filtered by the
obstacle-aware TTR between each candidate node and xrnd . To alleviate noise in
the TTR estimator, we take the average of the TTR between the selected node and
NTTR sample =10 target states around xrnd , i.e., within a hypercube of d TTRsample =0.3
units (line 10). The node with the lowest average TTR is selected for RRT extension (line 9). In addition, the obstacle-aware reachability estimator can also
be used to check whether the randomly sampled state xrnd is reachable from the
nearest node nnearest . Recall that the TTR reward in Section 5.2.1.2 is setup such
that any xrnd unreachable from nnearest .state has an associated V-value larger than
Thorizon . As the result, the estimated TTR can be used to prune out xrnd that are
un-reachable from the tree within Thorizon . However, since the estimated TTR is
not exact, we made the pruning probabilistic, i.e., if xrnd is deemed unreachable,
it will be pruned with probability Pprune (line 10). If xrnd is pruned, it is rejected
and a new xrnd is sampled (line 6).
After the nearest node is selected, RL-RRT uses the RL policy π as the local
planner (lines 15-24). Specifically, an observation o which includes simulated lidar, robot state, and goal information is made at every policy time step ∆t (line
17). This observation is fed to the RL policy, which produces an action that can be
used to forward propagate the dynamics to a new state xnew (line 18). This process
repeats and a new node storing xnew is created, and added to the tree every ∆tree
seconds (line 21), until xnew is in collision, a maximum extension time is reached
(line 20), or xrnd is reached (line 20).
RL-RRT terminates when either the tree reaches the goal or after a fixed
amount of computation time is exhausted (line 3). If the tree reaches the goal,
a dynamically-feasible motion plan can be returned (line 25).
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5.2.2

Results

To demonstrate RL-RRT, we evaluate our method on three kinodynamic robots
in two environments unseen during training, and we experimentally verify the
method on a physical differential drive Fetch robot from Fetch Robotics.

5.2.2.1

Setup

The three robots we evaluate are: Car, Asteroid, and Fetch. Car is a kinematic
car with inertia [128] with a maximum steering angle 30◦ , and a 1.0 m/s2 maximum acceleration and speed of 1.0 m/s. Asteroid has similar dynamics to those
found in the popular video game Asteroid, and we chose it since it is highly kinodynamic, unintuitive for a human to control, and has no known optimal steering
function. The details are available in Appendix B. The Fetch robot has a radius
of 0.3 m, 1.0 m/s maximum speed and 2.0 rad/s turn rate. The sensor noise is
simulated by a zero mean Gaussian with a standard deviation of 0.1 m. We use
the Fetch robot as a differential drive platform for on-robot experiments.
All point-to-point policies are trained in the environment depicted in Figure
5.12a. We evaluate RL policies and plan in two office building environments, Map
1 (Figure 5.13a) and Map 2 (Figure 5.13c), which are roughly 15 and 81 times larger
than the training environment, respectively. Map 1 is is generated from a floor
plan, while Map 2 is generated using a noisy SLAM of the Fetch physical testbed
where we ran the experiments. These environments include parts that are cluttered, as seen in Map 1, and very narrow corridors, such seen in Map 2.
We compare RL-RRT to SST [109], a state of the art steering function free kinodynamic motion planner. For Fetch robot, we also compare to RRT with Dynamic
Window Approach (DWA) [55] as local planner (denoted RRT-DW). Additionally,
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we test disabling the clearance term of DWA, essentially turning it into a MPCbased steering function (denoted RRT-S). All experiment are repeated 50 times.
Besides AutoRL training, all computation was done on an Intel Xeon E5-1650 @
3.6GHz using TensorFlow 1.x (Google release) and Python 2.7. AutoRL policies
were implemented with Google Vizier [67] and TFAgents [147].

5.2.2.2

AutoRL Policy Performance

We use pre-trained P2P policies for Fetch [32] and Car [58] robots. Their short
description is available in Appendix B. The Asteroid P2P policy is original to this
paper. All agents are trained with AutoRL over DDPG [32]. The goals are randomly placed within 10 m. We train 100 agents in parallel over 10 generations as
in [32]. The training took roughly 7 days.
Figure 5.10 shows the success rate of the P2P agents compared to goal distance. Notice that when the goal distance is 10 m or farther than the trained policy,
the performance degrades. We also notice that the Car policy is best performing,
while the Asteroid policy is the most challenging. These results show that AutoRL produces, without hand-tuning, effective local planners, i.e., both a steering
function and an obstacle avoidance policy for a variety of robot dynamics.

(a) Differential Drive

(b) Car

(c) Asteroid

Figure 5.10: AutoRL P2P navigation success rate as a function of start and goal distance
for (a) Fetch, (b) Car and (c) Asteroid robot. The success rates are evaluated in Map 1 with
randomly sampled start and goal states.
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Robot
Fetch
Car
Asteroid

Confusion Matrix
True (%)
Predicted 42.7 21.6
(%)
3.6 32.1
Predicted 44.5 14.2
(%)
4.8 36.5
Predicted 26.5 16.3
(%)
9.6 47.6

Prec.
(%)

Recall
(%)

Accur.
(%)

66.4

92.2

74.8

75.8

90.2

81.0

61.9

73.4

74.1

Table 5.1: Reachability estimator confusion matrix, precision, recall, and accuracy in the
training environment.

5.2.2.3

Reachability Estimator Performance

The obstacle-aware reachability estimator is trained in the training environment
with goals sampled within 20 m from the initial states, twice the distance used
for P2P training. The estimator network was trained on 1000 episodes with about
100,000 samples. Data generation takes about 10 minutes. The reachability thresholds are 20 seconds for differential drive and Asteroid, and 40 seconds for Car.
Each estimator was trained over 500 epochs and took about 30 minutes.
Accuracy of the models is between 70% and 80% (Table 5.1). Notice that a
high recall means that the estimator misses fewer nodes, and suggests that the
paths RL-RRT produces should be near-optimal. On the other hand, relatively
low precision implies that RL-RRT will explore samples that end up not being
useful. This means that we can speed-up RL-RRT further by learning a more
precise predictor.
The reachability estimator overestimates the TTR of reachable states across all
robots (Fig. 5.11). However, overestimation disappears when trained and evaluated only on reachable states (see Fig. 1 in Appendix B for more detail). This
suggests that the overestimation of TTR is likely due to the TTR cost heuristic
uses a penalty for states unreachable within Thorizon . We leave identifying better
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(a) Differential Drive

(b) Car

(c) Asteroid

Figure 5.11: Predicted cumulative future time to reach cost v.s. true value for various
robots.

TTR cost heuristics and estimator network architectures for future work.

(a)

Training
(22.7 x 18.0 m)

environment

(b) Predicted

(c) Ground truth

Figure 5.12: (a) The training environment. Contour plot of (b) Predicted future cumulative time to reach cost v.s. (c) the true value for Car to reach the goal near the center
marked by the blue dot. The white regions have time to reach value over the 40s horizon,
i.e., un-reachable. All start states and the goal have 0 as linear speed and orientation.

In general, the estimator captures the regions of start states that cannot reach
the goal (blue dot) (Fig. 5.12). This is most visible at the bottom right region of
the environment, which has a TTR larger than the 40s horizon which indicates
that the policy failed to escape that region. We also see that the estimated TTR
captures the dynamics of Car robot, i.e., since the goal orientation is facing right,
it takes less time to reach the goal from the left, top or bottom than from the right.
Note that the network is never trained on trajectories that start inside of obstacles
and thus cannot accurately predict TTR starting from those states, an event which
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should not occur in sampling-based planning.

5.2.2.4

Planning Results

(a) RL-RRT and SST in Map 1 (46.1 x 49.5 m)

(b) The Fetch robot

(c)

Trjectory execution of Fetch in
Map 2 (46.1 x 49.5 m)

Figure 5.13: (a) Example trees constructed with RL-RRT (yellow) and SST [109]
(blue) for a kinodynamic car navigating from start (S) to goal (G). (b) The Fetch
robot. (c) RL-RRT (green) and the real-world trajectory executed (cyan) from the
start (green dot) towards the goal (blue dot) in Map 2. Map 2 is a SLAM map of
an actual office building.

RL-RRT finds a solution faster than SST for all three robots in both environments
(Fig. 5.14a, 5.14b, 5.14c). Note that Car shows the best improvement over the
baseline (up to 2.3 times faster), which matches the high success rate of the P2P
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(a) Differential Drive.

(b) Car

(c) Asteroid

(d) Differential Drive.

(e) Car

(f) Asteroid

Figure 5.14: Success rate (top) and Finish time (bottom) of RL-RRT (black) compared
to, SST (blue), RRT-DW (red, RRT with DWA obstacle-avoiding steering function), RRT-S
(yellow, RRT with DWA as the steering function) and RL-RRT-E (magenta, RL-RRT using
Euclidean distance instead of the reachability estimator) in Map 1 (M1) and Map 2 (M2).

Car policy. Conversely, the least improvement is for Asteroid, which is the most
challenging for the RL agent. Figure 5.14a also shows that RL-RRT finds a solution
faster than steering function-based methods, where DWA was used as the steering
function (yellow, RRT-S) and obstacle-avoiding steering function (red, RRT-DW).
These results are expected as RL-RRT learns a obstacle-avoiding local planner that
can often go through very narrow corridors and move around corners (Figure
5.13a). In comparison, DWA often gets stuck around corners. To separate the impact of the RL local planner as compared to the reachability estimator, we tested
RL-RRT without the estimator and use Euclidean distance to identify the nearest
state in the tree instead. Figures 5.14a, 5.14b and 5.14c show that RL-RRT without
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the reachability estimator (magenta curves) performs worse than RL-RRT for all
robots. This is expected as the reachability estimator prunes potentially infeasible
tree-growth, thereby biasing growth towards reachable regions. Also, the reachabilty estimator encodes the TTR and is thus more informative than the Euclidean
distance for kinodynamic robots such as Asteroid.
The finish time of trajectories identified by RL-RRT are significantly shorter (up
to 6 times shorter) than SST for all robots (Fig. 5.14d, 5.14e, 5.14f) and comparable
to RRT-DWA and RRT-S on differential drive. This is expected as SST does not use
steering functions. Instead, it randomly propagates actions, resulting in a “jittery”
behavior (visible in Figure 5.13a) and long finish time. The comparable finish time
with steering function-based methods show that RL-RRT learns a near-optimal
steering function.

5.2.2.5

Physical Robot Experiments

In order to verify that the RL-RRT produces motion plans that can be used on
real robots, we executed the motion plans on the Fetch robot (Figure. 5.13b) in
Map 2 environment. We ran 10 different motion plans, repeated 3 times. Figure
5.13c presents one such trajectory. The straight line distance between the start
and goal is 20.8 m. In green are tree nodes for a path, and the blue line is the
executed robot path with the P2P AutoRL policy. We notice two things. First, the
path is similar to the one humans would take. The shortest path leads through
cubicle space, which is cluttered. Because the P2P policy does not consistently
navigate the cubicle space, the TTR estimates are high in that region and the tree
progress slowly in that area. At the same time, in the uncluttered space near the
start position (left and right) the tree grows quickly. The executed trajectory (in
blue) stays close to the planned path. Enclosed video contains the footage of the
robot traversing the path.
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5.2.3

Discussion

(a) Two Astroid trajectories.

(b) V-value and TTR.

Figure 5.15: (a) Two trajectories (green and red) of the Asteroid robot from the yellow
dots to blue dots. (b) The corresponding predicted TTR (solid lines) and the negative of
V-value from DDPG’s critic net (dashed lines).

Deep actor-critic RL methods approximate the cumulative future reward, i.e.,
state-value function with the critic net. Intuitively, the state-value function captures the progress towards the goal and may be used as a distance measure during
planning. Here we show that this is not the case when proxy rewards are used.
AutoRL uses proxy rewards (shown in Section 5.2.1.1) since they significantly improve learning performance, especially for tasks with sparse learning sigals such
as navigation [32]. Fig 5.15a shows examples of two Asteroid trajectories and
Fig. 5.15b shows the corresponding the estimated TTR (solid lines) and negative of DDPG state-value function extracted form the critic net (dashed lines).
The obstacle-aware reachability estimator correctly predicted the TTR while the
DDPG’s critic net has a significant local maximum, thus unsuitable as a distance
measure. This finding motivated the supervised reachability estimator.
One limitation of RL-RRT is that the obstacle-aware reachability estimator approximates reachability using only local information such as simulated lidar measurements around the robot. However, the true reachability is often impacted
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(a) Predicted

(b) Ground truth

Figure 5.16: Contour plot of (a) Predicted future cumulative time to reach cost v.s. (b)
the true value for Car to reach the goal near the center marked by the blue dot. The white
regions have time to reach value over the 40s horizon, i.e., un-reachable. All start states
and the goal have 0 as linear speed and orientation. The environment size is 50 m by 40
m.

significantly by large-scale obstacle structures. Figure 5.16 demonstrates this limitation. The ground truth shows that the Car policy generally fails to reach the goal
outside of the center box due to the complex maze-like obstacles (Figure 5.16b).
The reachability estimator failed to predict this as some regions outside of the center box are incorrectly predicted as reachable (Figure 5.16a). On the other hand, we
also demonstrated that the estimator performs well when the training and planning environments are similar (Figure 5.12). This suggests that the reachability
estimator should to be trained in environments similar to the planning environment or perform online adaptation/learning during planning. We leave the latter
to future work.
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5.2.4

Conclusions

In this section, we presented RL-RRT, a SBMP for robots with complex dynamics. RL-RRT works in three steps: 1) learning obstacle-avoiding local planner with
AutoRL; 2) training an obstacle-aware reachability estimator for the learned local
planner; and 3) using the estimator as the distance measure and to bias sampling
in RRT. Unlike traditional kinodynamic motion planners, RL-RRT learns a suitable steering and distance measure. The robot is trained once, and the policy and
estimator transfer to the new environments. We evaluated the method on three
kinodynamic robots in two simulated environments. Compared to the baselines,
RL-RRT plans faster and produces shorter paths. We also verified RL-RRT on a
physical differential drive robot.
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Planner Efficiency
The efficiency of motion planners in dynamic environments is critical since most
applications have a strict real-time budget [34]. Unfortunately, planning in dynamic environments is NP-hard even in the simplest case [23]. Therefore, typical motion planners in dynamic environments sacrifice completeness or optimality for practicality. There are two effective approaches. The first approach
is sampling-based motion planning, which sacrifices completeness for efficiency
via random sampling. SBMPs are probabilistically-complete, i.e., if a solution exists, the probability of finding a solution approaches one as the planner uses more
computation resource. Unfortunately, this means that a path avoiding collision
with obstacles may exist, but a SBMP may not be able to identify it under the
computation budget. As a result, increasing the efficiency of SBMPs is critical for
dynamic environments. The second approach is Artificial Potential Field (APF)based methods. These methods are extremely fast since they only compute the
next robot action and do so by simply following the gradient of the potential field.
However, simply following the gradient may hinder the robot’s ability to avoid
fast moving obstacles and often traps the robot in local minima.
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In this Chapter, we develop two novel methods that combines global and local information to address the challenge of planning efficiency. We first increase
the efficiency of SBMPs by finding a better distance measure [33]. In the motion
planning community, the size of robot swept volumes is generally accepted as
the ideal distance measure for high DOF robots, since it estimates the local collision probability between start and end robot configurations [99, 8]. However,
despite more than four decades of study, swept volumes algorithms remain too
computationally-expensive to be used as a distance measure [41]. We overcame
this problem by learning robot swept volumes with deep neural networks. These
networks are fast during online inference, making them excellent distance measures. Next, in case the robot has severely limited computation resources and
SBMPs for dynamic environments described in this work are too expensive to run,
we also developed Path-Guided APFSR (PG-APFSR), a fast APF-based technique
[29]. This method inherits the light-weight computation from APF-based methods but overcomes the main issues of APF for dynamic environments. To avoid
fast, stochastically-moving obstacles, we combine APF with Stochastic Reachability (SR) analysis [3], a formal method that is computationally-expensive but provides obstacle avoidance guarantees. To alleviate the local minima problem, we
combine APF with SBMPs, which identify a collision-free global guidance path
among static obstacles offline. Overall, our methods significantly improve planner efficiency, even for robots with severely limited computation resources.

6.1

Improving Efficiencies of SBMPs with Swept Volume Estimators

The choice of distance measures can heavily impact the performance of SBMPs [8].
For example, we demonstrated a change in the distance measure of the Runtime-
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SES planner results in a 10% increase in success rate and a 20% reduction in path
finish time (Section 4.1.2). The performance impact is due to the fact that SBMPs
select a subset of configurations to attempt expensive local planning operations
that make connections in roadmap-based planners, e.g., PRMs [89], or tree extensions in tree-based planners, e.g., RRTs [105]. The configurations are typically
selected w.r.t. some distance measure. Intuitively, a good measure limits the local
planning operations to those most likely to succeed, i.e., lowest collision probability w.r.t. local planner between the two configurations. Yet, the commonly
chosen measures suffer from several issues. For example, the configuration space
Euclidean distance does not represent local planner success well [98, 8], and the
weighted Euclidean distance is difficult to tune [8]. The robot swept volume, despite being the ideal distance measure, has not been commonly used in samplingbased planning due to the complexities in its computation. In fact, when used
directly as a distance measure for SBMP, the performance is reported to be orders
of magnitude worse than weighted euclidean distance measures [41].
To develop an efficient distance measure that estimates local collision probabilities, we use Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) to approximate robot swept volumes (Figure 6.1b) [33]. Trained off-line with swept volume examples for a given
robot in an obstacle-free space, the DNN captures the complex and nonlinear
relationship between the swept volumes and trajectories in the robot’s configuration space. As a result, DNNs significantly reduce computation costs during
on-line swept volume estimations. Successful learning of swept volume is feasible since DNNs can approximate any continuous bounded function [75], and
we show that swept volume possesses these properties in a finite configuration
space. We demonstrate that swept volume geometries can also be accurately and
efficiently estimated by DNNs.
Results indicate that DNN can accurately and rapidly estimate the swept vol-
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ume across all 6 robots tested. As a result, SBMPs, such as RRT and PRM, using the
DNN as a distance measure, are up to five times more likely to identify a collisionfree path on a fixed time budget and are able to return paths with a smaller swept
volume. We hope the deep swept volume estimator serves as an example that motion planning can be significantly improved when combined with deep learning.
We also found that complex computational geometry problems can be approximated by DNNs well. Therefore, it is possible to use DNNs to approximate other
complex problems such as self-collision and dynamically adjusting the collision
check step size for SBMPs.
We start by formulating the problem of estimating robot swept volumes in Section 6.1.1. Next, we explain how to approximate swept volumes with DNNs and
also techniques to use DNNs as distance measures for SBMPs in Section 6.1.2. We
also show that the swept volume is Lipschitz continuous, which is the key reason
behind successful learning via DNNs (Section 6.1.3). The results are then presented in Section 6.1.4. Lastly, we discuss the trade-offs and parameter sensitivity
and generalization of DNNs in Section 6.1.5 before concluding in Section 6.1.6.

6.1.1

Problem Formulation

In this work, unless otherwise specified, we define the swept volume, SV :
R2d f → R, for a trajectory in configuration space as

SV (c1 , c2 ) = ∪t∈[0,1] V ((1 − t)c1 + tc2 ),

(6.1)

where c1 , c2 ∈ Rd f are the start and end configurations of a robot with d f ODF

, and V (c) is the workspace occupied by the robot in configuration c. We consider the trajectory between c1 and c2 to be a straight line in configuration space
unless otherwise specified. SV (c1 , c2 ) can be highly complex and nonlinear due
to rotational DOFs, especially in cases where the robot has an articulated body.
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Start Configuration

c1

End Configuration

c2

(a) Illustration of swept volume

Input

Deep Neural Net

Swept Volume
SV(c1 , c2 )

Output

Start Configuration

…

…

c1

f dnn (c1 , c2 )|
|SV

End Configuration

c2

(b) Fast swept volume estimation with deep neural nets

Figure 6.1: (a) Illustration of swept volume and (b) fast swept volume estimation
with DNNs.

sv (c , c |θ ) that apOur goal is to train a swept volume measure estimator Ddnn
1 2

proximates the swept volume measure |SV (c1 , c2 )| by finding parameters θ that

minimizes loss L:


sv
θ̃ = arg min L Ddnn
(c1 , c2 |θ ), |SV (c1 , c2 )| .
θ

(6.2)

In addition, as a proof of concept, we also demonstrate learning of a swept volume
geometry estimator SV dnn (c1 , c2 ) that approximates SV (c1 , c2 ).
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6.1.2

Methods

In this section, we describe how to train the swept volume measure estimator with
sv ) and techniques to use it as a distance measure for sampling-based
DNNs (Ddnn

motion planning. The estimator models are trained off-line in two steps. First,

|SV | training dataset is generated. Next, using the dataset, we train DNNs to

approximate |SV |. To utilize the estimator as a distance measure for samplingbased planning, we learn an additional weighted Euclidean distance measure,

sv . It is then used as a filter in a hierarchical neighbor selector that selects the
Dwe

most promising nodes in sampling-based planning.

6.1.2.1

Training Dataset Generation

The training data of size n is composed of (X, Y ), where X = [x1 , · · · , xn ]> ,
Y = [y1 , · · · , yn ]> . Each training sample xi = [c1,i c2,i ] consists of the start and
end points uniform-randomly sampled from the configuration space. The ground
truth labels, Y , match the swept volume measure |SV (c1 , c2 )| between two corresponding configurations with respect to the straight line trajectory in c-space.
Since the swept volume only relates to the kinematics of the robot and is independent to the environments it operates in, we do not consider obstacles during the
generation of training data. Ideally, the labels should be computed with (6.1), but
computing the exact swept volume is intractable. Instead, we approximate the
labels with an octree-based swept volume algorithm [170].
To approximate the swept volume, the robot trajectory is represented by Nlerp
intermediate states in c-space. The jth intermediate configuration is
!
j
j
c j,i = 1 −
c1,i +
c , j = 1, · · · , Nlerp .
Nlerp
Nlerp 2,i

(6.3)

Next, the forward kinematics of the robot maps each c j,i to the workspace occu-
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pancy of the robot,


1,
G j ( x, y, z) =

0,

robot overlaps with ( x, y, z) ∈ V (c j,i )

,

(6.4)

otherwise.

where x, y, z are the positional coodinates in the 3D workspace, and V (c j,i ) is the
workspace volume occupied by c j,i . The swept volume between c1,i and c2,i can
be approximated by taking the union of all G j ,
g ( c1 , c2 ) =
SV

[

j=1,··· ,Nlerp

G j ( x, y, z),

(6.5)

The occupancy and the union operation are approximated by an octree decomposition of workspace up to a resolution, ∆, in order to speed up computation
compared to an uniform voxel grid of the same resolution.
g (c1 , c2 )| as a distance measure for
One undesirable property of using |SV

g (c1 , c2 )| is non-zero even when c1 ≈ c2 .
sampling-based planning is that |SV

It roughly equals to the volume of the robot in configuration c1 . As a result,
g (c1 , c2 )| is biased by the volume at c1 . This bias is particularly significant for
|SV

robots with prismatic joints, where configurations change the size of robot vol-

ume. To address this, we subtract the start and end robot workspace occupation
g ( c1 , c2 ) ,
from SV

g0 (c1 , c2 ) = SV
g (c1 , c2 ) − G1 ( x, y, z) − G N ( x, y, z).
SV
lerp

(6.6)

g0 (c, c)| = 0, ∀c. Finally, the ith swept volume measure ground
As a result, |SV
truth label is

g0 (c1 , c2 )|.
yi = |SV
6.1.2.2

(6.7)

sv
Deep Swept Volume Measure Estimator, Ddnn

We use a deep neural network to learn a non-linear swept volume measure model,
sv . D sv ((c , c )|θ ) is a fully-connected feed-forward DNN parameterized by
Ddnn
1 2
dnn
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Input Layer

…

…

SV
Ddnn
(c1 , c2 )

…

c2

Output Layer

…

c1

k

Hidden Layers

sv (c , c ) neural network
Figure 6.2: Deep swept volume measure estimator Ddnn
1 2
g
architecture used to estimate |SV 0 (c1 , c2 )|. c1 and c2 are the start and end configurations of the trajectory, respectively. The inputs are 2d f . The activation function
of the first and last layers are identities. The input layer is connected to the Nhidden
hidden layers each with Ni ReLU neurons. The output layer has one neuron corresponding to the swept volume measure estimate.

sv are described in Figure 6.2.
θ. The inputs, outputs, and the architecture of the Ddnn

The inputs are 2d f input neurons, corresponding to c1 and c2 .The Nhidden hidden
layers consist of ReLu [70] neurons. Finally, the output is a neuron estimating the
swept volume measure between two configuration points and outputs zero if the
network prediction is negative. Stochastic gradient descent backprop finds the
weights and biases (θ) w.r.t. the L2 loss and the training dataset
θ∗ =
n

sv
g0 (c1,i , c2,i )| 2 .
((c1,i , c2,i )|θ ) − |SV
arg min ∑ Ddnn
θ

(6.8)

i =1

The network is trained once per robot.

6.1.2.3

sv
Weighted Euclidean Distance Estimator, Dwe

Weighted Euclidean distance measure, dw (c1 , c2 ) =

r

df

∑ j=1 w j (c1,j − c2,j )2 , is

one of the most commonly used distance measures for sampling-based motion planners [8]. It often requires manual tuning of the weight vector w =
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Sq

c2 )

…

(c1

w

SV
Dwe
(c1 , c2 )

Sq

sv (c , c ), is a shallow neural
Figure 6.3: Weighted Euclidean distance estimator, Dwe
1 2
g0 (c1 , c2 )|. c1 and c2 are the start and end configurations of
net that estimates |SV
the trajectory, respectively. The input, c1 − c2 , is fed to d f neurons (one per DOF)
with a square activation function, i.e., f ( x ) = x2 . The output is the square-root of
absolute value of the weighted sum of activation.

[w1 , w2 , ..., wd f ] ∈ Rd f . To find the weights that best reflect the collision proba-

bility between two configurations, we learn the weights, w∗ , with a single layer
sv , that models the weighted Euclidean distance measure and approxnetwork, Dwe

g 0 |,
imates the swept volume measure |SV

sv
Dwe
((c1 , c2 )|w∗ ) = dw∗ (c1 , c2 ).

The details of the network are depicted in Figure 6.3. We use a stochastic gradient
descent-based optimizer with variable learning rate [95] to find w∗ that minimizes
the L2 loss w.r.t. the training dataset,
w∗ = arg minw

n

∑

i =1


sv
g0 (c1,i , c2,i |) 2 .
Dwe
((c1,i , c2,i )|w ) − |SV

(6.9)

The network is also trained once per robot, and like the analytical representasv , forms a metric space when the weights are positive.
tion of the network, Dwe

6.1.2.4

Swept Volume-based Hierarchical Neighbor Search, HNSsv

g0 | as a distance measure for sampling-based planAnother hurdle of using |SV

g0 | does not form a metric space as it does not satisfy the triangle
ning is that |SV
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inequality. This prevents utilization of efficient nearest neighbor data structures
such as GNAT [18] that can greatly speedup sampling-based planners [104].
To address this issue, we propose Swept Volume-based Hierarchical Neighbor Search (HNSsv ), that combines the trained swept volume measure estimasv and D sv ) to be used for neighbor selection within
tors introduced above (Ddnn
we

sampling-based planning. This hierarchical combination efficiently selects neighbors with low swept volume measure, by first filtering all candidates using the exsv and then selects the nearest neighbors from this smaller
tremely fast learned Dwe

sv . Note that previous hierarchical nearest neighbor selection
subset with Ddnn

methods, such as [120], combine Euclidean distance measure and random node
selection. Rather, HNSsv is tuned for swept volume estimation. In this paper, we
implement HNSsv by using the k-closest neighbor selection method at each level,
but other neighbor connection strategies can be used, such as a distance cutoff
[85].
The HNSsv algorithm first identifies k c candidate nearest neighbors of configsv , i.e., the output of the weighted Euclidean distance estimauration c using Dwe

tor. This step can be done efficiently by employing efficient nearest neighbor data
sv (output of the deep swept volume measure
structures. Next, HNSsv uses the Ddnn

estimator) to choose the final k nn < k c nearest neighbors among the candidates.

The hierarchical combination of the estimators within neighbor selection has
several benefits. First, it enables the use of any efficient nearest neighbor data
sv queries, which are slower
structure. Second, it greatly reduces the number of Ddnn

than computing the weighted Euclidean distance. Finally, it selects neighbors with
small swept volume measure.
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6.1.3

Continuity of Swept Volume Measure

DNN is a universal approximator for any bounded continuous function [75]. In
this section we formalize the proposition that swept volume measure is Lipschitz
continuous and bounded along a continuous trajectory in finite c-space, justifying
using DNNs as approxmators.
Proposition 1. |SV (c1 , c2 )| along a continuous trajectory between two configuration
points c1 , c2 in c-space is Lipschitz continuous, i.e.

||SV (c1 , c2 )| − |SV (c3 , c4 )|| ≤ K k(c1 , c2 ) − (c3 , c4 )k,

(6.10)

where K is a positive constant.
The proof of the proposition is in Appendix C, and here we provide the intuition behind it. It is known that the swept volume measure of a rigid body
undergoing rotation and translation motion is Lipschitz continuous [145]. For a
non-deformable robot, each rigid body linkage undergoes rotation and translation
motion as the robot moves between two configurations. Hence, the swept volume
of each linkage is Lipschitz continuous. Since the union of the swept volume of
each linkage is smaller than the sum, the swept volume continuity property extends to the whole robot.

6.1.4

Results

sv ).
In this section, we evaluate the deep swept volume measure estimator (Ddnn

Accuracy of the estimator is assessed on six robots, including a 15 DOF planar
manipulator (15 DOF Manipulator), a free-floating rigid body (Rigid Body), a
fixed-based Kuka manipulator (Kuka), a robot with closed-loop kinematic chain
(Closed-loop), a robot with both revolute and prismatic joints (Prismatic) and a
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Figure 6.4:

sv and D sv . The gray shade is the
Pictures of robots tested and corresponding histograms of DE , Dwe
dnn
g0 |). The start and end end-effector positions are sampled in the yellow region for the
histogram of ground truth (|SV
Closed-loop robot. For the Prismatic robot, the yellow links are connected to black linkages via prismatic joints.

Youbot mobile manipulator (Youbot). Pictures of these robots are in Figure 6.4.
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sv model and a D sv model to learn | SV
g0 | for each robot. To demonWe train a Dwe
dnn

strate applications for motion planning, we compare PRMs and RRTs that use our

estimator (through HNSsv ) to ones that use Euclidean DE and weighted Euclidean
sv distance, the most widely used distance measures for sampling-based planDwe

ners [130, 8].
We highlight important settings used in our evaluation below and provide full
g0 | of each robot share
details in Appendix C. The six DNNs used to learn |SV
the same hyper-parameters and training dataset construction parameters. The
dataset has one hundred thousand training samples per robot. We generate additional ten thousand evaluation samples in the same manner, but are unseen by the
estimators. In order to satisfy the closed-loop kinematic constraint for the Closedloop robot, the c-space trajectory between the start and end configurations during
training data generation is computed by a DLS-based inverse kinematic technique
[172] w.r.t. a straight line end-effector motion. We use PRM and RRT implemented
in OMPL [152]. PRM with HNSsv identifies k nn = 5 nearest neighbors among
k c = 10 candidates to connect to, while RRT with HNSsv finds k c = 5 candidates
in order to identify the nearest configuration in the tree. Figure 6.5 shows the start
and goal configurations of the three robots used for planning in four environments. To demonstrate one learned model used for multiple planning scenarios,
the Kuka manipulator is evaluated in two pick-and-place inspired tasks: Retrieve
(Figure 6.5(e, f)) and Shuffle (Figure 6.5(g, h)) with complex environments.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(g)

(f)

(h)

Figure 6.5: Start (top row) and goal (bottom row) configurations of the 15 DOF
planar manipulator (a, b), free-floating Rigid Body (c, d) and Kuka LBR iiwa 14
R820 manipulator in Retrieve task(e, f) Shuffle task (g, h).

6.1.4.1

Learning Results

sv for various robots. As expected, these weights
Table 6.1 shows the weights of Dwe

g0 | more. The
indicate that revolute joints near the base typically impact |SV
weights of the Rigid Body and Youbot indicate that the translational DOFs have

g0 | than rotational degrees. Finally, there’s no clear pattern
a higher impact on |SV

for the weights of prismatic joints or joints of the Closed-loop robot. This is likely

g0 (c1 , c2 )| of these two robots being too complex to be described by the
due to |SV

simple weighted Euclidean distance model.

sv and D sv at each epoch. It is
Figure 6.6 shows the evaluation L2 loss of Ddnn
we

sv and D sv , but D sv has a much smaller
clear that learning converges for both Dwe
dnn
dnn

sv across all robots. This means that D sv learns to approximate
final loss than Dwe
dnn
sv .
g0 | much better than Dwe
|SV

sv and D sv for the evaluation data
Figure 6.4 shows the histogram of DE , Dwe
dnn

g0 | (gray shade). Note that in order to compare to
compared to the ground truth |SV
g0 |, we scale the value of DE such that the average matches the average |SV
g0 |
|SV
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15 DOF
Manipulator
Rigid Body
Kuka
Closed-loop
Prismatic
Youbot

[214, 97, 80, 73, 60, 43, 31, 28, 23, 19, 8, 5, 9, 7, 5]
[120, 140, 140] for x, y, z and [86, 110, 82, 88] for
quaternions
[1506, 2371, 181, 482, 1, 170, 30]
[262, 1525, 7060, 11892, 542, 84, 3571, 8394, 3161]
[9759, 5284, 3752, 2759] for revolulte joints and [5946,
6057, 5908, 5923] for prismatic joints
[1718, 1735, 29] for x, y, yaw and [9, 41, 18, 5, 0.9] for
manipulator joints

sv , for
Table 6.1: Weights rounded to integer of weighted Euclidean distance ,Dwe
robots tested.

of the evaluation data. We also explored the distance measure performance by
g0 | against each distance measure in a scatter plot (Figure 6.7). Both
comparing |SV

sv approximates | SV
g0 | well across all robots. This
Figures 6.4 and 6.7 show that Ddnn

sv column in Figure 6.4. In addican be seen by the striking similarities in the Ddnn
sv (black squares in Figure 6.7) closely tracks | SV
g0 | along the diagonal,
tion, Ddnn

g 0 |.
indicating good correlation across robot motions with various amounts of |SV
sv performs well even for the robot with closed-loop kinematic chain.
Note that Ddnn

This is impressive since unlike other robots, the non-linear c-space trajectory between c1 , c2 is identified by solving inverse kinematics to satisfy the close-loop
constraints.
sv , D (red circles in Figure 6.7) only correlate to | SV
g0 | well
In contrast to Ddnn
E

sv (blue diamonds in Figure 6.7) correlates well on
on the Rigid Body. Similarly, Dwe

g0 | of these
only on Rigid Body and Youbot. As demonstrated in Table 6.1, the |SV

sv are
robots are both dominated by the translational DOFs. Note that DE and Dwe

the most commonly used distance measure for sampling-based motion planning,
yet, when the robot has revolute joints, these measures do not correlate well to the
volume swept by the robot, which reflects the collision probability between con-
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Figure 6.6: Learning curves of Ddnn
we

figurations. This is particularly significant for high DOF robots due to revolute
joints in articulated bodies impact each other non-linearly. In addition, the simsv has limited expressive capability. Thus, it is not surprising that it failed
ple Dwe

to capture the non-linear impact of prismatic joints or the non-linear c-space trajectories imposed by the closed-loop kinematics constraint (Figure 6.7e and 6.7d).
As a result, the advantage over DE on the Closed-loop and Prismatic robots is
sv are tuned to approximate | SV
g 0 |.
negligible despite that the weights of Dwe
DE
sv
Dwe
sv
Ddnn

15 DOF Manipulator

Rigid Body

Kuka Manipulator

Closed
-loop

Prismatic

Youbot

76.9%
70.7%
8.1%

19.7%
11.0%
4.5%

60.7%
29.9%
3.7%

66.2%
13.3%
3.8%

83.3%
62.9%
2.8%

33.0%
29.5%
7.3%

g0 |)/|SV
g0 |) for the deep swept volume
Table 6.2: L1 norm of error ratio ((D − |SV
sv
measure estimator (Ddnn ) and comparison. The measure with the lowest error
ratio is highlighted for each robot.

Similar trends can be found in Table 6.2, which shows the L1 norm of the error
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(a) 15 DOF Manipulator

(b) Rigid Body

(c) Kuka

(d) Closed-loop

(e) Prismatic

(f) Youbot

g0 | and the distance estimated by DE (red circles),
Figure 6.7: Scatter plots of |SV
sv
sv ) (black diamonds) for robots tested.
Dwe (blue squares) and the DNN (Ddnn
ratio for various distance metrics and robots w.r.t. the evaluation dataset. The
sv is between 2.8% and 8.1% across all robots tested. In
average error ratio of Ddnn

contrast, the average error ratio is 4.38 to 29.75 times larger for DE and 2.44 to
sv .
22.46 times larger for Dwe

6.1.4.2

Planning Results

We evaluate the performance impact of the deep swept volume measure estimator (through HNSsv ) on PRM and RRT. The planning environments are shown in
Figure 6.5. The planner performance is shown in Figure 6.8, where the top row
shows the cumulative success rate of identifying a collision-free motion plan as
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Figure 6.8: The cumulative success rate of identifying a path (top row) and path
g |) of successful runs (bottom row) for PRM (dotted lines)
length (in units of |SV
and RRT (solid lines). The color of bars and curves represents various distance
sv , black: D sv (our method)). The path length data is
measures (red: DE , blue: Dwe
dnn
not available for RRTs using DE or DWE for the 15 DOF Manipulator since there
were zero successful runs.

sv (blue) and HNS
a function of time for PRM and RRT using the DE (red), Dwe
sv

(black) distance measures in various environments. Across all environments and
planners, using HNSsv is more likely to find a solution within the time budget.
The gain in success rate at 200s (max planning time allowed) is between 1.27x to
sv ). In addition, the bottom row of Fig5x (over DE ) and 1.08x to 2.14x (over Dwe

ure 6.8 shows that paths identified by HNSsv have a smaller swept volume measure. Comparing across robots, results demonstrate that the advantage of HNSsv
is much less prominent for the Rigid Body robot. This is expected since DE and

sv both approximate | SV
g0 | reasonably well for this robot. HNSsv shows a simDwe

ilar performance gain for both the 3D Kuka and the 2D 15 DOF manipulators. In

the RRT case, HNSsv also enhances planning by identifying solutions with lower
swept volume measures and identifying solutions where other distance measures
failed. For example, Figure 6.8a shows that the 15 DOF manipulator in a narrow
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sv found a solution in 20
corridor is very difficult for RRT as neither DE nor Dwe

runs. In contrast, RRTs using HNSsv were able to identify a solution in 2 runs,
likely due to the goal bias mechanism of RRT which can significantly increase the
performance of RRT [105]. In the planning scenario shown in Figure 6.5 (a, b),
the start and goal have the same joint angles except for the joint at the base. This
means DE between the start and goal is relatively small. However, the robot must
curl towards the base and then extend in order to reach the goal. These curled
configurations require a large DE change from the goal configuration and therefore are unlikely to be selected by an RRT using goal bias. As a result, the goal
bias is ineffective for the Euclidean-based metrics as it mostly selects configurag0 |
tions near the start. In contrast, HNSsv does not have this problem since the |SV

g0 | between any curled configurabetween the start and goal is larger than the |SV
tion and the goal.

6.1.4.3

Physical Robot Experiment

(a) Start

(b) Goal

Figure 6.9: Start and goal configurations of the physical Baxter robot.

In this section, we demonstrate our method on a physical Baxter robot. The
Baxter robot’s task is to pick up a red cube in the left compartment and place it in
the compartment on the right (Figure 6.9). Since we only use the right arm for this
task, the Baxter robot is modeled as a fixed-based 7 DOF manipulator, where each
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Figure 6.10: (a) Scatter plot of |SV
sv
sv ) (black diamonds) for Baxter. (b) The
Dwe (blue squares) and the DNN (Ddnn
g |)
cumulative success rate of identifying a path and (c) path length (in units of |SV
of successful runs for RRT-Connect.

DOF corresponds to a joint in the right arm.
sv and
The correlation between the deep swept volume measure estimator Ddnn

sv is shown in Figure 6.10. The general trend is very
g0 | compared to DE and Dwe
|SV
g0 | well. This is
similar to Kuka (Figure 6.7c), where only D sv approximates |SV
dnn

not surprising as Kuka and Baxter are both fixed-based 7 DOF manipulators.

The performance of various distance measures with the RRT-Connect planner
is shown in Figure 6.10b and 6.10c. We chose RRT-Connect since the bi-directional
tree-growth provides a significant speed-up in the tested environment, where the
start and goal end-effector positions are inside narrow compartments. The planning performance is also similar to Kuka in two ways. First, using HNSsv is more
sv (Figure 6.10b).
likely to find a solution within the time budget than DE or Dwe

Next, paths identified by HNSsv have on average, 1.5x smaller (67%) swept volsv (Figure 6.10c). A run of
ume measure than DE and 1.3x (77%) smaller than Dwe

the path execution and the difference in path swept volume measure between DE
sv is included in the enclosed video.
and Ddnn
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6.1.5

Discussion

This section further investigates the advantage and trade-offs of the deep swept
volume measure estimator compared to other distance measures. We also investigate aspects of the estimator that may impact planning performance, such as the
DNN and training data size, and the estimator’s ability to generalize to planning
environments larger than the one it is trained on.

6.1.5.1

Distance Measure Trade-Offs

sv
In Section 6.1.4, the advantages of HNSsv are clear, particularly when DE or Dwe

g0 | well, i.e., when the robot has a highly articulated body.
cannot capture |SV

Here we investigate the advantages further by empirically evaluating the com-

putational cost and the quality of returned nearest neighbors for each distance
measure.

Robot

Data
Generation

Training
sv
Dwe
Training

15 DOF
Rigid Body
Kuka

31hr
2hr
14hr

630.02s
601.53s
629.33s

sv
Ddnn
Training
4360.03s
4001.53s
4023.35s

Distance Measure Call
Compute
Compute
Compute
sv
sv
g
SV
Dwe
Ddnn
0.081µs
0.053µs
0.055µs

175.1µs
164.3µs
164.3µs

8.85s
0.58s
4.06s

Table 6.3: Computation time of various operations broken down by training
(Training) and a single usage as done as a primitive operation in motion planning
(Distance Measure Call).

The computation time required by distance measures is shown in Table 6.3. Resv and D sv are trained once per robot (columns 3 and 4) and utilized
call that Dwe
dnn

one hundred thousand training samples (column 2). After training, the compusv is at or just under 175µs (column 6).
tation time for a single inference to Ddnn

g0 | for each robot
Comparing a single inference to time required to generate |SV
sv inference is 3500 to 5000 times faster than state of the art | SV
g|
shows that Ddnn
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sv is only slightly affected
computation. In addition, the computation time of Ddnn

by the DOF of the robot and is independent of the robot’s 3D model complexsv (column 5) is about 2000 to 3000 times
ity. On the other hand, computing Dwe

sv . These results suggest HNS can reduce computation
faster than querying Ddnn
sv
sv and efficient
time as it identifies candidate nearest neighbors using the fast Dwe
sv .
data-structures before the slower, more accurate, Ddnn

Robot
15 DOF
Rigid
Body
Kuka

Percent of Non-Matching Neighbors
sv
sv
DE
Dwe
Ddnn
HNSsv

87%
65%

80%
22%

32%
11%

65%
11%

Percent Additional Volume Swept
sv
sv
DE
Dwe
Ddnn
HNSsv
180%
160%
14%
61%
38%
7%
2%
2%

87%

33%

12%

15%

56%

8%

1%

2%

Table 6.4: Comparison of neighboring configurations selected by various distance
g0 |. The Percent of Non-Matching
measures as compared to those selected by |SV
Neighbors columns demonstrate the quantity of neighboring configurations that
g0 |. The Additional Swept Volume columns
do not match those selected by |SV
capture the amount of additional volume swept measure by the neighboring cong0 | configurations. The
figurations selected by the measures as over that of the |SV
best measure of each robot is highlighted.
From Section 6.1.4, it is clear that nearest neighboring configurations selected
sv are very different from ones selected by HNS . However, little
w.r.t. DE and Dwe
sv

is known about the quality of neighboring configurations returned by the distance
measures. We evaluate this by comparing neighbors returned by each measure to
g0 | comparison. Since a full comparison during a planning
those returned by |SV
run would be computationally prohibitive, we randomly sample 100 starting con-

figurations (c1 ) and 100 potential neighbor configurations (c2 ) for each robot. For
sv , D sv
each c1 , five nearest configurations among c2 are identified using DE , Dwe
dnn

and HNSsv (k c = 10). Then, these configurations are compared to the configug0 |. Table 6.4 captures the quantity and quality differences
rations selected by |SV

in the returned neighbor configurations. First, the percentage of configurations
g0 | are shown.
returned by each measure that do not match those returned by |SV
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Next, the quality of the returned configurations for each measure is demonstrated
by tallying the additional volume swept by the returned neighbors over the baseg0 |. These values demonstrate
line provided by the configurations returned by |SV

g0 |, in one exthat DE selects very different neighboring configurations than |SV

sv , with weights
ample incurring a 171% increase in swept volume. In contrast, Dwe

g0 |, chooses neighboring configurations with up to 7% inoptimized to mimic |SV

crease in additional volume swept for the L-shaped and Kuka manipulator robot.
g0 |
However, the simple weights face difficulty capturing the highly nonlinear |SV

of the 15 DOF manipulator well, resulting in a 166% increase in volume swept.
g0 |, and the
In contrast, HNSsv chooses neighboring configurations closest to |SV
additional volume swept is much lower than any other Euclidean-based measure,
sv . As expected, D sv selects neighi.e., 2.7x (37%) to 3.5x (28%) smaller than Dwe
dnn

g0 | for all robots tested. However, computing
boring configurations closest to |SV

sv is much slower than HNS , and efficient nearest neighbor data structures
Ddnn
sv

sv does not form a metric space.
cannot be used since Ddnn
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Figure 6.11: (a) Cumulative success rate of identifying a path for PRM (dotted
g0 |) of successful runs
lines) and RRT (solid lines). (b) Path length (in units of |SV
evaluated on the Kuka manipulator in the Shuffle task. The color of bars and
sv , magenta: D sv
curves represents various distance measure (red: DE , blue: Dwe
dnn
and black: HNSsv ).

sv , we compare
To further investigate the trade-offs between HNSsv and Ddnn

sv directly as a distance measure against HNS
motion planners using Ddnn
sv and
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other baselines. The magenta curves and bars in Figure 6.11a and 6.11b show the
sv for the Kuka robot in the Shuffle task. In the RRT case (solid
performance of Ddnn

sv outperforms D and D sv and performs similarly to HNS . On the
lines), Ddnn
sv
E
we
sv performs similarly to D and performs much
other hand, in the PRM case, Ddnn
E
sv queries (about
worse than HNSsv . This is likely due to PRM making more Ddnn

450,000 on average) than RRT (about 150,000) in this planning scenario. Thereg0 | by D sv , the longer comfore, despite the selection of neighbors with small |SV
dnn

putation time negatively impacts planner performance under a fixed time budget.
sv generally have smaller swept volume measure compared
Paths identified by Ddnn

to HNSsv and baselines, especially in the PRM case. This is expected as planners
sv selects neighbors with smaller | SV
g0 | to connect.
using Ddnn

Overall, HNSsv offers the best balance between path quality and planning effi-

sv and D sv . HNS achieves this through the hierarchiciency compared to DE , Dwe
sv
dnn
sv , efficient nearest neighbor data-structure and accurate
cal combination of fast Dwe
sv queries.
Ddnn

6.1.5.2

Network and Training Data Size

We also investigate the learning performance of DNNs as impacted by the number
of neurons in the hidden layer and the quantity of training samples. Figure 6.12
shows the L2 loss over the evaluation dataset as a function of training epochs as
impacted by combinations of training sample and DNN sizes. It is clear that networks trained with 25,000 training samples (1/4 the original quantity of samples,
shown as dashed lines) have higher loss across all robots and exhibit over-fitting
as the loss increases after the initial decrease. When trained with the full training dataset (solid curves), large networks (networks with 1024 and 512 neurons
in the first hidden layer) perform similarly across all robots while small networks
demonstrate a larger loss for Kuka and Rigid Body robots. These results indicate
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(a) 15 DOF Manipulator

(b) Rigid Body

(c) Kuka

Figure 6.12: The L2 evaluation loss of DNNs with varied numbers of neurons
in the hidden layer as shown in the legend (solid curves) across the (a) 15 DOF
manipulator, (b) Rigid Body and (c) Kuka manipulator. The dashed curves show
the same network trained with 25,000 training samples (1/4 of the full sample
size).

that a large network and training dataset size are important to accurately approxg 0 |.
imate |SV
6.1.5.3

Generalization of Translational DOFs

g0 (c1 , c2 )|
Recall that the deep swept volume measure estimator is trained by |SV

samples generated in a finite-sized environment, yet, motion planning often occurs in large environments. As a result, the translational DOFs of the start and
end configurations queried during motion planning may differ significantly from
ones the network was trained on. We investigate this in Figure 6.13 by evaluating
the network in environments that are 2X (blue), and 4X (cyan) larger in all translational dimensions than the environment it was trained on (red). We only evaluate
Rigid Body and Youbot since other robots do not have translational DOF. For both
robots, the DNN generalizes well to the 2X environment, as seen by the clustering along the diagonal line. The accuracy of the estimator is reduced slightly as
the spread around the diagonal is larger. For the 4X case, the DNN still performs
well but the accuracy is slightly reduced further. This is expected as DNNs are
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sv
(a) Rigid Body Ddnn

sv
(b) Youbot Ddnn

g0 | and the distance estimated by DNN (D sv ). The
Figure 6.13: Scatter plots of |SV
dnn
DNNs are trained in a small environment and evaluated in environments that are
the same (red), 2x (blue), and 4x (cyan) larger in all translational dimensions.

function approximators designed to achieve statistical generalization among the
sv generalize well, we expect the impact on planner
training dataset [68]. Since Ddnn

sv (through HNS ) in large environments.
performance to be small when using Ddnn
sv

This ability to generalize is also reflected by the superior performance of HNSsv
in the Rigid Body planning experiment, where the environment is 11x bigger than
the training environment (Figure 6.5c and 6.8d).

6.1.6

Conclusions

The ability of DNNs to approximate any continuous bounded function makes
them especially well suited to estimate swept volumes. We demonstrated this
ability comprehensively on systems such as rigid body, closed-loop kinematic
chains and manipulators with rotation, prismatic or translation motions. We
demonstrated that DNNs estimating the size of swept volume can significantly
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speed up sampling-based motion planning and improve solution quality in both
physical and simulated environments. This advantage was investigated further
by exploring the trade-offs between distance measures.
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6.2

Fast Online Planning with Artificial Potential
Fields: PG-APF-SR

For robots with severely limited computation resources, one highly effective
heuristic for planning in dynamic environments is the Artificial Potential Field
(APF) [91]. APF-based methods work by constructing an attractive potential from
the goal and repulsive potentials from obstacles. The robot action is computed by
projecting the gradient of the combined potential field to the robot action space.
The main benefit of APF-based methods is that it is computationally-inexpensive.
As a result, it had been used for navigate UAVs [150, 178] and swarm robots [144].
Unfortunately, APF-based methods suffer from the local minima problem and are
often unable to avoid fast moving obstacles. State of the art APF-based methods adapt to fast moving obstacles by constructing repulsive potentials in an adhoc manner that requires manual tuning for each obstacle speed and type [102].
Other APF methods bypass the local minima problem by computing navigation
functions that are local-minimum-free. These navigation functions are typically
solutions of the harmonics equation [141]. Unfortunately, these navigation functions are often computationally-expensive to construct and do not adapt well to
dynamic environments.
To efficiently plan for robots with limited computation resources in dynamic
environments, we developed a series of APF-based methods. First, to improve
the safety of APF-based methods in environments with stochastically-moving obstacles, we combine computationally-inexpensive APF-based methods [91] with
the expensive Stochastic Reachability (SR) analysis [3]. SR is a formal method that
computes the collision probability in the presence of one stochastically-moving
obstacle given the optimal avoidance policy. We use the collision probability computed by SR to construct the repulsion field around obstacles. This allows the re-
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pulsive potential to encode obstacle and robot dynamics in a simple, tuning-free
manner. The resulting method, APF-SR, greatly improves the navigation success
rate and was published in [28]. We further improved APF-SR by incorporating
moving obstacles with hybrid dynamics, i.e., stochastically moving obstacles that
can switch between a set of dynamics equations [115]. We also try to alleviate the
local minima problem for APF-based methods by combining APF-SR with SBMPs,
which identify a global collision-free guidance path among static obstacles. The
resulting method is Path-Guided APF-SR [29].
By combining a fast APF method with SR and SBMPs, Path-Guided APFSR has a higher than 90% success rate in environments with 300 stochasticallymoving obstacles and challenging static obstacles in the shape of a“bug trap” or
narrow corridors. Even in these challenging environments, Path-Guided APF-SR
returns an action in less than 10 µs in all scenarios tested. We found that the key to
Path-Guided APF-SR’s success lies in the fact that SR-biased repulsive potentials
avoid a single moving obstacle well, and single obstacle avoidance is by far the
most common scenario [115]. We hope that Path-Guided APF-SR serves as an example that fast, local reactive methods such as APF can be combined with global
search-based SBMPs and SR via offline precomputation.
We first explain how SR works in Section 6.2.1 and then explain how we combine SR with APF and SBMPs in Section 6.2.2. Next, we present results in 6.2.3.
Lastly, we discuss the parameter sensitivity and insights of PG-APF-SR in Section
6.2.4 before concluding in Section 6.2.5.

6.2.1

Preliminaries

Here we presume the robot is a point mass with dynamics
xn+1 = xn + f (un )∆,

(6.11)
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representative of either 1) a holonomic system with state xn = ( xn , yn ), i.e., the
position of the robot at time step n, or 2) a nonholonomic system with state xn =

( xn , yn , θn ), i.e., the position and orientation of the robot. ∆ is the time step size.
For the holonomic system,
f (un ) = un

(6.12)
y

with velocity control input un = (unx , un ) ∈ U ⊆ R2 , and for the nonholonomic
system,


usn cos(θn )



f (un ) =  usn sin(θn )

uw
n







(6.13)

with linear and angular velocity inputs un = (usn , uw
n ) ∈ U.
We define the state of an obstacle as xo . The dynamics of the obstacle f o (ω ) is
stochastic and depends on a random variable ω. A collision between the robot and
the obstacle occurs when kxn − xon k2 ≤ dobs , or equivalently in relative coordinates
x̃ ≡ x − xo ∈ X , when

kx̃n k2 ≤ dobs

(6.14)

Relative dynamics are described in relative coordinates by
x̃n+1 = x̃n + [ f (un ) − f o (ω )]∆

(6.15)

The stochastic transition kernel τ (x̃n+1 | x̃n , un ) represents the probability distribution of x̃n+1 conditioned on the known values x̃n , at time step n.
We calculate collision avoidance probabilities by solving a stochastic reachability problem with the avoid set, K, defined as the set of states in which a collision
is said to occur. We compute the probability that the robot remains within K, the
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complement of K, over N time steps, with initial relative position x˜0 , using dynamic programming [17], [3]. We summarize key elements of the derivation here,
and refer the reader to [116] [28] for additional details.
As in [3], the SR set is generated by iterating the value function Vn (x̃) backwards in time with VN (x̃) = 1K (x̃), and
Vn (x̃) = 1K (x̃)

= 1K (x̃)

Z

X

Vn+1 (x̃0 )τ (x̃0 | x̃, un ) dx̃0

∑

(6.16)

Vn+1 (x̃ + ∆ f (un )

w∈W

−∆ f o (ω = w)) p(w).

(6.17)

from time n = N to time n = 0. W is the set of all position values of w and p(w)

is the probability probability mass function. The indicator function 1K (x̃) is equal
to 1 if x̃ ∈ K and 0 otherwise. The value function V0∗ (x˜0 ) at time n = 0 describes
the probability of avoiding collision over N time steps from an initial state x˜0 . The
optimal control input u to avoid collision is the control that solves
(
Vn∗ (x̃) = max
u∈U

6.2.2

1K (x̃)

∑

w∈W

Vn∗+1 (x̃ + ∆ f (u) −∆ f o (ω = w)) p(w)

)

.

(6.18)

Method

In the offline phase, PG-APF-SR pre-computes the SR set (6.18) and a guidance
path. In addition, since the SR set can have discontinuities, which are detrimental
to a gradient-following APF method, we convolve the SR set with a 2D Gaussian
of width σ = 0.15 m for smoothing (Figure 6.14).
Next, a guidance path is generated by a sampling-based method such as PRM
[88], RRT [105] or EST [77] which only considers the static obstacles. In principle,
any sampling-based method can be used, provided the regions containing the
start and goal configurations are connected.
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Figure 6.14: Potential landscape gradients: Repulsive APFs (square-like contours)
are queried from SR sets convolved with a Gaussian (σ = 0.15 m). The gradient
of the repulsive APF is shown in the green arrow. The attractive APF is weaker
and has a gradient (yellow arrow) that points toward the goal located at the upper
right corner.

PG-APF-SR (Algorithm 6.15) first updates the obstacle positions (line 3-5,
updateObstacle). The repulsive potential has two primary components, due to
moving and static obstacles. The moving obstacle repulsive potential is queried
by using the pre-computed SR sets (line 7-11, queryAPFGradient). The static
obstacle repulsive potential is computed (line 12-14, calcAPFGradient).

The

attractive potential is computed by finding the next node on the path which
is required to generate a path-guided potential (lines 15-17, getNewTarget and
getPathGuidedGradient). The attractive and repulsive potentials are combined to
compute and execute the robot’s action (line 19-20, getControl). The details of
subroutines are described below.
Subroutine updateObstacle moves the obstacle with its current velocity or angular velocity. Velocities are sampled every interval T from a set of velocities W
identical to the offline SR set calculation.
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Figure 6.15: Path-Guided APF: The Path-Guided Gradient is calculated by adding
the Edge Following Gradient (perpendicular to the edge) and the Next Node Following Gradient (points toward the next node). The Path-Guided Gradient guides
the robot to follow the path generated by sampling-based methods.

For every moving obstacle within a distance, dmin , from the robot,
queryAPFGradient computes the repulsive APF gradient by finding the relative
position from the obstacle to the robot then querying the smoothed SR set collision probability for the APF value (Section 6.2.1). The gradient is then calculated by the second order central difference method and summed into the vector
APFgradient for each obstacle.
Subroutine calcAPFGradient calculates the gradient of a repulsive APF (US )
generated by a static obstacle. US can be calculated in the fashion similar to [91]
based on the distance d to the obstacle. To implement the same APF decay around
both static and moving obstacles, we use:

US =



er f c( √d )
2σ


0

if d∗ ≥ d ≥ 0
if d > d∗

The convolution of a Gaussian with variance σ and a square of width w, when
w  σ, results in an complementary error function (er f c) type decay on all four
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edges. Given a small σ (e.g., compared to the obstacle size), the moving and static
obstacles generate comparable APFs.
In order to compute the attractive potential, subroutine getNewTarget finds
the next node in the path. With a PRM, the path is found by running Dijkstra’s
algorithm. For other methods, such as a tree-based method, there is a single
path, so the next path node is simply used. As shown in Figure 6.15, subroutine getPathGuidedGradient computes the Edge Following Gradient and the Next
Node Following gradient. The Edge Following Gradient is a unit vector perpendicular to the edge (pointing toward the edge). The Next Node Following Gradient is a unit vector that points toward the next node Vnextnode . The sum of these
two gradients forms the Path-Guided Gradient. This gradient pulls the robot toward the path as close as possible, with deviations from the path due to moving
obstacles.
Finally, the getControl subroutine finds the control closest to the combined
gradient of all obstacles and the goal, (APFgradient ). For example, in the case of
a holonomic robot, the control input vector u is collinear with APFgradient . On the
other hand, for nonholonomic, e.g., unicycle robots, getControl returns control
inputs that attempt to turn the robot toward APFgradient at the max turn rate and
accelerate/decelerate the robot so that the inner product of u and APFgradient is
maximized.

6.2.3

Results

6.2.3.1

Experiment Setup

To demonstrate the PG-APF-SR algorithm, we tested three different environments
(Figure 6.16) with stochastic, dynamic obstacles: The obstacle-free environment
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Figure 6.16: Obstacle-free (a), bug trap (b) and narrow corridor (c) environments
in which the robot must traverse from S (start) to G (goal). The black/grey squares
represent stochastic linear/arc moving obstacles.

has no static obstacles, similar to [116] and [28]. The bug trap environment has
a static obstacle the robot must escape to reach the goal. In the narrow corridor
environment, the robot must pass through two narrow openings to reach the goal.
We created ten PRM roadmaps with n=1000 nodes and edges selected by connecting nodes to their k=10 nearest neighbor connections for each of the three
static environments. Ten trials were performed on each roadmap. We evaluated
metrics including success rate and path length for each trial. We evaluated the efficacy of our algorithm for both holonomic (Eq. 6.12) and non-holonomic (Eq. 6.13)
robot dynamics. The robot input is constrained by a maximum linear velocity of
0.36 m/s and a maximum angular velocity of π/5 radians/s.
At runtime, the robot computes an action every ∆ = 0.01 s. The environment has 300 randomly placed moving obstacles, with 150 following straightline dynamics (Eq. 6.12), and 150 following constant-arc dynamics (Eq. 6.13).
The moving obstacles are squares with width dobs = 1 m. Smoothed SR sets
are computed for each obstacle with σ = 0.15 m; for each of the straight-line
obstacles, α ∈ [0, 2π ) was selected randomly. The set of possible linear veloci187
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ties is W = {0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7} with probability p(w) = {0.3, 0.2, 0.3, 0.2}; the set

of possible angular velocities is W = {0.17, 0.26, 0.39, 0.52}/r with probability
p(w) = {0.2, 0.2, 0.3, 0.3}, where r ∈ {5, 10, 15}.

To maintain the constant density of moving obstacles, we restrict the robot
and moving obstacles to lie in a circle with radius 50 m. When an obstacle hits
the boundary of the circle, it is transported to the antipodal position on the circle
and continue to move from this new position. The resulting density of moving
obstacles is similar to that in [28]. We presume complete information, that is, that
the robot has access to all obstacle positions within radius dmin = 3 m.
We note that the relative strength between obstacle potential gradient and goal
potential gradient affects the success rate and path length. If the goal gradient
is too strong, the robot collides with moving obstacles more often. If the goal
gradient is too weak, the robot focuses too much on avoiding obstacles and often
takes a much longer path to reach the goal. We empirically select a ratio of 1:100
for the weighting between the goal gradient and the obstacle gradient, to balance
these potentially competing objectives.
We compare our method to SR-Query [116], APF-SR [28] modified with a
standard APF static obstacle repulsion, Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance
(ORCA) [162]. ORCA is a velocity obstacle-based multi-agent collision avoidance
method. The implementation of ORCA is downloaded from [163] and modified
for a single robot and moving obstacles. All experiments are implemented with
MATLAB on an i7-3615QM with 16GB RAM.

6.2.3.2

Performance in Various Environments

The obstacle-free environment (Figure 6.16 (a)) provides a baseline for direct comparison of PG-APF-SR with APF-SR, and demonstrates that the PRM guidance
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(a) Success rate

(b) Path length

Figure 6.17: Performance comparison: (a) Success rate of PG-APF-SR (PGAPFSR
in the figure) compared to APF-SR (APFSR), SR-Query (SRQ) and ORCA in various environments. SR-Query and ORCA are unable to directly handle unicycle
dynamics, and the success rate of the former in the bug trap and narrow corridor environment is less than 1%. APF-SR became trapped in local minima in the
bug trap and narrow corridor environment and never reached the goal. (b) Path
length of various methods. The dotted line represents the straight line distance
from start to goal.

does not interfere with APF-SR moving obstacle avoidance. The robot starts at
(-25 m, 0 m) and the goal is at (25 m, 0 m).
Figure 6.17 (a) shows that PG-APF-SR has a high success rate comparable to
APF-SR (> 90%), and a comparable path length. In contrast, SR-Query has a
mere 2% success rate, due to collisions the robot could not avoid obstacles when
traveling along an edge. When the number of moving obstacles is significantly
reduced to 50 we observed a success rate of 58%, consistent with that reported in
[116]. Although ORCA produces the shortest path length, it does not have a high
success rate (68%). Unlike the stochastic reachability analysis, the stochastically
changing obstacle speed was not considered in ORCA’s calculations.
The bug trap environment (Figure 6.16 (b)) is designed to test the algorithm’s
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ability to avoid local minima created by static obstacles. The start and goal positions are the same as in the obstacle-free environment, and the obstacle width is 5
times the width of the moving obstacles.
Figure 6.17 (a) demonstrates the utility of the PRM for path guidance. While
the success rate for PG-APF-SR is comparable to that in the obstacle-free environment (for both holonomic and non-holonomic robot dynamics), APF-SR became
trapped in a local minimum created by the static obstacles and the goal. While
SR-Query avoids the local minima problem as it is not an APF-based method,
the longer path required in this environment increases the probability of collision
while the robot travels along an edge. This results in zero success out of 100 trials.
The narrow corridor environment (Figure 6.16 (c)) is designed to test the algorithm in environments challenging to sampling-based planners. The openings in
the narrow corridors are fives times as wide as the moving obstacles.
PG-APF-SR has a high success rate despite stochastic and static obstacles. Although the environment does not contain deep potential minima like the bug trap
environment, APF-SR still becomes trapped in local minima. SR-Query was unsuccessful in all 100 trials, since the longer path required in this environment increases the probability of collision while the robot travels along an edge.

6.2.4

Discussion
Environment
Free
Bug Trap
Narrow Corridor

PRM-APF-SR
3.3 µs
9.7 µs
8.8 µs

APF-SR
3.0 µs
6.6 µs
5.1 µs

SR-Query
84.0 ms
57.0 ms
101.0 ms

Table 6.5: Average computation time per planning step

The bug trap and narrow corridor environment clearly show that PG-APF-SR
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can avoid local minimum created by static obstacles and also successfully navigate around stochastic dynamic obstacles. It is a superior method to both APF-SR
and SR-Query. Also, consideration of the stochastic motion helps it outperform
ORCA.
Most importantly, the computation time per planning step (Table 6.5) of our
method is extremely fast (less than ten µs), even in environments with 300
stochastically-moving obstacles. The fast computation time is similar to APF-SR,
and is many orders of magnitude faster than SR-Query, making our method feasible for robots with severely limited computation resource.
The primary cause of failure for PG-APF-SR seems to be when the robot must
avoid multiple moving obstacles at the same time. Consider the case in which
several obstacles converge on the robot from different directions. The obstacle potential is queried from SR sets that consider interaction with a single obstacle in
isolation. The presence of multiple obstacles may create local minima that lead to
collisions. Unfortunately, a multi-obstacle SR set is not practical since computation is precluded by the high dimensionality of the relative state space. However,
the occurrence of such an event is rare compared to single obstacle encounters,
and therefore does not have a large effect on the success rate. We investigated
the use of the path found by SR-Query to guide the APF-SR robot away from
regions with high densities of moving obstacles. Although SR-Query can lead
the robot to lower density regions, this does not necessarily preclude the multiobstacle scenario, and in general results in a much longer path length and run
time per planning step.
We did not observe any collisions between the robot and the static obstacles using the path-guidance. This is expected, as stochastically moving obstacle avoidance is intrinsically harder than static obstacle avoidance. However, in preliminary experiments using only the next-node following gradient, moving obsta-
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Roadmap
n = 1000, k = 10
n = 250, k = 6

PRM-APF-SR
94%
94%

SR-Query
2%
0%

Table 6.6: Comparison of planning success given paths extracted from PRMs of
various sizes in the free environment. Size of roadmap is defined by n nodes, and
k nearest neighbors selected for edge connection.

cle avoidance occasionally caused large deviations from the guidance path that
trapped the robot in a local minimum (results not shown).
Roadmap quality (Table 6.6) has an effect on the success rate of SR-Query, since
longer edges increases the probability of collision while traveling on an edge. PGAPF-SR is robust to roadmap quality, so long as it is possible to connect the start
position to the goal position.
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Figure 6.18: Narrow corridor environment, using EST instead of PRM to guide
APF-SR (a) EST with 50000 nodes. (b) The dashed line is the path given by EST
and the solid line is the actual path taken by the robot.

PG-APF-SR can be used with sampling-based methods besides PRM. We im-
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plement an Expansive Space Tree (EST) (Figure 6.18) with 50000 nodes and maximum expansion per edge that is 10 seconds, using with holonomic robot dynamics. While the resulting path is more jagged, the success rate is 92 ± 6% (e.g.,
comparable to PG-APF-SR with PRM). This demonstrates the flexibility of our
method, in that it is not restricted to PRM for the offline planner for static obstacles. Indeed, the sampling-based part of our method can be chosen as appropriate
for the particular problem at hand.
In an environment with a low number of moving obstacles and a scenario
where collisions are not fatal, a computationally lightweight APF that can be computed online may be preferable to querying the precomputed SR sets, enabling an
online APF planning method for high DOF robot while still avoiding local minima.
Lastly, our method does exhibit the GNRON (Goal Not Reached due to Obstacles Nearby) problem, particularly when navigating through a very narrow
corridor. However, techniques such as [62] and [40] can be integrated to alleviate
this problem.

6.2.5

Conclusions

In this section, we presented PG-APF-SR, a fast APF-based method for robots with
severely limited computation resources to navigate in dynamic environments.
PG-APF-SR encodes the obstacle and robot dynamics in the repulsive potential
using SR, allowing the robot to make more informed obstacle avoidance decisions than traditional APF-based methods. Integration of PRM for path guidance
enables the robot to bypass local minima posed by static obstacles, an often fatal flaw in APF-based methods. We evaluated PG-APF-SR on static obstacle-free
environments as well as in environments with up to 300 obstacles designed to tar-
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get potential weak spots in the algorithm (in both the PRM and APF elements).
Results indicate that PG-APF-SR is extremely fast (returns an action in less than
ten µs even in environments with 300 obstacles), yet it retains a high navigation
success rate. Further, PG-APF-SR is robust to the particular SBMP used for path
guidance as demonstrated by its comparable success via EST instead of PRM.
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Algorithm 6.15 Path-Guided-APF-SR
Input: Moving obstacles O M with pre-computed smoothed SR sets, static obstacles OS , sampling-based path, robot r start
configuration S and goal configuration G

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

Vnextnode = S

for t = 0; t < maxTime; t = t + ∆ do
for Obstacle o ∈ O M do

updateObstacle(t,o,o.w,o.p(w))

end for
APFgradient = (0, 0)
for Obstacle o ∈ O M do

if dist( xon , xrn ) < dmin then
APFgradient =
APFgradient + o.queryAPFGradient(xrn )
end if

end for
for Obstacle o ∈ OS do
APFgradient =

APFgradient + o.calcAPFGradient(xrn )
end for
if dist(xrn , Vnextnode ) < e then

(Vnextnode , P ) = getNewTarget(xrn , path, G)
end if
APFgradient =
APFgradient + getPathGuidedGradient(Vnextnode , P )

u = getControl ( APFgradient )
xrn+1 = xrn + ∆ · f r (u, t)

if dist( xrn , G ) < Goalthreshold then
break
end if
end for
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Benchmarking Planning Algorithms
for Dynamic Environments
In this chapter, we compare methods developed in previous chapters by presenting a benchmark for planning algorithms for dynamic environments. This is motivated by the fact that despite all the effort of this work, the planning algorithms
presented still have a non-zero chance of collision in environments crowded with
stochastically-moving obstacles. Since planning in the presence of stochasticallymoving obstacles is an EXPTIME problem, this is not unexpected. However, this
inspired us to conduct a practical survey of motion planning in dynamic environments [34] in order to answer two important questions: 1) How do state of the art
planning algorithms perform relative to each other under increasingly more challenging
environments? 2) What factors in a planning environment make planning in dynamic
environments challenging?
We attempt to answer these questions by first classifying planning algorithms
in terms of methodology and requirements (Section 7.1). We also identified three
environmental challenges fundamental to planning in dynamic environments
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(Section 7.2). Next, in order to investigate the impact of these environmental
challenges, we implemented and tested thirteen different planning algorithms in
two tunable environments in Section 7.3. Algorithm performance metrics, such as
success rate, finish time, and computation time per planning step, are collected,
compared, and analyzed in Section 7.4. Lastly, we conclude in Section 7.5.

7.1

Motion Planners

For many robotic applications, a planning algorithm for dynamic environments
must generate planning solutions in real-time, avoid moving obstacles, and assume re-planning is critical to success since obstacles are observed as the robot
moves. In this work, we selected thirteen popular planning algorithms for dynamic environments that were shown to satisfy the above conditions in some
cases (Table 7.1). These methods are classified on a variety of features detailed
below.

Methodology classifies the planners based on the underlying algorithm. First,
APF (Artificial Potential Field) was proposed in [91]. It works by constructing
an attractive potential from the goal and repulsive potentials around obstacles.
The robot control is then obtained from the derivative of the linear combination
of attractive and repulsive potentials. Next, Geometric methods, such as Velocity
Obstacle (VO) [53], compute control actions in the robot’s velocity space using
the geometry and velocity of the robot and its nearby obstacles. The obstacles are
assumed to move at a constant velocity. Discretized state graph methods discretize
the state and action space in order to form a roadmap. A path is then identified
using graph search techniques such as A* [11]. Finally, the selected Sampling-based
methods either randomly sample the state space or the state-time space and grow
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Name

Methodology

Khatib APF [91]
Gaussian APF [102]
Ge et. al (Ge APF) [63]
APFSR
[28][115]
A*
[11]
Velocity Obstacle
(VO) [53]
Dynamic RRT (D-RRT)[48]

APF
APF
APF
APF

State-Time A*
(ST-A*) [56]
Dynamic Window
(D. Window) [146]
State-Time RRT (ST-RRT)
[128]
Partial Motion Planning
(PMP) [16]
Stochastic Ensemble
Simulation (SES) [30]
Dynamic Risk Tolerance
(DRT) [27]

State vs
Statetime
State
State
State
State

Planning
Horizon

Obstacle
Prediction

Precomputation

Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive

None
None
None
Backward SR‡

Discretized
state graph
Geometric

State

Global

None
None
None
Dynamics
required†
None

State

Reactive

None

Samplingbased
Discretized
state graph
Samplingbased
Samplingbased
Samplingbased
Samplingbased
Samplingbased

State

Global

Velocity
extrapolation
None

Statetime
Statetime
Statetime
Statetime
Statetime
Statetime

Global

Velocity
extrapolation
Velocity
extrapolation
Velocity
extrapolation
Velocity
extrapolation
Dynamics
required†
Dynamics
required†

None

Partial
Global
Partial
Partial
Partial

None

None

None
None
None
Monte Carlo
prediction
Forward SR‡

Table 7.1: Features of thirteen selected motion planning algorithms for dynamic
environments. †These methods require knowledge of obstacle stochastic dynamics for prediction. ‡SR stands for stochastic reachability analysis [2]. Note that
SES is a version of Runtime-SES introduced in Section 4.1 with traditional RRT
and offline Monte Carlo prediction.

a tree rooted at the robot’s current state. The tree consists of robot states that are
generated by incrementally applying control actions to nodes/states in the tree
to obtain new collision free states. A sequence of control inputs, a path, can be
extracted from this tree which the robot executes.
State vs State-Time describes if planning is done in the robot’s state space (often
workspace or configuration space) or if the state space is extended with time. Authors in [56] proposed to augment the robot’s state space with time in order to
explicitly identify collision free paths in dynamic environments. However, planning in state-time space generally requires a form of obstacle motion prediction.
Planning Horizon can be classified as one of the three types. First, Global meth-
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ods consider all obstacles in the environment while planning a path connecting
the robot’s current state to the goal. Partial motion planning was first proposed in
[16]. These methods only consider obstacles within a finite range and plan a finite
horizon path that may not reach the goal. This reduces the computation cost and
is suitable for environments that are only partially observable by the robot. However, it is difficult to guarantee safety and optimality since the paths are built with
partial information. Finally, Reactive methods also only consider obstacles within
a finite range but compute an action at every time step instead of planning over a
finite horizon. For reasons similar to partial motion planning, it is also difficult to
guarantee safety and optimality of the planned path.
Obstacle Prediction, specifically prediction of obstacle motion, enables algorithms to select better informed paths. However, it requires more information
about the obstacle that maybe difficult to obtain, such as velocity, acceleration,
and intention.
Precomputation considers any task that needs to be run before planning occurs.
Sometimes, time consuming tasks such as simulating an obstacle’s future position
distribution [30] or computing an optimal single obstacle avoidance strategy [28]
can be precomputed offline. The results from these computations can be queried
at run time to reduce online computation. However, this can restrict the allowed
obstacle dynamics to be non-interacting.

7.2

Challenges of Planning

We analyze three fundamental challenges faced by most planning algorithms for
dynamic environments and investigate their impact on planning success. While
these challenges have been previously studied [84, 166, 115, 27, 30], we present
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the first detailed comparison across thirteen planning algorithms. It should be
noted that in realistic environments there are many additional challenges, and we
intend this systematic study of these fundamental issues to serve as a foundation
to the evaluation of additional planning challenges.
Obstacle and robot speed. Increasing the obstacle speed or lowering the
max robot speed increases the difficulty of planning in dynamic environments
[84, 166]. It was shown in [179] that safety guarantees can only be given if the
robot’s maximum speed is higher than that of the obstacle’s speed. In many applications, however, the robot’s maximum speed is lower than that of the obstacles, e.g., the maximum speed of assistive robots may be limited due to safety
concerns of surrounding pedestrians. In such scenarios the size of Inevitable Collision States (ICS) [57], states that will result in collision regardless of control action, is larger than the geometric size of the obstacle. The size of ICS increases in
relation to the max speed ratio, i.e., the ratio of obstacle speed to max robot speed.
We investigate scenarios where the robot’s maximum speed is above or below the
speed of the obstacles in Section 7.4.3.
Obstacle Motion Uncertainty. Another challenge experienced by autonomous
vehicles is the fact that obstacle motion may not be predicted exactly. This can be
caused by the robot’s noisy sensors, also known as uncertainty in environment
sensing [106], or by the stochastic nature of the obstacles, e.g., pedestrians or human drivers, also known as uncertainty in environment predictability [106]. Regardless of the source, obstacle motion uncertainty causes the possible future obstacle locations to increase over time, and therefore it reduces the solution space of
the robot. As a result, there may not exist a robot state-time coordinate with zero
collision probability in crowded environments, and hence no safety guarantee can
be given when planning over a finite time horizon. This is known as the freezing
robot problem [155] and is analyzed in [27]. We empirically evaluate how obsta-
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cle motion uncertainty, in the form of stochastic obstacle speed, impacts planning
algorithms in Section 7.4.4.
Number of Obstacles. Robots often operate in environments with multiple
moving obstacles. High obstacle density reduces the size of the collision-free
planning solution space. As a result, planning algorithms often perform poorly
in crowded environments, i.e., sampling-based methods often struggle to find solutions in narrow corridors formed by moving obstacles [27, 30], and APF-based
methods are often trapped in local minima formed by the repulsive potential of
multiple obstacles [29]. On the other hand, even if the obstacle density is kept
constant, increasing the number of obstacles while increasing the size of the environment at the same time forces planning algorithms to avoid more obstacles
and often increases computation time. Section 7.4.5 investigates the impact of increasing number of obstacles with both constant obstacle density and increasing
density.

7.3

Analysis Tools

In order to compare the performance of planning algorithms, we collect the following metrics for each algorithm: success rate (the ratio of successful navigation
to the total number of runs), finish time (the amount of time the robot takes to
navigate from start to goal), and computation time per planning step. In order
to establish a baseline for comparison, the performance metric of a Non-Reactive
(NR) method is also given where the robot traverses the shortest path from start
to goal without avoiding collision with obstacles.
In order to gain performance insights, we developed a tool to identify the set
C for any given planning scenario. These
of ICS (X ICS ) and its complement set X ICS
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sets are identified by discretizing the state and action space of the robot to a fixed
resolution. For our holonomic robot, the state space is discretized into grids in 2D
space with a resolution set to the maximum distance the robot can move within
∆=0.2 seconds. The robot action space is discretized into five actions: remaining
stationary and moving up, down, left, and right at maximum speed.
For all robot states in a given scenario, i.e., current position, velocity and orientation of all obstacles, we can identify if a state is in X ICS by enumerating through
all action sequence within a horizon. A state is in X ICS if no action sequence can
C . (A horizon of 6
avoid collision within the horizon, otherwise, the state is in X ICS

seconds was used.) As a metric to reflect the difficulty of a planning problem, we
C ratio as defined by the number of states in X C divided by
also compute the X ICS
ICS

the total number of discretized robot states in the environment.

7.4

Performance Comparison

7.4.1

Planning Environments Setup

We evaluated the performance of the thirteen algorithms in two highly challenging environments. We also introduce a variant of the ST-A* planning algorithm in
order to investigate the impact of obstacle motion uncertainty.
In the Lanes environment (Figure 7.1(a)), obstacles move in horizontal lanes
resembling real-world traffic. Obstacles in the lower lanes move from left to right
while the upper lanes move from right to left. The height and width of the environment is 40 m and 100 m, respectively. For a run to be successful, the holonomic
point robot must travel from the start (0 m,-15 m) to the goal (0 m,15 m) within
100 s without colliding with obstacles. The obstacles are rectangles that resemble
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Figure 7.1: Lanes (a) and Random (b) dynamic environments. The point robot
must navigate from start (S) to goal (G) without colliding with moving obstacles
(gray rectangles).

mid-sized sedans with 1.81 m width and 4.23 m length. In order to maintain a
constant obstacle density, an obstacle is immediately transported to the opposite
side of the environment in the same lane if the center of the obstacle reaches the
edge of the environment. The number of lanes, number of obstacles per lane, and
obstacle speed are tunable parameters. These parameters can be varied in order
to investigate the challenges of planning in dynamic environments.
In the Random environment (Figure 7.1(b)), obstacles are initialized with random positions and headings in a 100 m by 100 m environment. The robot and
obstacles are identical to Lanes. To maintain constant obstacle density the obstacle is transported to the antipodal position with unchanged speed and heading
if the center of an obstacle reaches the boundary. This randomized environment
forces the robot to avoid collision from multiple directions, and moving obstacles
may form temporary complex structures that requires the robot to execute longterm evasion plans.
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All methods were implemented in C++. The world simulation time step is 0.01
s. The VO algorithm was adapted from the RVO2 C++ code base [163] implementation of the Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance (ORCA) algorithm. This
algorithm [162] was modified to allow for single-agent collision avoidance, removing the reciprocal aspect of ORCA while maintaining many of ORCA’s linear
programming optimizations. All experiments are repeated 100 times on a single
core of an Intel I7-6820HQ at 2.7GHz with 16GB of RAM.

7.4.2

General

We first try to find out how the algorithms perform relative to each other under
a baseline condition. In Lanes, there are 6 lanes (3 right-bound and 3 left-bound)
with 4 obstacles per lane. The obstacles have a constant speed of 4.47m/s (10 mph)
while the holonomic point robot’s maximum speed is 2.68m/s (6 mph). There are
75 obstacles in Random. The robot and obstacle dynamics are identical to Lanes.
The blue bars in Figure 7.2(a) and 7.2(c) show that the success rate of a planning method depends largely on methodology and whether the algorithm utilizes obstacle prediction. In general, methods that utilize obstacle predictions outperform the ones that utilize only information of the current obstacle position,
which is intuitive. Among the methods that utilize obstacle predictions, statetime, sampling-based, and discretized state-time graph methods have the best
success rates since the future position of obstacles can be exactly predicted over a
large time horizon, thus enabling algorithms to identify whether a state-time coordinate is in collision. Note that D. Window finds paths with the longest finish
time among all methods since it does not explicitly optimize finish time.
Algorithms with the next highest success rates, VO and APFSR, also utilize
obstacle predictions. However, these methods either approximate the obstacle
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Figure 7.2: Success rates and finish time of planning algorithms in both Lanes
(a,b) and Random (c,d). Obstacles are moving at a constant speed (blue bars) or a
speed stochastically sampled every 0.05s (yellow bars).

motion, as in through a velocity obstacle computation, or approximate the X ICS
associated with multiple moving obstacles, as in APFSR. As a result, these methods have lower success rates than discretized state-time graph and state-time sampling methods. Note that VO has a low success rate in Lanes which is likely due to
the circular approximation of obstacles that increases the area occupied by obstacles. For example, VO approximates obstacles as circles which have the diameter
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of 4.61m. This spans more than two lanes in Lanes.
Methods that do not utilize obstacle predictions are limited in success rate,
even for algorithms such as A*, as these methods do not have a reliable way to
identify and avoid X ICS . Among these methods, D-RRT has a particularly low
success rate and a long finish time. This is due to constant pruning and regrowth
of a large portion of the tree in these highly dynamic environments. In addition, the sampling nature of RRT returns different paths every time the tree is
pruned and re-grown, which greatly increases finish time and reduces success
rate. Khatib, Gaussian, and Ge APF methods have low success rates since the repulsive potentials are constructed heuristically around obstacles. These potentials
do not approximate X ICS well and may guide the robot into X ICS .

7.4.3

Impact of Robot And Obstacle Speed

After analyzing the general performance of the planning algorithms, we investigate how planning algorithms perform under various robot and obstacle speeds.
The setup of Lanes and Random are identical to Section 7.4.2. Two cases are
considered where the max speed of the robot is 6 mph and 20 mph, respectively, while the speed of all obstacles belongs to the set {3, 6, 9, 20, 30} mph
({1.34, 2.68, 4.02, 8.94, 13.68} m/s).

Figure 7.3 shows that the success rate of most algorithms decreases with the
increase in obstacle speed, but success rate increases with an increase in the robot’s
max speed. Additionally, comparing the high robot max speed (Figures 7.3(a) and
(c)) with low robot max speed (Figures 7.3(b) and (d)), we can see that the success
rate of a method with a given max speed ratio is roughly the same regardless of
max robot speed. This result shows that the max speed ratio is a good indicator
of environmental difficulty for most methods except for those that discretize or
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Figure 7.3: Success rates of planning algorithms in both Lanes (a), (b) and Random (c), (d) environments as a function of max speed ratio (Obstacle speed/robot
C ratio.
max speed). The magenta solid line is the X ICS

sample the state space (A* and D-RRT). This indicator applies well for methods
that do not predict obstacle motion (Khatib, Gaussian and Ge APF), as the success
rates drop drastically (50-60%) if the max speed ratio exceeds one. This is intuitive
as these methods can usually avoid an obstacle if the robot can move faster than
the obstacle.
To gain some insight why the max speed ratio is a good indicator, we plotted
C ratio (magenta solid line) at the beginning of the planning scenario in
the X ICS
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C ratio decreases as max speed ratio increases.
Figure 7.3. It is clear that the X ICS

Notice that when the obstacles are five times faster than the robot in Lanes, more
than 60% of the states are in X ICS .
C ratio environments. However,
APFSR and PMP perform well in high X ICS

C ratio decreases since they work by computing
their success rate reduces as X ICS

reachable sets for every obstacle robot pair and then joining all individually comC , and the quality of
puted sets. These conjoined reachable sets approximate X ICS

the approximation reduces when the max speed ratio is high.
Since a large portion of the robot states are in X ICS when the max speed ratio
is high, it may be difficult for ST-RRT to identify a global collision-free path due
to its use of sampling. Therefore, it often finds partial paths that eventually end
up in X ICS . Similarly, D. Window performs poorly since it typically has a short
fixed planning horizon (2s), and thus cannot identify inevitable collisions beyond
the planning horizon. On the other hand, state of the art state-time samplingbased methods SES and DRT have success rates higher than 85% even when a
large portion of states are in X ICS . This is likely due to the τ-safety criterion, the
algorithm chooses a path if it is at least τ seconds long, and tree replanning, the
algorithm replans a tree when the remaining path is less than τ seconds long,
features of these methods.

7.4.4

Impact of Obstacle Motion Uncertainty

In this section, we investigate the impact of stochastic obstacle speed in planning
algorithms. The setup of the two environments are identical to Section 7.4.2. However, instead of a constant speed of 4.47m/s, the obstacle samples speed every
0.05s uniformly from the set of possible speeds {2.25, 3.375, 4.47, 5.625, 6.75} m/s

({5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15} mph), thus has an average speed of 4.47m/s. Note that this
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kind of obstacle speed uncertainty is common in robotics applications as velocity
estimation from sensor data is typically inaccurate [122].
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Figure 7.4: (a) Inevitable Collision States (ICS) for a single moving obstacle (moving towards right) and a holonomic point robot with max speed of 6 mph. (b)
Probability of collision from a backward SR set calculation (also used as the repulsive potential of APFSR). The obstacle changes speed stochastically as described
in Section 7.4.4.

The success rates and finish time of planning algorithms that do not predict
obstacle motion are not impacted by the obstacle motion uncertainty (Figure 7.2,
yellow bars). This is expected as the area of ICS posed by a single obstacle traveling at the average speed (4.47m/s) (Figure 7.4(a)) is identical to the backward
SR set (Figure 7.4(b)). However, none of these methods have a success rate higher
than 45% in both environments.
Motion uncertainty reduces the success rate and increases the finish time of
all methods that predict an obstacle’s future position by extrapolating the current
velocity (ST-A*, D. Window, ST-RRT, PMP). This is also expected since these methods use an approximate obstacle prediction method to plan a partial or global path
which can lead to X ICS . The only exception to this reduction in success rate and
increase in finish time for methods with prediction is VO that observes continuously and plans reactively. Thus, it is capable of averaging out the imprecise
obstacle predictions.
Methods that are designed to handle obstacle motion uncertainty (APFSR, SES
and DRT) maintain a high success rate despite the presence of uncertainty. How-
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ever, the finish time mean and variance increase significantly for SES and DRT.
These methods predict the probability of obstacle occupancy in the future (via
Monte Carlo or forward stochastic reachability analysis) and identify paths with
low probability of collision by sampling the state-time space. This allows the planner to make much more informed decisions in presence uncertainty. However,
since the possible area occupied by obstacles increases in the presence of uncertainty, the robot takes a longer path in order to avoid potential future collisions.
Note that ST-A* is no longer a complete algorithm in this environment since
velocity extrapolation cannot exactly predict the future position of stochastically
moving obstacles. Therefore, we also tested the performance of a variant of ST-A*,
ST-A*FSR , where the velocity extrapolation is replaced by the exact obstacle occupancy distribution prediction obtained from forward reachability analysis discussed in Chapter 3. Since the obstacle occupancy is probabilistic, the collision
probability for a given state-time coordinate is also probabilistic, and this variant treats any node with collision probability below some threshold Pthreshold as
collision-free.
Table 7.2 shows that the success rate of Pthreshold = 0 is much lower than other
values in both environments. This is due to the freezing robot problem. Since the
possible future position of obstacles increases over time, based on the prediction,
there may not exist a robot state-time coordinate with zero collision probability
in the future. The paths identified by setting Pthreshold = 0 are guaranteed to be
collision-free, but many feasible paths cannot be identified. However, Pthreshold > 0
produces a higher success rate. But, collisions occur since the collision probability
of feasible paths can be non-zero. Note that Pthreshold is the threshold of collision
probability of nodes, not the entire trajectory.
No tested method achieves a 100% success rate in presence of obstacle motion
uncertainty. This includes state of the art methods (DRT and SES) designed to
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Pthreshold
Success Rate
Lanes
Finish Time
Success Rate
Random
Finish Time

0%
49 ± 13%
30.3 ± 12.6m
62 ± 12%
45.3 ± 7.3m

1%
96 ± 4%
21.6 ± 7.3m
95 ± 5%
35.6 ± 4.3m

5%
99 ± 1%
18.5 ± 4.9m
94 ± 6%
33.4 ± 2.9m

10%
98 ± 2%
17.0 ± 4.3m
96 ± 4%
32.9 ± 2.9m

Table 7.2: Performance of ST-A*FSR with various collision probability thresholds
Pthreshold

work in such environments and ST-A*FSR that employs exact obstacle prediction.
Therefore, obstacle motion uncertainty remains a difficult challenge and an open
problem for motion planning.

7.4.5

Impact of Number of Moving Obstacles

This section investigates the impact of increasing number of obstacles, with and
without increasing obstacle density. Since the number of obstacles directly impacts computation load, we also compare the computation time per planning step
of planning algorithms. To vary the obstacle density, we vary the number of obstacles from 50 to 150 in Random and the number of obstacles per lane from 2 to 7 in
Lanes. A snapshot of 7 obstacles per lane and 150 obstacles in Lanes and Random
are shown in Figures 7.1(a) and 7.1(b), respectively. We also investigated the effect
of varying the number of obstacles, without increasing obstacle density, in Lanes.
This is done by varying the number of lanes from 2 to 10 without increasing the
number of obstacles per lane. All other settings are identical to Section 7.4.2.
Figures 7.5(a) and 7.5(c) show that increasing obstacle density decreases success rate for all methods except for ST-A* and DRT. This is expected as obstaC ratio. For example, in the environment in
cle density greatly decreases the X ICS

which 34% of the area is occupied by obstacles, roughly 20% of the states are in
C . As discussed in Section 7.4.3, this poses a significant challenge for planning
X ICS

algorithms.
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Figure 7.5: Success rate and computation time per planning step with varying
obstacle density in Lanes (a,b) and Random (c,d). The black dotted line is the
real-time limit (200 ms).

Increasing the number of obstacles while keeping the density constant decreases the success rate of all methods except for ST-A* and DRT, as shown in
C ratio, since the X C
Figure 7.6(a). However, this is not due to decrease of X ICS
ICS

ratio (magenta solid line in Figure 7.6(a)) remains roughly the same. This is likely
due to the robot needing to traverse through more regions of possible collision
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Figure 7.6: Success rate and computation time per planning step as a function of
number of lanes in Lanes. Note that the obstacle density remains constant but the
number of obstacles increases with number of lanes. The black dotted line is the
real-time limit (200ms).

(more lanes), thus increasing the probability of collision along the trajectory. The
decrease in success rates also indicates that the difficulty of planning in dynamic
C ratio to explain the perenvironments is very hard to quantify. We utilized X ICS

C ratio does not fully quanformance of many planning algorithms. However, X ICS

tify the difficulty of planning in dynamic environments as it failed to explain the
success rate decrease as the number of lanes increase.
Comparing Figures 7.5(a) and (c), we can see the density of Random is lower
than that of the Lanes. However, even though the obstacles have the same (relative) speed, it can be seen that success rate of most methods in the highest density
in Random (13% occupied) is lower than the a similar density in Lanes (13% occupied). This indicates that the structure of the environment may impact the success
rate of planning algorithms. For example, the robot can safely stay outside the
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lanes to wait until an opening occurs. Such safe zones do not exist in Random.
Computation time per planning step is typically sensitive to the number of
obstacles. Figures 7.5 (b), (d) and Figure 7.6(b) show the computation time per
online planning step has three groupings. First, reactive methods (APF methods,
VO, and APFSR) are extremely fast, in the order of 10µs in the 150 obstacle environment. Since these methods return an action every time step (10ms), they
are real-time capable. Next, the computation time of state-time sampling-based
methods (D. Window, ST-RRT, PMP, SES and DRT) ranges from 0.1ms to 35.2ms,
while returning actions every 200ms. Since 200ms is generally considered as the
requirement for real-time planning algorithms [128], these methods are also realtime capable. Lastly, Dynamic RRT, A* and ST-A* are no longer real-time capable
in these environments with more than 100 obstacles. In particular, ST-A* is not
real-time capable except for the environment with less than 12 obstacles. This
is due to ST-A* explicitly discretizing state and time, resulting in a graph with
O(1/∆3 ) number of nodes (in contrast, A* has O(1/∆2 ) number of nodes), where
∆ is the temporal discretization size.

7.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we classified, implemented and compared thirteen planning algorithms for dynamic environments in two tunable environments. Using success
rates, finish times, and computation times per planning step, we identified and
analyzed the impact of environmental challenges on these algorithms. These challenges include max speed ratio (obstacle speed/robot max speed), obstacle motion
uncertainty, and number of obstacles. We showed that planning in dynamic environments remains unsolved, as state of the art planning algorithms failed to
consistently identify collision-free paths even in simple geometric planning prob-
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lems. Our detailed analysis demonstrated an initial attempt at obtaining insights
about how environmental challenges impact planning algorithms. We hope this
work may motivate the creation of new solutions to motion planning in dynamic
environments.
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Conclusions
This research developed eight novel methods to address the four main challenges
of robot motion planning in dynamic environments, namely, obstacle motion uncertainty, obstacle interactions, complex robot dynamics and noise, and planner
efficiency. These four challenges are one of the main reasons why most robots
today are confined to controlled lab conditions instead of being ubiquitous and
helpful in the real-world. Therefore, by addressing these issues, we brought
robots one step closer to being helpful companions in everyday life.
We addressed the four main challenges by a variety of techniques borrowed
from the field of artificial intelligence, robotics, computational geometry and machine learning. One key theme between the developed methods is the exploration
and discovery of new ways to combine global and local planning. Specifically,
we addressed the paramount challenge of obstacle motion uncertainty by developing the SES and DRT planning. By estimating the collision probability with
Monte Carlo simulations and taking risks in an adaptive fashion by considering future local obstacle observations and replanning, these global SBMPs significantly alleviate the freezing robot problem that plagues motion planning among
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stochastically-moving obstacles. We overcame the challenge of obstacle interactions with Runtime-SES and COLREG-RRT. By employing joint Monte Carlo simulations of local, nearby obstacles and joint forward simulations of the robot and
obstacles, these global SBMPs bypass the complexity that hinders the usage of
SBMPs in the presence of obstacle interactions. We also overcame the challenge of
complex robot dynamics and noise with AutoRL and RL-RRT. By searching deep
reinforcement learning reward functions with evolutionary algorithms and integrating reactive deep RL and global SBMPs, these methods eliminate the need for
manual tuning/engineering of critical parts of deep RL and SBMPs when used
for robots with complex dynamics and noise. Finally, we address the challenge
of planner efficiency with fast swept volume estimators and PG-APFSR. By training deep neural nets to estimate the size of swept volumes, which reflect the local collision probabilities, we improved the planning efficiency of global SBMPs
significantly, particularly for high DOF robots. In addition, by combining a fast,
local APF-based method with stochastic reachability analysis and global SBMPs,
we prescribed a computationally light-weight method for robots with severely
limited computation resource.
We extensively evaluated methods developed in this work via comparison
with state of the art methods in increasingly difficult environments (e.g., by increasing number of obstacles or by increasing the amount of noise). In addition,
we design our test scenarios to emulate the real-world (e.g., multi-ship encounters in Section 4.2) or navigation in office buildings in Chapter 5) or to exceed
scenarios facing real-world robots (e.g., avoidance of up to 900 moving obstacles
in Section 3). Lastly, we benchmarked thirteen state of the art motion planners for
dynamic environments in two scalable, real-world inspired problems. We found
that methods developed in this work often achieve higher or the highest performance compared to state of the art methods. Overall, our extensive evaluation
shows that methods developed in this research can work in the real-world. There-
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fore, our methods help unshackle robots from the controlled lab environments.
In this research, we discovered new facts and reached the following conclusions.

• In environments crowded by stochastically-moving obstacles, global,
search-based motion planners such as SBMPs must take risks in order to find
a path between start and goal. This means that robust (zero collision probability), open-loop global solutions in stochastic environment is practically infeasible. To address this problem, planners such as SES-based planning identify partial paths and replan during path execution in order to include new
local obstacle observations. DRT took this one step further by considering
the replanning capability during tree-growth, manifested by a time-varying
risk tolerance function. These measures balance between goal reaching and
risk taking, thus significantly improve navigation success rate.

• RL algorithms should not be limited to optimizing the cumulative reward, as
reward functions are merely proxies for agent performance. AutoRL shows
that by searching reward functions with evolutionary algorithms, undesirable agent behaviors and and catastrophic forgetfulness can be greatly reduced.

• Complex path integrals can often be estimated accurately and rapidly by
deep neural nets. This was demonstrated by the fact that deep neural
nets can learn to approximate robot swept volumes well. In addition, the
reachability estimator in RL-RRT shows that a simple path integral (time to
reach) can be estimated accurately despite the trajectory being generated by
a highly complex RL policy.

• Integration of local, reactive-based methods with global, search-based methods is a promising direction for robot motion planning. We demonstrated
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two successful integration directions in this research. First, Path-Guided
APF-SR utilizes global SBMPs to generate a guidance path and then computes path-following and obstacle avoidance actions locally with APF. This
strongly alleviates the local minima problem that plagues APF-based methods while retaining a low computation cost. Second, RL-RRT utilizes reactive deep RL policy as a core component (steering function) of RRT (global).
This allows RRT to explore rapidly for robots with complex dynamics and
noise without the need to engineer or hand-tune the steering function.
As do all methods in robotics, our methods have limitations. This is exactly
how science progress, as the limitations of one method becomes the main focus of
a later method. For example, one critical drawback of SES is that it cannot operate
in the presence of obstacle-obstacle interactions since the Monte Carlo simulation
is performed offline. This inspired us to develop Runtime-SES to handle obstacle
interactions. The biggest limitation of this research is that each method developed
addresses only one part of the four main challenges. To overcome this limitation,
an important future extension of this work is to combine our methods into one
planning framework in order to address all four challenges simultaneously. This
framework can significantly expedite robot development and bring robots even
closer to everyday life.
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A.1

AutoRL diagram

Figure A.1 depicts a graphical representation of the AutoRL algorithm.

A.2

Setup

The agent operates at 5 Hz. The training episodes for both P2P and PF tasks are
100 seconds long. In the evaluation, we extend the episode durations to accommodate longer trajectories. The localization and orientation observations are provided by the ROS navigation stack.
For the P2P task, the goal size is 0.25 m. The parameters found by AutoRL are
shown in Table A1.
We test the PF and P2P policies in three previously unseen large environments.
All simulated evaluations are repeated 100 times. For the P2P policy the start and
goal are randomly selected to be between 5 and 10 meters apart. For the PF policy,
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Figure A.1: Training end-to-end policies with AutoRL. AutoRL shapes the reward function w.r.t. task’s true objective with a fixed network architecture (d), then shapes the
network architecture with a fixed reward function (e). AutoRL runs nmc parameterized
vanilla DDPG agents in parallel (c). After each agent’s training is complete, its performance is evaluated w.r.t. the true goal objective and stored in the database. Gradient-free
optimization selects the next set of reward and network parameters, and a new agent is
spawned. At the same time, the agent outputs the current best policy. Each individual
agent is initialized with reward and network weights and trained with vanilla DDPG (b).
The actor and critic of the vanilla DDPG are multi-layered feed-forward networks with
parameterized layer widths (a).

the start and goals are randomly chosen requiring at least 35 meters Euclidean
distance between a start and goal.

A.3

Robot noise modelling

To simulate robot process noise, we added Gaussian distributed process noise

N (0, σSpeed ) and N (0, σTurning ) to both the linear and angular velocities. We assume the robot can localize itself but has a Gaussian distributed localization noise

N (0, σLocalize ). Unless otherwise specified, the noise is set to σLidar = 0.3 m,
σSpeed = 0.1 m/s, σTurning = 0.1 rad/s, σLocalize = 0.1 m.
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Table A1: Hyper-parameters Found by AutoRL
P2P auto-tuned params.
θrP2P
dP2P
θn
Actor network
Critic obs. network
Critic joint network
PF auto-tuned params.
θrPF
dclearance
dwr
dws
Npartial
θn
Actor network
Critic obs. network
Critic joint network

A.4

Values
[-0.446, 0.333, -0.120,
0.153, 0.671, 16.081]
1.0 m
3
[50, 20, 10]
[50, 20]
[10, 10]
Values
[-0.0351, -0.90976, -34.158,
-4.769]
0.5344 m
0.371 m
1.821 m
2
4
[323, 47, 560]
[522, 41]
[62, 1]

Baselines

Table A2 shows the baselines used for comparison of PF anf P2P policies.
We chose APF and DWA because they are fast, well compared [34], and utilize
only clearance information which can be obtained from 1D lidar. Many popular
motion planners for dynamic environments are not suitable since they require
knowledge of obstacle velocity or dynamics while we use only a 1D lidar sensor.
To avoid the local minima problem that often plagues APF and DWA methods,
we implemented path-guidance similar to [29], where the attractive potential is
computed along a guidance path. Guidance paths are sequences of x, y positions
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connecting the start to goal positions without collision. We use PRMs to generate
the guidance paths in maps generated from floor plans or lidar.
The behavior cloning baseline (BC) uses the APF method for generating supervised data. Training dataset consistes of 100 000 transitions (pairs of observations
and actions) sampled from randomly generated paths of lengths 5-10 m. Only
transitions on successful paths were added to the dataset. Test set had 10 000 transitions. Neural network architecture and environment settings were the same as
the RL point-to-point task. We trained for 300 epochs, each training 20 batches of
size 512. Final train accuracy on the test set was 92%.
Table A2: Baseline methods
Name

Citation

RL

[110]
[32]
[91]
[55]
[137]
[110]
[29]
[55]*
[32]

APF
DWA
BC
RL
PRM-APF
PRM-DWA
PRM-RL

A.5

Baseline
for
P2P
P2P
P2P
P2P
PF
PF
PF
PF

Comment
Hand-tuned DDPG like the local planner used in [32].
Artificial potential fields.
Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) .
Behavior cloning. Same neural network architecture and environment.
Same as the AutoRL PF, buth with the hand-selected parameters.
Guidance path provided by PRMs, and APF follows the path.
Guidance path provided by PRMs, and DWA follows the path.
Guidance path provided by PRMs, and RL follows the path between the
waypoints.

Moving obstacles setup

We use a path guidance similar to [29] to create a guidance path for each moving obstacle and compute the desired velocity component in Social Force Model
(SFM), alleviating the SFM limitation of moving obstacles getting trapped in local
minima [140].
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B.1

Rewards for the P2P

B.1.1

P2P for differential drive robots

The P2P agent was developed in [58]. The reward is:

RθrDD = θrTDD [rgoal rgoalDist rcollision rclearance rstep rturning ],

(B.1)

where rgoal is 1 when the agent reaches the goal and 0 otherwise, rgoalDist is the
negative Euclidean distance to the goal, rcollision is 1 when the agent collides with
obstacles and 0 otherwise, rclearance is the distance to the closest obstacle, rstep is a
constant penalty step with value 1, and rturning is the negative angular speed.
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B.1.2

P2P for kinodynamic car robots

The P2P agent was developed in [58]. The robots dynamics is identical as [128].
The reward is:
RθrCM = θrTCM [rgoal rgoalProg rcollision rstep rbackward ],

(B.2)

where rgoal , rcollision and rstep are the same as the differential drive. rgoalProg rewards the delta change of Euclidean distance to the goal. rbackwards is the negative
of backwards speed and is zero when the robot moves forward. Nbeam = 64.

B.2

Asteroid

Asteroid has a similar dynamics to those found in the popular video game Asteroid.
ẍ = athrust cos(θ ) − κ ẋ

(B.3)

ÿ = athrust sin(θ ) − κ ẏ

(B.4)

θ̇ = aθ

(B.5)

athrust is the thruster acceleration action ranged from [-0.5, 1.0] m/s2 while aθ is
the turn rate action ranged from [-0.5, 0.5] rad/s. κ = 1.0 s−1 is the first order drag
coefficient, resulting in a maximum speed of 1.0 m/s. Nbeam = 64.

B.3

Time To Reach Estimators

The obstacle-aware reachability estimator combines rechable state classification
and TTR estimation in order to bias tree-growth towards reachable regions and
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identifying nearest neighbors. Here we explore estimating only the TTR by training a TTR estimator that is trained only by trajectories that reached the goal. Fig.
B.1 shows the predicted TTR and the ground truth for various robots. Unlike the
reachability estimator (Fig. 4 in the main paper), the TTR estimator does not overestimate TTR. This suggests that the overestimation of the reachability estimator
is caused by the TTR cost heuristic penalizing unreachable states.

(a) Differential Drive

(b) Car

(c) Asteroid

Figure B.1: Predicted time to reach v.s. true value for various robots. The estimators are
trained and evaluated with only states that can reach the goal.
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C.1

Proof of Proposition 1

Consider the c-space of a non-deformable robot R with d f DOF, operating in 3-

dimensional workspace. The robot consists of n-joints connecting total of n + 1
rigid body linkage. Motion of each joint i = 1, . . . , n can rotate or translate all
the successive linkage, i.e., i + 1, · · · , n + 1 linkage, as a rigid body. For example,

in the case of rotation with respect to ith link, a spherical joint rotates the linkage along up to the three rotational DoF, yaw, pitch and roll, denoted by ρi , θi , ψi ,
respectively. In another example, in the case of translation, a prismatic joint translates the linkage along the axis of ith link, ui . Each joint motion consists of a single or combination of up to these four DOF motions. Under these assumptions
a configuration point in the c-space can be a d f = 6 + 4n dimensional vector,
c = ( x, y, z, ρ, θ, ψ, u1 , ρ1 , θ1 , ψ1 , · · · , un , ρn , θn , ψn ), where the first six DOF are the
Cartesian coordinates, x, y, z, and the rotational DOF, ρ, θ, ψ, of the first link (the
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base of a robot) in the global coordinate frame. This c-space is general and can
fully describe free-floating rigid and articulated bodies. Keeping the notation
consistent with the main text, let us denote the jth configuration in c-space of a
n-jointed robot R by
cnj = ( x ( j) , y( j) , z( j) , ρ( j) , θ ( j) , ψ( j) ,
( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

u1 , ρ1 , θ1 , ψ1 , . . . , un , ρn , θn , ψn ),

(C.1)

where we may write c j = cnj for short.
Proof. To show that the Lipschitz continuity extends to the cases where the robot
changes shape due to ith joint rotations or translation, we use mathematical induction by the linkage.
(Base Case: i = 1) |SV (c1 , c2 )| of a rigid body with respect to translation and
rotation is Lipschitz continuous per [145].
(IH Case: i = 2, . . . , n − 1) Assume that the size of swept volume for the linkage
is Lipschitz continuous w.r.t. the rotation and translation of all the joints.
(Step Case: i = n) We need to show that (6.10) holds, for (c1 , c2 ), (c3 , c4 ) ∈

R(6+4n) ⊗ R(6+4n) . To do this, let us consider the motions of the first i = i + 1, . . . , n

linkage and the last i = n + 1 link separately. Denote the start (j = 1, 3) and goal
(j = 2, 4) configurations for the former by
cnj −1 = ( x ( j) , y( j) , z( j) , ρ( j) , θ ( j) , ψ( j)
( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

u1 , ρ1 , θ1 , ψ1 , . . . , un−1 , ρn−1 , θn−1 , ψn−1 ),

(C.2)

and those of the latter by
( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

c0j={1,3} = ( xn , yn , zn , un , ρn , θn , ψn ),

(C.3)

c0j={2,4} = c0j={1,3} + ∆c0j={1,3} ,

(C.4)
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where
( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

( j)

∆c0j = (∆xn , ∆yn , ∆zn , ∆un ∆ρn , ∆θn , ∆ψn ). The coordinate variables with
subscript n, xn , yn , zn , are the coordinates of the end of the nth linkage in the global
coordinate frame. Let c3 = c1 + ∆c1 , c4 = c2 + ∆c2 . Then, we can decompose the

|SV | into (since the union is smaller than equal to the sum)
k|SV (c1n , c2n )| − |SV (c3n , c4n )|k

(C.5)

≤ k|SV (c1n−1 , c2n−1 )| − |SV (c3n−1 , c4n−1 )|k
+ k|SV (c01 , c02 )| − |SV (c03 , c04 )|k

≤ Kn−1 k∆c1n−1 + ∆c2n−1 k + Kn k∆c01 + ∆c02 k

(C.6)
(C.7)

≤ K k∆c1n−1 + ∆c2n−1 + ∆c01 + ∆c02 k

(C.8)

≤ K k∆c1n + ∆c2n k,

(C.9)

where Kn−1 and Kn are positive real constants, and K = max (Kn−1 , Kn ). The first
term of equation (C.6) satisfies (IH) and the second one satisfies conditions of
[145]. The translation factor (affecting x, y, z) in the second term is the result of the
rotational/translational motion of the nth linkage.

C.2

Robot Details

The 15 DOF planar manipulator has a fixed round base and 15 rigid cuboid bodies
connected by 15 joints. The length of the bodies are [0.8, 0.2, 0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.1,
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.1, 0.1, 0.4, 0.1, 0.1]m long and 0.1m wide while the corridors are 1.5m
wide. The square obstacle in the corridor increases the planning difficulty and is
0.1m in width. The 15 joint angles describe a configuration of the robot. Training
sample configurations are uniform-randomly sampled from [-π, π] for the base
joint and [-π/2, π/2] for all other joints.
The L-shaped free-floating rigid body is sized at 0.4m, 0.6m, 0.1m (width,
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height, depth). During training, the translation DOFs are limited to a 1.5m box.
There are also 100 randomly placed rectangular obstacles of size 0.4m, 1.1m, 0.1m
in an environment of size 6m, 2.5m, 2.5m. Training sample configurations are
uniform-randomly sampled from [-1.5, 1.5]m for the position axes. The planning
environment is 11x larger than the learning environment. To ensure uniform sampling for rotation, we sample from [-π, π] for yaw, pitch and row and then convert
them to quaternions.
The Kuka LBR iiwa 14 R820 fixed-based manipulator has 7 joints that form
a configuration. The primary difference of this robot from the 15 DOF planar
manipulator is that the Kuka manipulator is 3D, which gives rise to much more
complex swept volume geometries.
The Closed-loop robot has 10 joints connecting 8 linkages that are 0.5m long
and 0.1m wide. The two base joints (marked as black cylinder in Figure 6.4) are
fixed. The Y-shaped end-effector is rigid, and the tip of the effector (green) undergoes linear motion between the start (magenta) and end (blue). The start and
end end-effector positions are sampled uniform-randomly in the yellow region.
Invalid swept volume samples are rejected, this includes start and end positions
with no valid inverse kinematic solution or solutions that result in self-collision.
sv weights listed in Table 6.1 corThe 10 joint angles form a configuration. The Dwe

respond to joints in the clock-wise order starting from the upper base joint.
The Prismatic robot has 4 revolute DOFs and 4 prismatic DOFs. The black and
yellow links are 0.5m long and 0.1m wide. The prismatic joints allow yellow links
to retract inside black links up to 0.5 m. The revolute joint angle and prismatic
joint length form a configuration.
The Youbot mobile manipulator is manufactured by the Kuka company. The
mechanical wheels allow the robot to translate in any direction on the horizontal
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plane. The 5 joint angles of the manipulator along with the x-y position and yaw of
the robot form a configuration. During training, the translation DOFs are limited
to a 1.5m square.

C.3

Implementation Details

g0 | share the same hyperIn Sections 6.1.4 to 6.1.5, the DNNs used to learn |SV
parameters. These include: the number of neurons in the hidden layers = [1024,
512, 256], learning rate = 0.1, training batch size = 100 and the number of training
epochs = 500 (the number of times the network utilizes the entire training dataset
during training). A stochastic gradient descent-based optimizer is used by both
the single layer networks and the DNNs. One hundred intermediate configurag0 |. The octree used to compute swept volume
tions are generated to compute |SV

g0 |) has a resolution of ∆ = 0.025m. The DNNs are trained with Tenmeasure (|SV

sorflow 1.6 on an Intel i7-6820HQ at 2.7GHz with 16GB of RAM. The training data
generation is implemented within the open-source V-REP robot simulator plat-

form. The performance of the network was evaluated by an evaluation dataset
with ten thousand samples. This dataset was generated in the same fashion as the
training data, but it was previously unseen by the network.
g0 | computation time experiments
In Section 6.1.4.3, motion planning and |SV

were conducted using OMPL in C++ on the same computer. Parameters of RRT
other than ones mentioned in main paper are set to the default values in OMPL.
This means an extend step size of 0.2 times the maximum Euclidean distance of
any pair of points in C-space and a goal bias of 0.05. The V-REP platform is used
to simulate the robot and collision detection. All planning was repeated 20 times.
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